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Abstract 

Recently, the fundamental definition of reinforcement has been challenged. The 

traditional account holds that reinforcement strengthens preceding behaviour. The challenging 

theory suggests that reinforcers guide behaviour by their discriminative properties signposting 

the current environmental contingencies. This thesis aimed to determine whether the 

traditional strengthening theory or the signalling account is the more accurate and useful 

framework for understanding reinforcement. Behavioural choice procedures were integrated 

with the analysis of Event-Related Potentials (ERP) to test these theories with respect to their 

predictions for both conditional and direct reinforcement. The integration of ERP analysis 

enabled the investigation of how neural correlates of reinforcement relate to the environment 

and behaviour, helping to constrain potential mechanisms of reinforcement.  

 

Chapter Two used a two-alternative choice procedure to establish that the reward 

stimulus used throughout this thesis was indeed a reinforcer according to both definitions. 

This was crucial for the validity of all the experiments. Furthermore, a within-subject 

relationship between choice preference and the Feedback Negativity was quantified. This 

relationship was better described by the signalling account. 

 

Chapter Three provided the first demonstration of the effect of contingency on 

reinforcer-related potentials. This was an important finding as contingency is a critical 

component of the signalling account of reinforcement, whereas the strengthening account 

focuses on temporal contiguity as the main determinant of reinforcement.  

 

Chapter Four directly tested the predictions of the signalling and strengthening 

accounts by arranging a probabilistic sequence of reinforcers. The sequence was such that 

the last two reinforcers predicted the source of the next reinforcer. Both choice preference 

and reinforcer-evoked potentials were modulated by the arranged conditional probability, in 

accordance with the signalling theory. 

 



 

VI 
 

Chapter Five built on Chapters Four and Three, assessing the joint predictions of the 

information-theoretic concept of contingency and the signalling account, by examining 

conditional reinforcement in a concurrent-chains procedure. Both the choice and the ERP 

results verified these joint predictions, demonstrating the superiority of the signalling 

account. 

 

Taken together, these results show that the signalling theory is a more accurate and 

useful explanation of both conditional and direct reinforcement, with the traditional 

strengthening account irreconcilable with the majority of observations. 
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Chapter 1: General Introduction  

Learning to choose the appropriate action in given circumstances is fundamental to all 

aspects of human behaviour. Such learning is the product of the interaction between an 

organism and the environment. Obtaining favourable outcomes (positive reinforcement) is 

essential to learning to make appropriate choices (McDowell, 2013). The concept of 

reinforcement is ubiquitous across psychology with the presentation of a reinforcer 

strengthening the probability of the preceding behaviour (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). 

However, there is now substantial evidence that challenges this account, instead suggesting 

that reinforcers act as signposts about future contingencies rather than a simple strengthening 

of preceding behaviour (Baum, 2012b; Davison & Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010).  

 

The present thesis aims to aid in the determination of whether the traditional 

strengthening theory or the signalling account is the more accurate and useful framework. 

There are both conceptual and empirical grounds to consider choice procedures better suited 

to addressing questions about how reinforcement operates than procedures that reinforce 

responses to a single, isolated alternative. Herrnstein (1970) has provided a consistent, 

quantitative account of all behaviour as choice, be it between scheduled reinforcement on a 

single alternative and extraneous, unscheduled reinforcement maintaining all other 

behaviours, or between more than one scheduled source of reinforcement, whether available 

simultaneously or successively. That is, all behaviour should be interpreted as choice 

behaviour. Choice measures also tend to be more sensitive to changes in reinforcement 

parameters. For example, Catania (1963) showed that simple response rate was largely 

unaffected by reinforcer magnitude, but choice between two alternatives that provided 

different reinforcer magnitudes was strongly controlled by the ratio of those magnitudes. In 

addition to direct reinforcement, choice procedures also offer a sensitive measure of the 

effects of conditional reinforcement (Shahan, 2010). For these reasons, all experiments 

conducted within this thesis use choice preference as the main dependent measure of 

behaviour. Within the experimental analysis of behaviour, the standard choice procedure 

consists of two alternatives. Participants choose between these alternatives and experience 

different outcomes for each alternative given the experimental conditions. The relative 

number of responses for each alternative indicates the participants’ choice preference 
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between these options. Event-related potentials were recorded to help elucidate the 

mechanisms of reinforcement by relating behaviour to the neural correlates of reinforcement. 

 

1.1 Reinforcement  

1.1.1 Traditional Definition 

 

Under the traditional strengthening account, reinforcers increase the probability of the 

preceding behaviour reoccurring (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). This simple definition 

provides a parsimonious and useful account of behaviour. According to the strengthening 

account, the behaviour preceding reinforcement need not be the actual cause of the reinforcer 

in order for its likelihood to be increased. The only prerequisite is that the behaviour and the 

reinforcer be presented with some degree of temporal proximity. That is to say that the 

reinforcer should closely follow the behaviour, in order for reinforcement of the behaviour to 

reliably occur.  

 

This prerequisite has been called temporal contiguity. Skinner (1948) demonstrated 

that temporal contiguity alone was sufficient to increase behaviour. By providing food at 

regular intervals, Skinner observed that the subjects began to exhibit stereotyped 

idiosyncratic behaviours. These behaviours were termed superstitious as they were 

maintained by the delivery of food without there being a causal relationship between the 

behaviour and the food.  

 

Wagner and Morris (1987) translated this finding to human children. The children 

were in an experimental room containing a robotic clown capable of delivering marbles 

which functioned as exchangeable tokens. The clown dispensed the marbles every 30 or 60 

seconds, irrespective of the children’s behaviour. Nine of the 12 children developed a 

dominant behavioural response which they did in-between marble deliveries. Catania and 

Cutts (1963) extended the superstition-inducing procedure to the investigation of choice 

behaviour. Two keys were available to the participants, one which did nothing and the other 

which arranged reinforcers according to a variable interval 30-second schedule. All 
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participants responded in complex sequences and when debriefed they explained that these 

erroneous patterns were necessary for reinforcement. 

 

Additionally, the strengthening account of reinforcement has been successfully 

applied as the basis of many therapeutic interventions with the field of applied behaviour 

analysis (Baer, Wolf, & Risley, 1968; Lit & Mace, 2015; Virués-Ortega, 2010).  

 

However, evidence began to accumulate suggesting that temporal contiguity alone 

does not provide a full account of reinforcement. Numerous results showed that a causal link 

between behaviour and reinforcer delivery maintains responding at a higher rate than when 

reinforcers are presented at the same rate without the causal relationship (Lattal, 1995). 

Further research investigating superstitious behaviour showed that temporal contiguity was 

relatively poor at maintaining behaviour with a consistent topography (appearance of 

behaviour), with substantial drifts in the appearance of the maintained behaviour (Ono, 1987; 

Palya & Zacny, 1980; Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971). 

 

Nevin and Grace (Nevin & Grace, 2000) suggested a revised version of the law of 

effect, integrating the stimulus context into the definition. This revised strengthening account 

of reinforcement suggested that the rate of responding was controlled by the relationship 

between the behaviour and the reinforcer, whereas the persistence of behaviour was a 

function of the relationship between the stimulus context and the reinforcer. Persistence is 

measured by the degree to which behaviour is maintained in the face of disruption.  

 

This revised version of the law of effect was also known as the Behavioral Momentum 

Theory ( BMT; Nevin & Grace, 2000). BMT extended the utility of the strengthening account 

in terms of explaining basic research, in the development and enhancement of therapeutic 

interventions(Pritchard, Hoerger, & Mace, 2014; Pritchard, Hoerger, Mace, Penney, & 

Harris, 2014), and as a framework for investigating the relapse of behaviour (Podlesnik & 

Shahan, 2010). 
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An alternative source support for the strengthening account of reinforcement comes 

from attention research. Podlesnik, Thrailkill, and Shahan (2011) applied the BMT 

framework to the investigation of attending. Podlesnik and colleagues found that the relative 

allocation of attending between stimulus features was a function the relative probability of 

reinforcement for the correct identification of each feature. Additionally, the persistence of 

attending was also a function of reinforcement rate, with a higher rate of reinforcement 

resulting in more persistent attending. These results indicate that the effect of reinforcement 

on attending is well described by the revised strengthening account of reinforcement. 

 

However, even with the revision, some findings remained discrepant with the 

strengthening account of reinforcement. For example, Nevin (1969) implemented a two-

alternative discrete-trials procedure, where reinforcers were arranged according to a variable 

interval schedule. In this procedure, there was no evidence that reinforcers resulted in a 

subsequent increase in the selection of the just-reinforced alternative. 

 

1.1.2 Signalling theory of Reinforcement  

Results from the previous section have been interpreted as consistent with the 

strengthening account of reinforcement. However, a competing theory has recently been 

developed: The signalling theory of reinforcement. This account specifies that reinforcers 

alter behaviour by their discriminative properties, guiding the organism to select the 

appropriate action given the current environmental contingencies (Baum, 2012; for review 

see Cowie & Davison, 2016; Shahan, 2010).  

 

In the case of the previous studies supporting the law of effect, the delivery 

reinforcers were always arranged such that they acted as signposts signalling to repeat the last 

action. Additionally, the signalling account offers a more parsimonious account of the partial 

reinforcement extinction effect (Humphreys, 1939).When reinforcers are delivered for each 

response, as in continuous reinforcement procedures, and the organism enters extinction, 

responses no longer produce reinforcement. This change in contingency is highly 

discriminable and results in the expedient reduction of response rate. However, when 
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responses are partially reinforced, the transition to extinction is less easily discriminated. The 

difficulty in discriminating the change in contingency, results in responding persisting for a 

longer period compared to the continuous reinforcement procedure (Baum, 2012a; Gallistel, 

2012). This effect is due to the discriminative properties of reinforcement, parsimoniously 

explained by the signalling account; whereas, the strengthening account cannot explain the 

partial reinforcement extinction effect, without being extended to include these discriminative 

properties. 

 

Likewise, the superstitious responding results can also be accounted for by the 

signalling theory of reinforcement. While the reinforcers did not inherently signal to repeat 

the last action, a dynamic interaction between the organism misinterpreting the reinforcer 

signal and subsequent reinforcer deliveries resulted in the idiosyncratic behaviour becoming 

predictive of reinforcement. This account is substantially less parsimonious than the 

strengthening theory. However, the signalling account is arguably more consistent with the 

topographical drift of superstitious behaviour observed in numerous studies (Ono, 1987; 

Palya & Zacny, 1980; Staddon & Simmelhag, 1971). 

 

The previous discussion has focused on procedures where reinforcers signal to repeat 

the last action. However, within the natural world, the reinforcers can have a greater range of 

associated signals. For example, finding seed for a bird may indicate a high probability of 

more grain in the area. Whereas a successful sale for a door-to-door salesman indicates they 

should try another household. Indeed, when reinforcers signal a reduction in the subsequent 

probability of reinforcement, a concomitant reduction in response rate may result. This 

reduction in response rate after reinforcement is well documented in both Fixed Ratio (FR) 

schedules and Fixed Interval (FI) schedules of reinforcement (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). By 

contrast, the strengthening theory of reinforcement predicts that reinforcers should always 

increase the probability of the preceding behaviour, opposite to the FR and FI results. 

 

The apparent discord between the Shimp (1966) and Nevin (1969) can be resolved by 

the application of the signalling account. In a two-alternative discrete-trials choice procedure, 

Shimp found that the delivery of a reinforcer increased the subsequent choice preference for 
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the productive alternative. By contrast, Nevin used a similar procedure and found no 

evidence for a local strengthening effect of reinforcement. The main difference between 

procedures was how reinforcers were arranged to be delivered. In Shimp’s experiment, each 

alternative had a specific probability of a response resulting in a reinforcer (concurrent 

variable-ratio scheduling); whereas in Nevin’s experiment reinforcers were arranged based on 

the passage of time (concurrent variable interval (VI) scheduling). This meant that Shimp’s 

procedure contained a dynamic feedback loop. Any preference for either alternative would 

result in more reinforcers delivered to the preferred option. So, the reinforcer signal was 

dependent on the organism's behaviour. Whereas, in Nevin’s procedure, the VI scheduling 

meant that responding did not have as big an impact on the per trial rate of reinforcement, so 

did not signal an increase in the probability of further reinforcement for the same alternative. 

 

Further support for the signalling account comes from the local analysis of free 

operant choice. Early experiments demonstrated that the delivery of reinforcers resulted in a 

transient post-reinforcer increase in the selection of the productive alternative. This 

phenomenon was called a preference pulse (Landon & Davison, 2001). The initial 

interpretation of this result was that it demonstrated the strengthening of the just-reinforced 

alternative. However, Krägeloh, Davison, and Elliffe (2005) provided compelling evidence 

suggesting that preference pulses are better explained by the signalling account of 

reinforcement. Krägeloh and colleagues arranged a choice procedure where the total 

reinforcer ratio was equal for the two alternatives. The strengthening account, would 

therefore predict that choice would be equal as the responses for each alternative received 

equivalent strengthening. However, Krägeloh et al. manipulated the conditional probability of 

reinforcement given the source of the last reinforcer. Their results showed that post-reinforcer 

choice was controlled by the arranged conditional probability, such that the subjects were 

more likely to choose the same alternative when it had a high probability of a repeat 

reinforcement and were more likely to shift to the other alternative when there was a low 

probability of a repeat reinforcer.  

 

Boutros, Elliffe, and Davison (2011) conducted a direct test of the signalling account 

of reinforcement. Boutros and colleagues used a two-alternative choice procedure which 

arranged a strictly alternating sequence of reinforcers. Post-reinforcer choice was not biased 
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for the just-reinforced alternative; instead, subjects favoured the alternative consistent with 

the arranged sequence. Additionally, more complex discriminative properties of reinforcers 

have been demonstrated to control behaviour. Cowie, Davison, and Elliffe (2011) observed 

the joint control of choice preference by reinforcers and the passage of time when the 

probability of an alternative producing the next reinforcer was a function of time since 

reinforcement. Similar control of choice preference by the interplay between time and 

reinforcement have been observed with more complex reinforcer contingencies (Davison, 

Cowie, & Elliffe, 2013; Miranda-Dukoski, Davison, & Elliffe, 2014). 

 

The finding that reinforcers can exhibit different effects on behaviour given the 

context is also more consistent with the signalling account than the strengthening theory of 

reinforcement. Some examples of the contextual dependence of reinforcers include the larger 

impact of reinforcers on local choice preference for more variable environments (Cowie & 

Davison, 2016), the speed of adaptation to contingency based on the prior volatility of the 

environment (Gallistel et al., 2001), and violation of the constant ratio rule occurring when 

the environmental contingencies are variable as opposed to the invariance observed in a 

steady-state environment (Bensemann, Lobb, Podlesnik, & Elliffe, 2015; Elliffe & Davison, 

2010). In sum, the results reviewed here both support the signalling account while being 

incompatible with the traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement, without the 

elaboration of additional concepts and theoretical constructs. Chapters four and five directly 

assess the competing predictions of the strengthening and signalling accounts of 

reinforcement. 

 

1.1.3 Conditional Reinforcement  

So far only direct reinforcement has been discussed. The efficacy of direct reinforcers 

has been attributed to their intrinsic properties of biological significance. However, under the 

traditional strengthening framework, a previously neutral stimulus can come to reinforce 

behaviour by being paired with a direct reinforcer (Kelleher & Gollub, 1962). This is known 

as conditional reinforcement. On the other hand, the signalling account of reinforcement 

suggests that the same mechanism for direct reinforcement applies to conditional 

reinforcement: conditional reinforcers guide behaviour by signposting the current 
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environmental contingencies (Boutros, Davison, & Elliffe, 2009, 2011; Davison & Baum, 

2006, 2010; Shahan, 2010).  

 

Evidence for the strengthening account of conditional reinforcement comes from a 

variety of procedures (for reviews see Shahan, 2010; Williams, 1994). One such procedure is 

simple chained schedules, where responding under one schedule and associated 

discriminative stimulus (the initial link) is followed by another schedule and discriminative 

stimulus (terminal link) in which a reinforcer is obtained. Responding in the initial link has 

been assumed to be maintained by conditional reinforcement (Catania, 1980). This proposal 

was extended to concurrent-chain schedules, where the initial link contains two or more 

alternatives, with choice preference in the initial link controlled by conditional reinforcement 

(Dunn, Williams, & Royalty, 1987; Moore, 1985). 

 

Preliminary concurrent-chain research indicated that the preference in the initial link 

was directly related to the relative rate of reinforcement between the terminal links 

(Herrnstein, 1964). However, Fantino (1969) demonstrated that the duration of the initial link 

impacted choice preference, with longer initial links attenuating preference. The duration of 

the initial links affected choice preference independently of the reinforcer rate. A multitude of 

quantitative models of concurrent-chain choice preference were developed to account for the 

relative strengthening contributions of conditional and direct reinforcement (Grace, 1994; 

Mazur, 2001; Squires & Fantino, 1971). These models describe the interrelated effects of 

conditional and direct reinforcement in the concurrent-chains procedure. 

 

An alternative method for investigating conditional reinforcement is the observing-

response procedure (Wyckoff, 1952). This procedure consists of episodes where a 

reinforcement schedule (for example variable interval) is active randomly interspersed with 

episodes of extinction. Responses to a second alternative (observing manipulandum) result in 

a transitory presentation of a discriminative stimulus indicating the current contingency (i.e. 

reinforcement or extinction). These observing responses are considered to be maintained via 

conditional reinforcement (Dinsmoor, 1983). The observing-response procedure enables the 
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conditional reinforcer rate to be independently manipulated, allowing for the dissociation 

from the direct reinforcement rate (Shahan, 2010). 

 

Shahan, Podlesnik, and Jimenez-Gomez (2006) examined choice preference, in a 

concurrent two-alternative observing-response procedure, as a function of the relative rate of 

stimulus presentation provided by each alternative. This allowed for the quantification of the 

relationship between choice preference and the relative conditional reinforcer rate. The 

results indicated that choice preference for observing responses was related to the relative 

conditional reinforcer rate using a generalised matching law analysis (Baum, 1974). As 

preference has been used as a measure of response strength this result is consistent with the 

strengthening account of conditional reinforcement. 

  

Another result consistent with the strengthening account comes from the delayed-

reinforcement discrimination learning procedure (Cronin, 1980). Cronin found that a stimulus 

paired with direct reinforcement biased choice in a colour discrimination task. Subjects 

selected the alternative associated with the stimulus, even when the selection of the 

alternative was incorrect and resulted in a reduction in reinforcement rate. This is consistent 

with the strengthening account and difficult to square with the signalling theory of 

conditional reinforcement. A similar challenge to the signalling account of reinforcement 

comes from studies of attending (Chelazzi, Perlato, Santandrea, & Della Libera, 2013). In 

these experiments, the association of a stimulus with a reinforcer results in the associated 

stimulus eliciting saccadic eye movement and enhanced distractor attentional capture, as 

measured by an increase in reaction times, when such attending is counter-productive to the 

current task (Anderson, Laurent, & Yantis, 2011; Della Libera & Chelazzi, 2006, 2009; 

Hickey, Chelazzi, & Theeuwes, 2010; Hickey & van Zoest, 2012). While this is consistent 

with the strengthening theory of reinforcement, the interference of the reinforcer-predictive 

stimulus seems to disagree with the signalling account. A potential reconciliation may be that 

the organism is sampling the previously predictive stimulus in order to detect if there are any 

further changes to the environmental contingencies. Such an explanation was suggested by 

Gallistel (2012) to account for relapse and differential persistence in multiple schedules of 

reinforcement (Nevin & Grace, 2000; Podlesnik & Shahan, 2010). According to Gallistel’s 

proposal, the measure of the persistence and relapse of behaviour is reflective of an organism 
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sampling the environment rather than an indication of the strengthening properties of 

reinforcement. Higher rates of reinforcement prior to disruption results in more responding 

during disruption as the pre-disruption reinforcement rate informs the expected upper bound 

of the potential frequency of reinforcement. 

 

Further support for the signalling account comes from the observing-response 

procedure. A series of experiments was conducted to examine the strengthening effects of 

conditional reinforcement by measuring the persistence of observing in the face of disruption 

(Shahan & Podlesnik, 2005, 2008). It was found that the only determinant of the persistence 

of responding maintained by conditional reinforcement was the rate of direct reinforcement. 

Consequently, conditional reinforcers themselves did not strengthen behaviour. In light of 

these findings, Shahan (2010) suggested perhaps conditional reinforcers act as signposts to 

guide behaviour in a manner similar to earlier information-based accounts of conditional 

reinforcement (Bolles, 1975; Longstreth, 1971; Wolfe, 1936). 

 

Davison and Baum (2006, 2010) used a rapidly-changing procedure to show that a 

stimulus could control local choice preference. As the name suggests, a rapidly-changing 

procedure involves many within-session changes in reinforcement contingencies (Davison & 

Baum, 2000). This volatile environment generally results in the subject’s behaviour quickly 

adapting to the current contingencies (Cowie & Davison, 2016). Davison and Baum (2006, 

2010) presented a stimulus within the rapidly-changing procedure. The correlation of the 

stimulus to the current contingency was varied across a variety of conditions. The conditional 

reinforcing properties of the stimulus were demonstrated to be due to its correlation to direct 

reinforcement. When the stimulus predicted a repeat reinforcer delivery, choice preference 

was for the just-reinforced alternative. When the stimulus predicted a shift to the other 

alternative, the presentation of the stimulus resulted in a preference pulse shifting away from 

the just-reinforced alternative. This pattern of results supports the signalling account while 

being inconsistent with the strengthening theory of reinforcement. This result was extended 

to a steady-state procedure showing that discriminative stimuli only function as conditional 

reinforcers when they signal additional task-relevant information (Boutros et al., 2009; 

Boutros, Davison, et al., 2011). In addition to supporting the signalling account, these results 

indicate that the effect of conditional reinforcers may be dependent on the context of the 
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arranged environmental contingencies, consistent with the contextual dependence of direct 

reinforcers (e.g. Bensemann et al., 2015; Elliffe & Davison, 2010). 

 

In this thesis, direct reinforcement refers to the presentation of a token stimulus 

representing the delivery of money. This method of reinforcement was selected as it 

compatible with the practical constraints of EEG research. The reinforcing properties of this 

stimulus, under the traditional strengthening definition, are confirmed in Chapter Two. 

Chapter Five investigates the predictions of the signalling theory in relation to both direct and 

conditional reinforcement. 

 

1.1.4 Temporal Contingency Theory  

Central to the signalling account of reinforcement is the concept of contingency. 

Understanding contingency is important as it provides a framework specifying the necessary 

conditions for the environment to effect behaviour. Contingency has been defined in a 

number of ways. The instrumental contingency theory states that the strength of an action-

outcome association is governed by the difference between the probability of reward given 

the action and the probability of the reward given no action (Hammond, 1980). This suggests 

there is no action-outcome association when the probability for the reward given the action 

equals the probability of reward given the absence of the response. Previous research has 

shown that manipulating contingency affects behaviour in both animals and humans (Allan, 

1993; Balleine & Dickinson, 1998; Hammond, 1980). 

 

Meanwhile, within behavioural science, there has been further theoretical 

development outlining contingency using information theoretic concepts (Gallistel, Craig, & 

Shahan, 2014). Within this framework, contingency is defined by the degree to which a 

stimulus or action decreases the uncertainty of when another action or event will occur. For 

example, dark billowing clouds on the horizon decrease the uncertainty about the chance of 

rain. Specifically, Gallistel and colleagues proposed that the information-theoretic concept of 

entropy could be used as the basis for a measurement of contingency. Information entropy is 
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a measure quantifying the average amount of information gained by observing the occurrence 

of an event, and is defined by the equation: 

 

𝐻 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑖  log ( 
1

𝑃𝑖
𝑖

) 

 

where 𝐻 signifies the information entropy, 𝑃𝑖 is the probability of 𝑖 occurring and 𝑖 is an 

index for all possible values for a particular probability distribution (Shannon, 1948). When 

there is only one possible outcome no information is gained when that outcome occurs 

therefore the information entropy for this situation is 0 bits. When there are two equally likely 

outcomes, such as in the case of a coin flip, the amount of information gained by observing 

the outcome is 1 bit. Bits are the unit of entropy when log of base two is used in the 

calculation. High entropy for a particular probability distribution reflects a greater degree of 

uncertainty about the occurrence of an event. The occurrence of any event such as the 

delivery of a reinforcer has a base entropy, denoted by 𝐻𝑏. The occurrence of another event, 

such as an organism emitting a response, may reduce the uncertainty in the delivery of 

reinforcement. This is termed the residual entropy, represented by 𝐻𝑟. Gallistel and 

colleagues proposed that the contingency between two events, response and reinforcer, can be 

quantified by the degree to which the event (response) decreases the entropy of another event 

(reinforcer) with respect to the base entropy (reinforcer): 

 

𝐶 =
𝐻𝑏 − 𝐻𝑟

𝐻𝑏
 

 

The above equation can be applied in different ways, measuring separate aspects of 

contingencies. For example, contingency may be divided into two major categories: 

prospective and retrospective. Prospective contingency is the degree to which a preceding 

event decreases uncertainty about a subsequent event. In operant conditioning, an example 

would be when an organism’s action decreases the uncertainty about the delivery of a reward. 

By contrast, the retrospective contingency quantifies the reduction of uncertainty about a 
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preceding event given the occurrence of a subsequent event. With reference to the previous 

example, retrospective contingency describes the uncertainty about an action having occurred 

given that a reward was received. This distinction is important because, above a certain rate 

of response, there is effectively no prospective contingency in the variable interval schedules. 

However, there is a strong retrospective contingency in these schedules, as all reinforcers are 

preceded by a response. The extra-explanatory power of the information-theoretic account for 

variable interval schedules is important as they have been used extensively in the study of 

choice (for review see Davison & McCarthy, 1988). Chapter Three investigates the 

relationship between choice and contingency and Chapter Five assesses the joint predictions 

of the signalling account of reinforcement and the information-theoretic concept of 

contingency in relation to direct and conditional reinforcement. 

 

1.1.6 Reinforcement Learning approach  

Both the strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement make the same 

predictions when reinforcers are arranged such that they signal to repeat the last action. They 

differ with respect to when the reinforcers are predictive of a change in the current 

environmental contingencies, where the nature of the change means that repeating the last 

action is not beneficial. This distinction between strengthening and signalling shares 

similarities with the idea of the exploitation versus exploration trade-off from computational 

models of learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998). This trade-off states that seemingly suboptimal 

choices can be beneficial when the environmental contingencies are uncertain to the agent. 

Selecting the best option among the known alternatives is an example of exploitation, 

whereas selecting an option with lower expected value can be seen as exploration, especially 

when there is little to no information informing the expectation. One of the most influential 

models is the value-based Reinforcement Learning algorithm (RL). RL is a generalisation of 

the Rescorla-Wagner model for respondent conditioning (Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).  

 

The value-based RL consists of a set of environmental states. For each state, there are 

associated predictions detailing the expected consequences of performing a particular action 

in this state. When the agent selects an action in a particular environmental state, the 

difference of value between the observed and expected outcome is used to update the action-
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outcome expectation for that particular environmental state. The difference between observed 

and expected outcomes is referred to as a prediction error and can be positive or negative. 

Positive prediction errors are when outcomes are better than expected, whereas negative 

prediction errors are when the outcomes are worse than expected. Actions are usually 

selected probabilistically based on the value of their expected outcome. In this way, both the 

expectations and the actions of the agent adapt to the environmental contingencies (Mongillo, 

Shteingart, & Loewenstein, 2014). 

 

The RL model has been influential, forming the basis for many experiments 

investigating the cognitive electrophysiology of reward and feedback in general (San Martín, 

2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). However, the substantial variability in human performance 

in simple two-alternative choice procedures, as well the observation of probability matching 

is inconsistent with the predictions of RL learning (Kollins, Newland, & Critchfield, 1997; 

Shteingart & Loewenstein, 2014). Furthermore, the unadulterated value-based RL predicts 

that behaviour will adapt incrementally, producing a learning curve. However, this curve is 

an artefact of averaging and often does not represent how individuals adapt to environmental 

contingencies (Gallistel, Fairhurst, & Balsam, 2004). Another limitation of this approach is 

that the set of expectations grows exponentially as the number of environmental states and 

the set of actions increases (Sutton & Barto, 1998). This makes generalising the algorithm 

from discrete-trials to continuous free-operant responding inherently difficult (Mongillo et 

al., 2014). Furthermore, in the unadulterated RL, extinction is the result of the weakening of 

the expectation that the response will have a favourable outcome. However, many 

behavioural phenomena such as spontaneous recovery, and relapse contradict this prediction, 

showing abrupt increases in previously extinguished responding (Redish, Jensen, Johnson, & 

Kurth-Nelson, 2007). 

 

These limitations have led to the modification of RL with the introduction of 

Hierarchical reinforcement learning in an attempt to curtail the exponential growth (Barto & 

Mahadevan, 2003), as well as alterations to account for extinction and relapse phenomena 

(Redish et al., 2007). However, the results from a recent study investigating the perception of 

probability pose a serious challenge to RL algorithms based on an expectation observation 

difference updating rule (Gallistel, Krishan, Liu, Miller, & Latham, 2014). Gallistel and 
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colleagues conducted an experiment where participants were required to provide trial-by-trial 

estimates of the proportion of green rings within a box. On each trial, a ring momentarily 

appeared, with the colour randomly selected by a draw from a Bernoulli distribution with a 

non-stationary probability. The probability of green rings changed multiple times during the 

experiment with participants informed that the box of rings may change. In each trial, 

participants had the option of indicating that they thought there had been a change in 

probability. The results indicated that participants quickly and accurately estimated the 

arranged hidden probabilities, often with abrupt changes in estimated probability. The abrupt 

nature of the changes in probability estimates was noted to be inconsistent with the value-

based RL class of algorithms, even with extensions including adaptive learning rates and 

output thresholds. Instead, a Bayesian change-point algorithm well described the participants’ 

estimates. Rather than adapting to changes, the model explicitly attempts to detect changes, 

categorising surprising outcomes as either due to random variation or representative of a 

change in the underlying probability. 

 

 The result of Gallistel and colleagues (2014) is consistent with recent theoretical 

developments suggesting that RL problems may be reformulated in terms of active inference 

(Friston, Daunizeau, & Kiebel, 2009). The active inference approach shares similarities with 

both the signalling account of reinforcement and the information-theoretic concept of 

temporal contingency, in which agents attempt to minimise their surprise. However, the 

limitations of RL are of concern as two of the major cognitive electrophysiological accounts 

of feedback processing are derived from this algorithm. 

   

1.2 Event-Related Potentials Measure Cortical Activity  

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was invented in the early 20th century (Berger, 

1929) and was subsequently used to measure brain activity in the ensuing decades. The 

general procedure involves the placement of electrodes on the surface of the scalp. These 

electrodes provide a measure of the voltage changes over the surface of the head. One of the 

determinates of the scalp potentials is the activity of cortical neurons. The major advantage of 

EEG is the degree of temporal precision that it can measure changes in scalp electrical fields. 

EEG is able to record electrical activity on the order of a millisecond. This is impressive 
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given that action potentials (the main process by which information is transmitted through a 

neuron) take between 10 and 30 ms for cortico-cortical axons (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006). 

This temporal precision makes EEG a popular technique in the field of cognitive 

neuroscience (Cohen, 2014; Luck, 2014). EEG enables researchers to associate neuronal 

activity with a variety of cognitive and behavioural processes, including, but not limited to 

sensory processing, perception, attention, awareness, learning, and memory (Cohen, 2014). 

 

The biophysics of EEG remains an active area of research. Nunez and Srinivasan 

(2006) provide a general conceptual framework explaining the physics of EEG. The 

generation of electrical potentials is thought to be mainly due to between neuron information 

transmissions. The predominant transfer process occurs at the junction between neurons 

called a synapse. When an action potential arrives at a synapse it triggers the release of 

neurotransmitters from the presynaptic neuron to bind to the postsynaptic membrane. The 

neurotransmitters either make it easier for the output neuron to fire an action potential 

(excitatory postsynaptic potential EPSP) or more difficult (inhibitory postsynaptic potential 

IPSP). These postsynaptic potentials are due to the neurotransmitters regulating the flow of 

ions into the output neuron. The IPSP result in the production of current sources, whereas the 

EPSP produce current sinks. The number of active synapses per volume of tissue at a 

particular time is called the synaptic action field (Nunez, 2000). The difference between the 

excitatory and inhibitory synaptic action fields results in the generation of dipole moments 

when considered on the scale of scalp EEG. The main determinants of the strength of the 

dipole, as measured by EEG, are the degree of segregation and separation of excitatory and 

inhibitory synaptic action fields, the spatial orientation of the neurons, the radial distance of 

the generating tissue to the scalp surface, and the extent to which the postsynaptic potentials 

co-occur (synchronicity). These factors applied to the physiological structure of the brain, 

suggest that the postsynaptic activity in the neocortex pyramidal neurons is the major 

determining factor to the scalp-recorded EEG potentials. This is based on pyramidal neurons’ 

columnar arrangement, radial orientation and relative proximity to the scalp surface 

(Mountcastle, 1997). Furthermore, pyramidal neuron dendrites spread over the superficial 

cortical layers, increasing the likelihood of the electrical field propagating to the scalp surface 

(Luck, 2014). Additionally, the distribution of excitatory and inhibitory synapses exhibit a 

radial gradient with relatively more excitatory synapses at superficial levels and more 

inhibitory synapses at deeper layers (Braintenberg & Schultz, 1991; Lopes da Silva & Storm 
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van Leeuwen, 1978; Mountcastle, 1997). These factors are conducive to the generation of a 

dipole moment strong enough to be recorded by scalp EEG (Cohen, 2014; Lopes da Silva, 

2013; Luck, 2014; Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006). 

 

Although EEG has excellent temporal precision, its spatial resolution is relatively 

poor, on the order of several centimetres. The poor spatial resolution is due to the 

complications of volume conduction through the inhomogeneous tissue (cerebrospinal fluid, 

dura, skull, skin). These different mediums vary in their conductivity and possess complex 

geometries which result in the spreading of the EEG signal across the scalp. This means that 

the EEG measured at any particular electrode location constitutes a weighted mixture of the 

all contributing brain sources. This mixture is a linear superposition of each of the sources. 

However, trying to isolate the location of these sources is an ill-posed problem, as without 

additional assumptions there are infinitely many arrangements of source generators that could 

produce a given pattern of scalp activity (Sarvas, 1987). 

 

The majority of EEG research in cognitive psychology has used event-related 

potentials (ERPs) as a method of analysis. ERPs are produced by collecting multiple trials 

where the EEG signal is recorded during the presentation a stimulus or when the participant 

is required to make a response. For each trial, the EEG signal is segmented into a specific 

time window (epoch) with respect to when the event occurred. Subsequently, the mean is 

calculated for each measurement within the epoch. This time averaging attenuates activity 

which is not time-locked to the occurrence of the event, while enhancing activity which is 

systematically evoked by the event. So in the traditional ERP method, the variability in each 

individual trial is treated as random variation (Sauseng & Klimesch, 2008).However, the 

recent development of regression decomposition ERPs, enables the isolation of EEG activity 

covarying with quantitative predictors (Smith, 2014; Smith & Kutas, 2014). In this 

framework, traditional ERP is considered as an intercept within the general linear model. 

Instead of taking the mean at each time point, a general linear model is applied. Different 

events can be represented with the addition of categorical predictors, providing estimates of 

the difference between the types of events. This is equivalent to the difference wave of 

traditional ERP analysis. The major extension of regression decomposition is when there is a 

quantitative predictor, such as reaction time. The activity covarying with this quantitative 
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predictor can be isolated. Such covariation allows for the analysis trial-by-trial variability, 

given an appropriate predictor variable. 

 

1.3 Event-Related Potentials related to Reward  

Neural correlates of reinforcement and how they relate to the environment and 

behaviour may help to dissociate the strengthening and signalling accounts by constraining 

potential mechanisms. There are three promising candidates: the Feedback Negativity (FN), 

the P300, and the Late Positive Potential (LPP). These are components of the ERP evoked by 

the presentation of reward. 

 

The FN occurs approximately 200– 300 ms after feedback. The FN has a frontocentral 

distribution and is typically more positive for favourable compared to aversive outcomes 

(Miltner, Braun, & Coles, 1997; San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). The FN has 

also been referred to as the Feedback-Related Negativity (FRN), the feedback Error-Related 

Negativity (fERN), and the medial frontal negativity (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002). 

Additionally, activity within the FN time window has been suggested to be the result of a 

reward positivity superimposed on negative N2 deflection (Holroyd, Pakzad-Vaezi, & 

Krigolson, 2008). 

 

Previous research has established that the FN is modulated by the valence of the 

evoking stimulus (favourable versus aversive) (Goyer, Woldorff, & Huettel, 2008; Gu, Wu, 

Jiang, & Luo, 2011; Kreussel et al., 2012; Oberg, Christie, & Tata, 2011; Yeung & Sanfey, 

2004), by magnitude of the outcome (C. Bellebaum, Polezzi, & Daum, 2010; Kujawa, Smith, 

Luhmann, & Hajcak, 2013; Luo & Qu, 2013; Meadows, Gable, Lohse, & Miller, 2016), by 

the delay between a response and the outcome (Opitz, Ferdinand, & Mecklinger, 2011; 

Peterburs, Kobza, & Bellebaum, 2016; Weinberg, Luhmann, Bress, & Hajcak, 2012); it can 

be evoked by stimulus which reliably predicts an outcome (Luque, Morís, Rushby, & Le 

Pelley, 2015; Pornpattananangkul & Nusslock, 2015; Thomas, Vanni-Mercier, & Dreher, 

2013), and is larger for active compared to passive tasks (Christian Bellebaum & Colosio, 

2014; Itagaki & Katayama, 2008; Warren & Holroyd, 2012). The majority of these properties 

have been shown to affect choice with their effects described by the concatenated generalised 
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matching law (P. Killeen, 1972). This overlap between variables affecting both the FN and 

choice highlight the potential utility of the FN for comparing the strengthening and signalling 

accounts of reinforcement. 

 

The FN amplitude has also been correlated to subjective and computation measures of 

surprise (Bai, Katahira, & Ohira, 2015; Ichikawa, Siegle, Dombrovski, & Ohira, 2010). 

Surprise occurs when there is a difference between expected and observed outcomes. The 

relationship of the FN to surprise forms the basis of the dominant theoretical account, the 

Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). This theory 

originally proposed that the FN reflected a worse-than-expected learning signal evoked by 

aversive feedback. However, subsequent empirical evidence resulted in the theory being 

revised, suggesting instead that all unexpected stimuli evoke a negativity (N2), with 

favourable stimuli also eliciting a superimposed positivity (Holroyd et al., 2008) .  

 

A series of studies demonstrating that better-than-expected outcomes may also evoke 

negative FN contradict the predictions of the Reinforcement Learning account (Ferdinand, 

Mecklinger, Kray, & Gehring, 2012; Garofalo, Maier, & di Pellegrino, 2014; Oliveira, 

McDonald, & Goodman, 2007; Talmi, Atkinson, & El-Deredy, 2013). This supported an 

alternative explanation, the valence-independent Predicted-Response-Outcome model 

(Alexander & Brown, 2011). This model postulates that the FN is related to a general surprise 

signal, irrespective of the averseness or favourability of the surprise.  

 

Mushtaq, Wilkie, Mon-Williams, & Schaefer (2016) recently tested the predictions of 

the valence-independent model and Reinforcement Learning account of the FN. Mushtaq and 

colleagues arranged a two-alternative choice task with randomised wins and losses to 

investigate how the sequence of feedback affected the FN. The results showed that only the 

FN evoked by wins was affected by the sequence of outcomes , with the FN amplitude more 

positive after a previous win. A similar pattern was observed for the P300. These 

observations were inconsistent with both the Reinforcement Learning account and the 

Predicted-Response-Outcome model. To account for these findings, Mustaq et al. suggested 
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that priming of the affective system may modulate the FN. Additional studies also show that 

the sequence of outcomes can affect the FN (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Goyer et al., 

2008; Osinsky, Mussel, & Hewig, 2012). In these studies, the sequence of behaviour included 

both rewards and losses. This is not ideal as there is evidence that reinforcement and 

punishment are distinct behavioural processes involving separate neural substrates (Kubanek, 

Snyder, & Abrams, 2015; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Wächter, Lungu, Liu, Willingham, 

& Ashe, 2009) .  

  

A similar account of feedback-related ERP proposes that the FN is related to the 

utility of the feedback signal (Arbel, Murphy, & Donchin, 2014). Arbel, Murphy, and 

Donchin (2014) found that initial positive feedback elicited a negative deflection similar to 

the current findings. Subsequent positive feedback evoked progressively more positive FN 

amplitude. They suggested that this increase was due to the declining utility of positive 

feedback as participants learnt the stimulus-response associations. 

 

The multiplicity of theoretical accounts suggests that the FN may be determined by 

multiple causes. Additionally, the recent theoretical developments from the experimental 

analysis of behaviour may help inform further theoretical development for the FN. Chapter 

four assesses the predictions made by the predominant theories of the FN by arranging a 

choice procedure where reinforcers for each alternative are arranged according to a 

probabilistic sequence. The source of the next reinforcer is predictable from the last two 

reinforcers allowing for the first demonstration of the effect of conditional probability on 

reinforcer evoked potentials. 

 

The FN is followed by the P300, a positive ERP component, occurring 300 – 500 ms 

after feedback ( San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). Previous research has 

indicated that the P300 amplitude is sensitive to magnitude, with larger outcomes evoking a 

more positive P300 (Luo & Qu, 2013; Meadows et al., 2016; Peterburs, Suchan, & 

Bellebaum, 2013; Sato et al., 2005; Wu & Zhou, 2009; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004), frequency of 

outcome, with less frequent outcomes resulting in a larger P300 (Hajcak, Holroyd, Moser, & 

Simons, 2005; Kobza, Thoma, Daum, & Bellebaum, 2011; Kreussel et al., 2012; Zeng, Cao, 
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Huang, Hitchman, & Zhang, 2014) with equivocal evidence of modulation by outcome 

valence with some studies demonstrating modulation (Meadows et al., 2016; Padrón, 

Fernández-Rey, Acuña, & Pardo-Vazquez, 2016) and others suggesting invariance (Sato et 

al., 2005; Yeung & Sanfey, 2004; Yu & Zhou, 2006). As with the FN, the modulation of the 

P300 by important factors controlling choice indicates the potential for the assessment of 

strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement. Furthermore, the context updating 

theory of the P300 proposes that the P300 is reflective of the updating of the environmental 

model given new sensory information (Donchin & Coles, 1988). This updating concept 

shares similarities with the signalling account of reinforcement in that the discriminative 

properties of reinforcers guide the participant’s choice. 

 

Recent research also suggests that a third component, the late positive potential (LPP), 

occurring 500 ms after feedback (Hajcak, Dunning, & Foti, 2009) may be useful for 

comparing strengthening to signalling theories of reinforcement. The majority of previous 

research involving the LPP has focused on emotional regulation and attention (Faehling & 

Plewnia, 2016; Schönfelder, Kanske, Heissler, & Wessa, 2013; Weinberg & Hajcak, 2011). 

However, recent research indicates that the LPP may also be reflective of the subjective value 

of an outcome (Bland & Schaefer, 2011; Broyd et al., 2012; Massi & Luhmann, 2015; 

Meadows et al., 2016; Pornpattananangkul & Nusslock, 2015). 

 

Given the relationship between the FN, P300, and the LPP to reward, these 

components were measured in each experiment of the present thesis. The ERP were measured 

to help in the assessment of the strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement. 

Conversely, the utility of applying the signalling account and the information-theoretic 

concept of contingency as an explanation for the modulation of the reinforcer-evoked 

potentials is assessed. 

 

1.4 Associations between Behaviour and Reward ERPs 

Given that the predominant theories of the Feedback Negativity are based on 

reinforcement learning, one may expect that there was a substantial literature showing how 
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reward ERP are correlated with choice behaviour. However, in reality, there are a limited 

number of studies investigating the relationship between choice and reward-related ERPs. 

Cohen and Ranganath (2007) implemented a two-alternative matching pennies procedure. 

Participants were told they were playing a game, the goal of which was to avoid selecting the 

same alternative as the computer. The computer opponent was programmed to attempt to 

exploit certain patterns or regularities in the participants’ selections. The results indicated that 

FN was more negative when participants subsequently decided to switch between alternatives 

compared to when they stayed on the same option.  

 

Santesso and colleagues (2008) used a signal detection task with a 3:1 reinforcer rate 

for correct identification of a wide or narrow mouth on a cartoon face stimulus. To quantify 

choice Santesso and colleagues applied the Davison and Tustin (1978) model to estimate the 

response bias induced by the uneven reinforcer ratio. The difference between the reinforcer 

bias for the first and last blocks of the experiment was used to categorise participants into two 

groups. Positive scores, reflecting a change in bias consistent with the arranged reinforcer 

ratio, were classified as learners and negative score as non-learners. It was found that learners 

had a larger amplitude FN compared with non-learners. 

 

However, Bress and Hajcak (2013) conducted a follow-up study. In this study, 

reinforcer bias and the FN were measured in separate tasks, limiting the assessment of the 

behaviour-ERP relationship. Additionally, the FN was calculated using the difference 

between rewards and losses in the separate task. Bress and Hajcak did not find a between-

subject correlation of reinforcer bias and FN difference amplitude, without the post hoc 

exclusion of some participants. Although it is commonplace to use the difference between FN 

evoked by rewards and losses, results using this method may be difficult to interpret as there 

is evidence that reinforcement and punishment are distinct behavioural processes with 

different neural substrates (Kubanek et al., 2015; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Wächter et 

al., 2009). 

 

Contrary to the previous studies, San Martín, Appelbaum, Pearson, Huettel and 

Woldorff (2013) found that the P300 was related to behavioural adjustment with no evidence 
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for the same relation to the FN. The main methodological differences were that the San 

Martin and colleagues (2013) study required participants to learn the probability of winning 

given different pairs of discriminative stimuli, and then to bet a large or small amount in 

order to maximise gains and minimise losses. Subsequent studies manipulating magnitude 

support the findings of San Martín and colleagues (Zhang et al., 2013, 2014).  

 

A potential resolution for the apparent disparity of these results was put forward by 

Chase, Swainson, Durha, Benham and Cools (2011) . Chase and colleagues used a 

probabilistic two-alternative choice procedure with frequent reversals of a 4:1 reinforcer 

ratio. This procedure enabled the assessment of the relative contributions of rule-governed 

and instrumental behaviour on ERP amplitudes. They inferred that the P300 was related to 

rule-governed behaviour while the FN was associated with instrumental conditioning. 

 

The reported associations between choice behaviour and these ERP components 

emphasise the potential usefulness of these components to help dissociate the strengthening 

and signalling theories reinforcement. In Chapter Two we will further investigate the 

relationship between choice and reinforcer-evoked potentials, to quantify how the FN and the 

P300 are related to within-subject changes in choice. 

 

1.5 Introduction to Bayesian Analysis 

1.5.1 Motivation 

 This thesis utilised Bayesian parameter estimation to assess the credibility of all the 

results for the following reasons. Firstly, there have been numerous criticisms levelled at 

traditional null-hypothesis significance testing (for review see Wasserstein & Lazar, 2016). 

Kruschke and Liddell (Kruschke & Liddell, 2015) provide an in-depth argument supporting 

the use of Bayesian parameter estimation over traditional null-hypothesis significance testing, 

the application of confidence intervals with maximum likelihood estimates, and Bayesian 

hypothesis testing. The main issues of traditional null-hypothesis significance testing are as 

follows: reliance on both the sampling and testing intentions of the practitioner, providing the 
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answer to the wrong question, and oversimplifying the analysis by not providing estimates of 

either the magnitude or the uncertainty of the effects of interest.  

 

Specifically, Frequentist statistics rely on the sampling intentions of the experimenter, 

where different sample statistical distributions are required for when the experimenter stops 

based on the number of samples, compared to stopping data collection after a specific 

duration (Kruschke, 2015a). Furthermore, the number of intended tests also affects the 

analysis, known as the multiple-comparison problem (Westfall & Young, 1993), with a 

multitude of arbitrary correction procedures aimed at mitigating this issue (Maxwell & 

Delaney, 2004). 

 

The information provided by Frequentist statistics does not directly answer the 

question of interest. In the case of this thesis, the results of null-hypothesis significance 

testing give the probability of hypothetical data being at least as extreme as the observations, 

given the testing and sampling intentions and that it was generated by random variation (i.e. 

the null hypothesis) (Wasserstein & Lazar, 2016). Instead, the question of interest is what the 

most likely values of the parameters of the fitted model are, given the evidence. Bayesian 

parameter estimation provides a method to directly answer this question. Furthermore, unlike 

null hypothesis testing, Bayesian parameter estimation gives a full description of the posterior 

distribution of parameter values. This additional information allows for the quantification of 

both the magnitude as well as the uncertainty of the results. This helps avoid the development 

of invalid conclusions frequently drawn from null hypothesis analyses, such as taking failure 

to reject the null hypothesis as confirmation of the null hypothesis (Wasserstein & Lazar, 

2016). 

 

By contrast, Bayesian parameter estimation provides more information than both 

traditional null-hypothesis significance testing and confidence intervals for maximum-

likelihood estimates, due to the full posterior distributions for all the model parameters 

(Kruschke, Aguinis, & Joo, 2012). Furthermore, Bayesian parameter estimation is more 

conducive to a cumulative model of science, being better equipped for meta-analysis and 

offering a principled way to integrate results with previous findings (Kruschke & Liddell, 
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2015). The flexibility of the approach makes it easier to model the hierarchical structure 

present in most psychological experiments, with each participant mutually representative of a 

group (Kruschke, 2015a). Finally, instead of the somewhat arbitrary set of multiple-

comparison correction procedures, multiple comparisons are mitigated by the hierarchical 

structure of the models, using zero centred priors to induce shrinkage and prevent overfitting 

(Gelman, Hill, & Yajima, 2012). This induced shrinkage has the added benefit of mitigating 

the issue of false positives due to small sample sizes, allowing statistical assessment when the 

application of frequentist methods would be considered invalid. 

  

1.5.2 Procedure  

 Bayesian analysis is the reallocation of likelihood across possibilities. The following 

outlines the approach to Bayesian parameter estimation used in this thesis and is based on the 

guidelines presented in Kruschke (2015a). First, a mathematical model, describing how the 

data may have been generated, is constructed. The parameters are chosen such that they 

provide meaningful estimates of the effects of interest. All parameters are given diffuse prior 

probability distributions, informed by the scale of the data in accordance with best practice 

guidelines (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2013; Gelman & Hill, 2007). All parameters that 

estimate the effect of experimental conditions are given hierarchical zero-centred priors to 

mitigate any multiple comparisons issues (Gelman et al., 2012). The models are then fitted to 

the data using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) procedures to provide the joint posterior 

distribution for all the parameters (Carpenter et al., 2017).  

 

In order to summarise the posterior distributions for the parameters of interest, we 

used the mean and the 95% Highest-Density Interval (HDI). The 95% HDI is the interval 

containing the 95% most probable parameter estimates. This interval provides an estimate of 

the uncertainty of the parameter values. Additionally, the HDI can be the used as the 

foundation of a decision rule to accept or reject a null value (Kruschke, 2015a). Essentially, 

an interval around the null value is established. Values within the region are considered 

practically equivalent to the null value termed the region of practical equivalence (ROPE). If 

the 95% HDI is entirely contained within the ROPE then there is credible evidence for the 

null. If there is no overlap between the HDI and ROPE then there is credible evidence that the 
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parameter differed from the null value (Liddell & Kruschke, 2014). In the final case where 

the HDI and ROPE partially overlap, there is insufficient evidence to accept or reject the null. 

For this thesis, the width of the ROPE interval was left tacit and the credibility of findings 

assessed by whether the 95% HDI contained the null value. This was due to inadequate prior 

evidence to make an informed choice as to what values may be considered practically 

equivalent to the null for ERP and operant choice research. 

 

1.6 This Thesis  

The multiple theories of how conditional and direct reinforcement alter behaviour 

indicate the need for further research. The present thesis aimed to determine whether the 

traditional strengthening theory or the signalling account is the more accurate and useful 

framework. Attempts were made to compare the strengthening and signalling accounts by 

dissociating their predictions. Initially, the feasibility of integrating behavioural choice 

procedures with ERP analysis was established in Chapters Two and Three. Subsequently, 

choice procedures were implemented where the delivery of a reinforcer signalled to repeat-

the-last action or to shift-to-the-other alternative dependent on the source of the last two 

reinforcers in Chapters Four and Five. These chapters are written as standalone sections so 

that the reader can jump to the most relevant section to their interests. The independence of 

each chapter necessitates a certain level of redundancy when reading the thesis in its entirety. 

Behavioural choice procedures were integrated with ERP analysis to test these theories with 

respect to their predictions for both conditional and direct reinforcement. The integration of 

ERP analysis was based on the premise that the investigation of how neural correlates of 

reinforcement relate to the environment and behaviour may help elucidate further theoretical 

refinement by constraining potential mechanisms. Conversely, the controversy amongst the 

many accounts of feedback-related potentials, especially regarding the Feedback Negativity, 

may benefit from the integration of the recent theoretical developments, especially regarding 

contingency, from the experimental analysis of behaviour. 

 

An upshot of the present thesis is that it may help bridge the gap between the 

subfields of cognitive electrophysiology and the experimental analysis of behaviour. This 
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would be beneficial to both areas of research and may help to bring psychology one step 

closer to the development of a unified paradigm.  
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Chapter 2: Choice Predicts the Feedback Negativity  

2.1 Abstract 

This chapter is the basis of a paper published in Psychophysiology (McGill, Buckley, 

Elliffe, & Corballis, 2017). Choosing the appropriate response given the circumstance is 

integral to all aspects of human behaviour. One way of elucidating the mechanisms of choice 

is to relate behaviour to neural correlates. Electrophysiological evidence implicates the event-

related potentials (ERP) Feedback-Negativity (FN) and the P300 as promising neural 

correlates of reward processing, an integral component of learning. However, prior research 

has not adequately addressed how choice preference relates to the FN and the P300. We 

assessed whether variation in preference predicted the FN and P300 amplitude within-subject. 

We used discrete-trials dependent concurrent variable interval (VI) VI schedule, with 

reinforcer ratios varied between sessions. Choice was quantified using both the generalized 

matching law sensitivity and the log odds of staying-on-the-same versus switching-to-the-

other alternative (stay preference). The relationship between stay preference, FN and P300 

amplitudes was assessed using hierarchical Bayesian linear regression. The results 

demonstrate that stay preference was controlled by the reinforcer ratios and credibly 

predicted the FN amplitude but not P300 amplitude. The findings are consistent with the view 

that reinforcers may guide behaviour by what they signal about future reinforcement, with the 

FN related to such a process. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

Learning to choose the appropriate action in given circumstances is integral to all 

aspects of human behaviour. Obtaining favourable outcomes (positive reinforcement) is 

essential to learning appropriate choices (McDowell, 2013). Research has established that 

choice between alternative behaviours is sensitive to their reinforcing consequences (Davison 

& McCarthy, 1988; Kollins et al., 1997). However, the mechanisms by which reinforcement 

changes behaviour remains poorly understood. Indeed, the traditional definition of 

reinforcement: a reinforcer increases the probability of a preceding response (Skinner, 1938), 

has been called into question. There is mounting evidence that reinforcers act as signposts 

about future contingencies rather than the simple strengthening of preceding behaviour 

(Baum, 2012b; Davison & Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010). 
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There are both conceptual and empirical grounds to consider choice procedures better 

suited to addressing questions about how reinforcement operates than procedures that 

reinforce responses to a single, isolated alternative. Herrnstein (1970) has provided a 

consistent, quantitative account of all behaviour as choice, be it between scheduled 

reinforcement on a single alternative and extraneous, unscheduled reinforcement maintaining 

all other behaviours, or between more than one scheduled source of reinforcement, whether 

available simultaneously or successively. That is, all behaviour should be interpreted as 

choice behaviour. Choice measures also tend to be more sensitive to changes in 

reinforcement parameters. For example, Catania (1963) showed that simple response rate was 

largely unaffected by reinforcer magnitude, but choice between two alternatives that provided 

different reinforcer magnitudes was strongly controlled by the ratio of those magnitudes.  

 

There are several measures of how choice adapts to environmental contingencies. The 

majority of behavioural research has used the sensitivity parameter in the generalized 

matching law (Baum, 1974) to quantify how choice approximates the reinforcer ratio (for 

review see Davison & McCarthy, 1988). However, estimating GML sensitivity is a lengthy 

process, requiring a range of reinforcer ratios. Reinforcer-induced-response bias (reinforcer 

bias; Davison & Tustin, 1978) is a more expedient but less thorough estimate of GML 

sensitivity, requiring only one condition to quantify choice. Reinforcer bias has been used in 

this way in the electroencephalography (EEG) of reward processing (Santesso, Dillon, et al., 

2008). 

 

 Two event-related potentials (ERP) implicated as manifestations or correlates of 

reward processing, a key part of reinforcement in the traditional interpretation, are the 

feedback negativity (FN) and the P300. The FN is a frontocentral negative deflection 

occurring 200 – 300 ms after feedback and is typically more positive for favourable 

compared to aversive outcomes. The FN is followed by the P300, a positive ERP component, 

occurring 300 – 500 ms after feedback (Miltner et al., 1997). The P300 is modulated by 

reward magnitude, frequency, and possibly valence (for reviews see San Martín, 2012; Walsh 

& Anderson, 2012). 

 

While the FN and the P300 are promising neural correlates of reward processing, 

there is limited research on how the environment, potentials and choice are related, primarily 

due to limitations of the assessment methods. Most ERP studies of choice acquisition have 
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used variations of the “two-armed bandit” procedure (Mongillo et al., 2014), in which the 

participant repeatedly chooses between two options and learns which option rewards more 

often. The options’ reward arrangements are independent, resulting in the participants’ 

choices affecting their obtained reward ratio in a dynamic positive feedback loop. In this 

dynamic feedback loop the reward ratio is altered by the participant’s pre-existing 

preferences. The ratio is no longer under the experimenter’s control. Thus, such dynamism 

confounds the assessment of the effect of reward ratio on behaviour.  

 

The few studies that directly assessed the relationship between the ERP and 

behaviour, while avoiding the dynamism confound, have used reinforcer bias to assess 

choice. Santesso and colleagues (2008) found a larger FN for the participants with the highest 

biases compared to those with the lowest. However, using a between-subjects analysis, Bress 

and Hajcak (2013) did not find a correlation between reinforcer bias and the FN difference 

between reward and loss, without the post-hoc exclusion of some participants. In this study, 

reinforcer bias and the FN were measured in separate tasks, limiting the assessment of the 

behaviour-ERP relationship. The study also used the difference between rewards and losses 

to calculate a FN difference wave. Results using this method may be confounded as 

reinforcement and punishment may be distinct behavioural processes with different neural 

substrates (Kubanek et al., 2015; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; Wächter et al., 2009).  

 

Self-report and reinforcement-learning-parameter estimates of expectations have also 

been related to the FN. Ichikawa, Siegle, Dombrovski and Ohira (Ichikawa et al., 2010) 

observed a correlation between the FN and exclusively worse-than-expected outcomes, 

assessed by a computational model and by participants’ self-report. Bai, Katahira, and Ohira 

(2015) subsequently found that the P300 was correlated with better-than-expected outcomes, 

but the FN with worse-than-expected outcomes. 

 

One reason for inconsistent relationships between expectations, reinforcer bias and 

the FN is that reinforcer bias may not be an optimal measure of choice. Recent research 

suggests that the FN reflects processing of whether to continue responding to the current 

alternative (“stay”) or to shift to another option ("switch"; Sallet, Camille, & Procyk, 2013). 

For instance, Cohen and Ranganath (2007) found that the FN was more negative when 

participants subsequently shifted alternatives on the next trial compared with when they 
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stayed. The findings suggest that the propensity to stay may be a more appropriate measure to 

relate to the FN and the P300; and can be measured by the log odds of staying-on-the-same 

versus switching-to-the-other alternative (stay preference). 

 

To understand better how reinforcement alters choice we examined relationships 

between reinforcement contingencies, neural correlates, and choice. Specifically, we 

investigated whether variation in stay preference predicted the FN and P300 amplitude within 

subjects. We used a discrete-trials dependent concurrent variable interval (VI) VI procedure, 

and varied the reinforcer ratios between sessions. Given evidence relating the FN to stay or 

switch signalling, we used both GML sensitivity and stay preference as measures of choice, 

confirming that the reinforcers controlled behaviour. Task-irrelevant stimuli (events) were 

presented as controls for the reinforcer-evoked FN and P300 (similar to Holroyd et al., 2008) 

and the relationship between stay preference, FN and P300 amplitudes were assessed using 

hierarchical Bayesian linear regression. We show that reinforcers controlled choice and 

demonstrate a linear relationship between stay preference and the FN. 

 

2.3 Method 

2.3.1 Study design and Participants 

The study used a within-subject design to investigate the relationship between stay 

preference, FN and P300 amplitudes. A total of 12 adults (5 male), aged between 21 and 29 

volunteered to participate in the study. The study was approved by the University of 

Auckland Human Participants Ethics Committee. An informed consent form was obtained 

from each study participant. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. 

Participants were pre-screened for a history of migraines and/or epilepsy, and completed the 

Edinburg Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971).  One participant was left handed, one 

participant was ambidextrous and 10 were right handed. Two participants, both female, 

withdrew from the experiment due to time constraints. After withdrawals, 10 participants 

completed the study. Participants were rewarded vouchers equal to the amount of money they 

obtained during the experiment. 
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2.3.2 Stimuli 

The choice stimuli consisted of two coloured circles with diameters of 3 degrees of 

visual field. The circles were presented on the horizontal meridian, so that the closest point of 

each circle was 2 degrees either side of fixation. The blue stimulus was fixed at an RGB 

value of (0, 0, 160) and the luminance of the red stimulus was calibrated to approximate that 

of the blue stimulus using an approximation of heterochromatic flicker photometry (Bone & 

Landrum, 2004). 

 

Both reinforcer and event stimuli were presented at fixation with a diameter of 7 

degrees of visual field. The reinforcer stimulus was a photo of a New Zealand 10 cent coin 

with accompanying cash register sound. The event stimuli were two visually similar pictures 

to the reinforcer, both photos of a bronze medallion, digitally manipulated so one was purple 

and horizontally flipped along the vertical meridian and the other was gold coloured. The 

participant’s total money earned was displayed 4 degrees above fixation on the vertical 

meridian. 

 

2.3.3 Apparatus 

A 21-inch LCD Monitor with 1920 by 1080 resolution was used in this experiment. A 

PC was dedicated to running the experiment programmed in E-prime (Version 2.0, 

Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and a Mac allocated to recording the EEG 

using NetStation™ (Version 3.0, Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) software. 

Stimulus onset and response events were synchronized with EEG recording using TTL pulses 

generated via the parallel port of the experiment PC. 

 

EEG data was acquired with the Geodesic Sensor Net (Tucker, 1993), which arranges 

129 Ag/AgCl electrodes in a manner such that there were approximately equal distances 

between each adjacent pair of electrodes. The net connected to a high impedance (200MΩ) 

Net Amps dense-array amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA). The data 

were recorded with a 24-bit analogue-to-digital converter sampling at a rate of 1000 s−1 . 

Online filtering was enabled with a 0.1 to 100 Hz analogue band-pass filter and data were 

referenced to the vertex electrode with common mode electrode located at PCz. During 
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recording, impedance was kept under 40 KΩ with application a shampoo 5 ml, KCl 5 g per 

litre aqueous solution. 

 

2.3.4 Procedure 

Participants were positioned at a distance of 570 mm from the monitor. Participants 

began each session with heterochromatic flicker photometry (Bone & Landrum, 2004) where 

two concentric circles flickered between blue and red and participants adjusted the red 

luminance(RGB value) until they perceived the flickering to be minimal. This allowed for the 

choice stimuli to be approximately isoluminant. Participants were then given the following 

instructions: “A cross will appear in the centre of the screen followed by 2 coloured circles. 

Your task is to keep your eyes on the cross and to select one circle by pressing the '1' key for 

left or '2' key for right. Selections will sometimes be rewarded by 10 cents indicated by the 

middle image and a cash register sound. You will learn the rate each stimulus rewards 

through trial and error selection. Once you learn what to do you will average $1.80 per ~6-

minute block.” 

 

Once participants had read the instructions, any questions they had about the about the 

instructions for the experiment were answered. Next, participants completed a practice block 

of 60 trials. Each practice trial consisted of a presentation of a fixation cross for 500 to 900 

ms followed by the choice stimulus display. The choice stimuli were displayed either until 

the participant responded or the maximum response time of 2000 ms had elapsed. Then the 

inter-trial interval black screen was presented for 500 to 900 ms. The responses were made 

via a USB keyboard using the number pad keys ‘1’ and ‘2’ to select the left and right choice 

stimulus respectively. Choice stimuli randomly alternated sides between each trial. 

 

After the practice block, participants completed eight blocks of experimental trials, 

where each block consisted of 180 trials. The experimental trials were the same as practice 

with two exceptions: responses to stimuli sometimes resulted in the presentation of the 

reinforcer stimulus and event stimuli sometimes replaced the choice display. When an event 

stimulus was arranged for presentation, a trial consisted of the fixation cross for 500 to 900 
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ms followed by the event stimulus. The event stimulus was presented for 1000 ms then the 

inter-trial interval began. The reinforcer stimulus was presented 300 to 600 ms after the 

response was made. During the response-reinforcer interval, a blank black screen was 

displayed. The reinforcer was presented for 1000 ms and indicated the participant earned 

NZ$ 0.10. The Event stimuli trials were randomly interspersed with the experimental trials, at 

a rate matching the obtained reinforcers for each alternative. The events were presented for 

the same duration (1000 ms) as the reinforcers. 

 

At the completion of each block the amount of money earned in was displayed to 

participants. A response to the spacebar initiated a 120-s break and game interval. This was 

arranged to help maintain attention during blocks as well as increase the likelihood of 

participants completing the entire set of conditions. 

 

The overall reinforcer rate was scheduled at 1 per 15 seconds using a Variable 

Interval 15-s schedule. The relative probability of each alternative producing a reinforcer was 

manipulated across conditions. These conditions arranged probability ratios of 1:3, 1:1 and 

3:1 for red and blue responses respectively. The procedure was designed such that a response 

that switched between alternatives was never reinforced; only responses that stayed on the 

same alternative could result in reinforcer delivery. This is referred to as a one response 

changeover ratio. The probability ratios in each condition were dependently arranged. This 

meant that when a reinforcer was arranged for alternative one, alternative two would not 

arrange any reinforcement until the participant collected the previously arranged reinforcer 

from alternative one. The dependent arrangement of the reinforcer meant that participants’ 

choices cannot drastically alter their obtained reinforcer ratios. This ensures that the arranged 

and the obtained reinforcer ratio do not systematically deviate to any great degree, avoiding 

the aforementioned issue of the dynamic feedback loop. By only presenting reinforcers, we 

also avoid the complication of the asymmetric effects of reinforcement and punishment 

(Kubanek et al., 2015; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008). Each condition was conducted for one 

session, with a period of one week between each condition.  
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2.3.5 EEG Pre-processing 

EEG data were exported in raw binary format and imported into EEGLAB (Delorme 

& Makeig, 2004; Version 12) for subsequent analysis. Data were resampled to 250 Hz due to 

memory constraints. The PREP pipeline was used to remove line noise, automatically detect 

and interpolate noise corrupted channels, and then to re-reference to the mean voltage across 

all the electrodes (Bigdely-Shamlo, Mullen, Kothe, Su, & Robbins, 2015). The data were 

then bandpass filtered 0.1- 40 Hz (Butterworth filter 12 dB/octave roll-off), and segmented 

−200 to 800 ms around stimulus presentation for each condition. An ICA decomposition 

(Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000) was conducted. The number of independent signals for each 

participant was estimated using Bayesian model comparison (Minka, 2000). Subsequently, a 

4 shell spherical head model was used to estimate the dipole source location of each 

component with the Dipfit EEGLAB function. Artefactual components were identified and 

removed if their dipole solution had more than 10% residual variance, if the dipole location 

fell outside the head , or if the component was identified by the ADJUST algorithm 

(Mognon, Jovicich, Bruzzone, & Buiatti, 2010). After artefact correction, the epochs were 

baseline corrected.  

 

2.4 Results 

Bayesian parameter estimation was used to test the credibility of all the results for the 

following reasons. First, the intentions of the experimenter are made explicit by the 

specification of the model prior distribution. Second, it provides entire distributions of 

credible values for all parameters in the model (rather than single values). Finally, Bayesian 

parameter estimation does not rely on p values and confidence intervals and their inherent 

limitations (Kruschke et al., 2012). These factors mean that in general Bayesian analysis is 

more informative compared to traditional null hypothesis significance testing (Kruschke, 

2013). Posterior distributions for parameters of interest were summarized with their mean and 

by their highest density interval (HDI). The HDI is the interval of parameter values covering 

the 95% most probable values of the distribution. 

 

We used R version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) to perform all statistical analyses. The 

models’ full descriptions are presented in the supplementary material. Parameters were 

estimated using the conjugate distribution in the generalized matching law analysis. We used 
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Stan 2.8.0 (Carpenter et al., 2017) with the RStan 2.8.0 (Stan Development Team, 2015) 

interface to fit the stay preference difference and EEG models. Stan estimates the posterior 

distribution using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) procedure. For each model, 4 chains 

concurrently drew 4500 samples, 2000 of which were warm-up. The resulting sample size 

was 10,000. The posterior samples for each parameter were evaluated for convergence by 

inspecting the trace plots and with the Gelman–Rubin �̂� statistic (Gelman & Rubin, 1992), 

where �̂� near 1.00 indicate that the chains have converged. 

 

In addition, we conducted a replication power analysis to estimate the probability that 

a direct replication would find a credible difference for each comparison of interest. The 

replication power analysis was conducted according to the procedure outlined by Kruschke 

(2015b) and provides a measure of the reproducibility of the result. Specifically, we 

generated 50 simulated data sets from the joint posterior distribution for each model fitted 

with HMC and 10000 samples for the conjugate model. Then each of these data sets were 

then analysed by their respective original models, with the posterior derived from the current 

experiment used as the prior for this replication analysis. This was achieved via concatenation 

of the simulated data set with the current empirical results. Subsequently, for each 

comparison of interest where a credible effect was found, the proportion of simulated sets 

finding a credible difference was estimated as the replication power. The replication power 

was estimated using conjugate Beta Bernoulli model with a uniform prior. 

 

 

2.4.1 Behavioural Analysis 

We were interested in how the reinforcer ratio affected participant’s choice. If the 

reward stimulus reinforced behaviour, participants should respond more to the alternative 

producing more reinforcers. We used the GML (Baum, 1974) to estimate the sensitivity of 

participants’ choice to the obtained reinforcer ratios. Figure 2.1 shows that 9 out of 10 

participants had a positive sensitivity, indicating the reinforcer ratio controlled choice. The 

probability of a participant’s of GML sensitivity being positive was modelled by a Bernoulli 

distribution with a uniform conjugate Beta prior. The value 0.5 reflected no systematic effect 

of the conditions. The results indicated that participants had a 90% chance of having a 

positive sensitivity to reinforcer ratios (95% HDI = [0.58, 0.99], 0.5 not included). This 
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meant that participants were more likely to choose the highly rewarding alternative. The 

formal power analysis indicated the probability of reproducing a choice preference for the 

highly rewarding alternative was 0.94 (95% HDI = [ 0.91, 0.96]). This indicates that the 

result is likely to be replicated. 

 

 

We also investigated stay preference (log odds of staying versus switching between 

alternatives) given the reported relation to the FN (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Sallet et al., 

2013). Given the definition of reinforcement and the changeover penalty, for the reinforcer 

stimulus to be considered reinforcers, participants should have a larger stay preference for the 

rich alternative compared to the lean in the 3:1 and 1:3 conditions and no consistent choice 

preference in the 1:1 condition. 

 

The cumulative stay proportion per inter-reinforcer interval was calculated for both 

responding to blue and red stimuli. The reason for the cumulative response measure was to 

assess the stability of the inter-reinforcer stay proportion across time. This was important as, 

due to time constraints, an unknown proportion of the participants’ behaviour will still be in 

acquisition. This unknown interval of responding in acquisition is likely to be unstable and 

affected by extraneous factors such as prior learning history and would interfere with the 

assessment of the reinforcers effect on choice. To increase the sensitivity of the assessment, 

we implemented a change point procedure (Gallistel et al., 2004) to find the final stable 

interval of response proportions for each participant under each condition. The final stable 

interval was defined as the behaviour between the last change point and the end of the 

condition. The mean proportion of stays per inter-reinforcer interval for the final stable 

interval was evaluated. Figure 2.1 shows the final stable interval mean stay preference for 

blue compared to red alternatives, across all ratios (3:1, 1:1, 1:3). The data points below or 

above the identity lines for the 1:3 and 3:1 ratios respectively indicate a higher stay 

preference for the more productive alternative. 

 

We modelled the difference in stay preference as a linear function of the log obtained 

reinforcer ratio. Each participant was modelled individually. Each individual mutually 

informed a group slope and intercept parameter. The results indicated that all participants 

slopes were credibly greater than zero, with a group slope estimate of 0.66 (95% HDI = [0.20, 

1.12], zero not included). This indicated that participants were more likely to continue to 
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select the alternative that produced more reinforcers. The formal power analysis indicated the 

probability of reproducing this credible group slope estimate was very nearly 1.0 (95% HDI 

= [ 0.94, 1.0]). This indicates that the result is very likely to be replicated and that 

participants were more likely to continue to select the alternative that produced more 

reinforcers. Both the GML and the stay preference analysis show that the reinforcer stimulus 

consistently increased the response it followed, confirming the rewards were reinforcers by 

definition. 

 

Figure 2.1. Left: Depicts the Log10 (Red responses / Blue responses) as a function of the 

Log10 (Red reinforcers / Blue reinforcers). All but one participant has a positive slope 

indicating that the obtained reinforcer ratio controlled participants’ choice preference. Right: 

Shows the stay preference for the red alternative as a function of the stay preference for blue 
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alternative for each reinforcer ratio. Each data point represents one participant. Participants 

show a greater stay preference for the more productive alternative. 

 

2.4.2 EEG Analysis 

We were interested in how reinforcement evoked FN and P300 differed from event 

evoked potentials and the effect of relative frequency within stimulus category. The mean 

amplitudes of the FN and P300 were calculated for a priori time windows identified from the 

previous literature. For the FN, the mean amplitude was calculated for each participant within 

200 to 300 ms after the reinforcer and event stimuli presentation. The same procedure was 

conducted for the P300 with the window being from 300 to 500 ms after stimulus 

presentation. The FCz, Cz and Pz electrodes were chosen for analysis to be consistent with 

previous studies of reinforcer related ERP. Figure 2.2 displays the grand average reinforcer 

and event ERP with 95% confidence interval ribbons for ratios 3:1, 1:1 and 1:3 with mean 

amplitude scalp maps for each stimulus type. The FN was present in FCz and Cz and was 

more negative for reinforcers than events. The P300 was greater for reinforcers compared to 

events for all electrodes and there was negligible difference between reinforcer ratios. To 

model the potential effects and interactions of stimulus type (reinforcer, event) and reinforcer 

ratio (3:1, 1:1, 1:3) mean amplitude at electrodes (FCz, Cz, Pz), we used a multivariate 

general linear model with participant as an additional factor. Separate analyses were 

conducted for the FN and the P300. See the supplementary material for full model 

specification.  
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Figure 2.2.  ERP, with 95% confidence interval ribbon, evoked by reinforcers and events, for each reinforcer ratio, at electrodes (FCz, Cz, 

Pz). Scalp maps show mean amplitude for each stimulus type for the FN (200-300 ms) and the P300 (300-500 ms). Mean amplitude evoked 

by reinforcers is more negative for the FN and more positive for the P300 than evoked by events. 
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There was a credible main effect of stimulus type with the FN more negative when 

evoked by reinforcers compared to events, at all electrodes of interest (FCz = −1.56 SD, 95% 

HDI = [−2.16, −0.97], Cz = −2.23 SD, 95% HDI = [ −2.94, −1.55], Pz = 0.82 SD, 95% HDI = 

[−1.34, −0.29). The replication power analysis indicated the probability of reproducing the 

credible effect of a more negative FN evoked by reinforcers was approximately 1.0 (95% 

HDI = [ 0.94, 1.0]) for all electrodes of interest. This indicates that the pattern of results is 

likely to be replicated. 

 

    The reverse pattern was observed for the P300, where reinforcers evoked credibly 

more positive mean amplitudes than events, again at all electrodes of interest (FCz = 2.13 SD, 

95% HDI = [1.44, 2.76], Cz = 3.33 SD, 95% HDI = [2.48, 4.16], Pz = 1.48 SD, 95% HDI = [ 

0.91, 2.10]). The replication power analysis indicated the probability of reproducing the 

credible effect of a more positive P300 evoked by reinforcers was approximately 1.0 (95% 

HDI = [ 0.94, 1.0]) for all electrodes of interest. Once again, meaning that the observed 

pattern of results is likely to be replicated. 

 

Neither model indicated that there was a main effect of frequency or an interaction 

between ratio and stimulus type, for either the FN or the P300, at any electrode of interest (all 

deflections’ 95% HDI containing 0). Likewise, the replication power for these was low, with 

the 95% HDIs ranging from 0.0 to 0.50.  

 

In summary, the reinforcers evoked a more negative FN and more Positive P300 than 

the Events with no evidence for an effect of relative frequency. 

 

2.4.3 Behaviour-ERP association Analysis 

To investigate the relationship between the reinforcer-related ERP and choice we used 

a Bayesian multivariate hierarchical linear regression model. For both the FN and P300, the 

mean amplitude for evoked by reinforcers at the electrodes of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz), was 

modelled with stay preference as the predictor variable. Stay preference was used as a 
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predictor as the participants’ choice behaviour precedes the reinforcer evoking the ERP. See 

the supplementary material for full model specification. 

 

The FN was predictable from stay preference with a group slope mean estimates of 

2.16 (95% HDI = [0.41, 4.17], zero value not included) at FCz and 1.93 (95% HDI = [0.04, 

3.87], zero value not included) at Cz. No such relationship was apparent for the FN measured 

at Pz with group slope of 0.01 (95% HDI = [-1.56, 1.68] containing zero). This indicates that 

a higher stay preference predicts more positive FN amplitudes (see figure 2.3) and that the 

FN had a frontocentral distribution. The replication power analysis indicated the probability 

of reproducing the credible linear relationship between stay preference and FN amplitudes 

was 0.96 (95% HDI = [0.88, 0.99]) for FCz, 0.99 (95% HDI = [0.88, 0.99]) for Cz, and 0.0 

(95% HDI = [ 0.0, 0.06]) for Pz. In general, this means that the pattern of results is likely to 

be replicated.  

 

 

In contrast, for the P300, there was insufficient evidence that any electrodes’ group 

slope values were greater than zero (FCz = -1.40, 95% HDI= [ -4.41, 1.27], Cz = -1.21, 95% 

HDI = [ -3.47, 0.97], Pz =-1.14, 95% HDI = [ -2.95, 0.64], all containing zero). Thus, the 

P300 mean amplitude was not credibly predictable by a linear function of stay preference (see 

figure 2.3). The replication power analysis estimated the probability of finding for a linear 

relationship between stay preference and P300 amplitudes was 0.40 (95% HDI [ 0.27, 0.54]) 

for FCz, 0.40 (95% HDI [ 0.27, 0.54]) for Cz, and 0.38 (95% HDI [ 0.26, 0.52]) for Pz. This 

means that a replication would be unlikely to find such a relationship at any of the electrodes 

of interest. 
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Figure 2.3. The linear regression posterior prediction 95% HDI with stay preference as a 

predictor of the mean amplitude, for each electrode of interest, for the FN and P300. There is 

a positive relationship between stay preference and the FN for FCz and Cz electrodes. The 

P300 predictions have a marginal negative trend between stay preference and the P300 at all 

electrodes of interest. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

The purpose of the study was to investigate how reinforcement alters choice 

behaviour by seeing if variation in stay preference predicted the FN and P300 amplitude 

evoked by reinforcers. Taken together, the results provide evidence that functional control of 

choice and that the FN is linearly related to stay preference at the individual and group levels. 

In the main, the finding that choice was sensitive to reinforcer ratio was consistent with those 

of prior experimental analysis of human behaviour (Krägeloh, Zapanta, Shepherd, & Landon, 

2010; Lie, Harper, & Hunt, 2009; Madden & Perone, 1999; Rasmussen & Newland, 2008; 

Rothstein, Jensen, & Neuringer, 2008). Specifically, this showed that the reward stimulus 

fulfilled the traditional definition of reinforcement. 
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Consistent with previous research, the P300 was more positive for reinforcers 

compared to events (San Martín, 2012). This increased amplitude is consistent with the 

context updating hypothesis of P300 activity (Donchin & Coles, 1988). Context updating can 

be broken down into sub factors such as surprise, magnitude or valence of an outcome. 

Surprise is unlikely to be the causal factor as reinforcers and events were matched in 

frequency. Additionally, events were not contingent on responding and, therefore, could be 

considered more surprising as their appearance was not under the participants’ control. In the 

current study magnitude and valence are confounded as reinforcers were compared to event 

stimuli. 

 

Contrary to prior research, there was insufficient evidence to conclude that both the 

FN and the P300 were modulated by frequency (Walsh & Anderson, 2012). This could be 

due to a potential floor effect where both alternatives absolute reinforcer delivery rate was too 

low for the components register a relative difference in probability. However, such a 

difference was apparent in both the GML sensitivity and stay preference. Alternatively, the 

insufficient evidence for an effect of frequency could be due to a lack of statistical power. 

Hajcak, Holroyd, Moser and Simons (2005) also did not find an effect of relative frequency. 

Holroyd, Krigolson, Baker, Lee and Gibson (2009) systematically replicated Hajcak et al. and 

suggested their results were due to the Hajcak et al. task not possessing a learnable 

contingency. However, this explanation would not generalize to the current results as 

participants did develop a choice preference for the richer alternative. 

 

The FN evoked by reinforcers was more negative compared to the event FN. The 

previous literature is equivocal, with some studies reporting positive differences (Foti, 

Weinberg, Dien, & Hajcak, 2011; Holroyd, Krigolson, & Lee, 2011; Holroyd et al., 2008), 

while others negative (Garofalo et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2007; Talmi et al., 2013). Oliveira 

and colleagues conducted two experiments where participants engaged in a time estimation 

task. Both tasks found a negative deflection for unexpected positive feedback. A similar 

effect was observed in a respondent conditioning paradigm, where the omission of expected 

shocks resulted in a negative deflection (Garofalo et al., 2014; Talmi et al., 2013). This study 

is consistent with the literature finding a negative FN for unexpected positive feedback. 

However, the comparison between the FN evoked for the reinforcers compared to events 
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differs both in terms of value and contingency. This type of comparison is less common than 

comparing valence of outcomes, but is not unheard of (Holroyd et al., 2008). 

 

The finding that stay preference has a linear association with the FN expands previous 

work by Cohen and Ranganath (2007) by quantifying the relationship between stay 

preference and the FN amplitude. Additionally, it is consistent with Sallet and colleagues’ 

(2013) result that the FN was most negative when evoked by a stimulus signalling 

participants to switch from exploiting the current best option and start searching a new 

alternative in the context of five-option foraging experiment. The linear association of stay 

preference with the FN indicates that the FN may reflect an inferential process, specifically 

given the observed consequence, what action will improve future outcomes This idea coheres 

with contemporary signalling theories of reinforcement (Baum, 2012b; Davison & Baum, 

2006; Shahan, 2010). 

 

The linear relation seen in the current study offers an explanation of the findings of 

Santesso and colleagues (2008) that participants with lower reinforcer bias difference had a 

larger FN compared to the participants with a higher reinforcer bias difference. The 

researchers’ categorized participants into two groups based on their reinforcer bias difference 

score: positive scores were classified as learners and negative as non-learners. The bias 

difference score reflects a change in choice over time. Positive values show a shift toward the 

more-rewarded alternative (rich) while negative towards the less-rewarded alternative (lean). 

The non-learners shift of choice towards the lean alternative would result in fewer stays for 

the rich alternative. This would decrease the rich alternative stay preference. The linear 

relation between stay preference and the FN predicts the concurrent decrease in the FN, 

consistent with the observed difference between groups. 

 

We found no such relation between stay preference and the P300. This contrasts with 

the findings of San Martín, Appelbaum, Pearson, Huettel and Woldorff (2013) that P300 was 

related to behavioural adjustment with no evidence for the same relation to the FN. The main 

methodological differences were that the San Martin and colleagues (2013) study required 

participants to learn the probability of winning given different pairs of discriminative stimuli, 
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and then to bet a large or small amount in order to maximize gains and minimize losses. 

Subsequent studies manipulating magnitude support San Martín and colleagues (Zhang et al., 

2013, 2014). The conflict between the current results and previous studies may be resolved 

by Chase, Swainson, Durha, Benham and Cools (2011) dissociation account of the FN and 

the P300. Chase et al. used a probabilistic reward task with frequent reversals to individually 

assess the roles of rule governed and instrumental behaviour on ERP amplitudes. They found 

that the P300 was related to rule governed behaviour while the FN was associated with 

instrumental conditioning. This distinction is consistent with the current results, with the 

procedure dependent on learning from experience, resulting in the observed stay preference-

FN relation. 

 

A similar account of feedback-related ERP proposes that the FN is related to the 

utility of what the feedback signals (Arbel et al., 2014). Arbel, Murphy, and Donchin (2014) 

found that initial positive feedback elicited a negative deflection similar to the current 

findings. Subsequent positive feedback evoked progressively more positive FN amplitude. 

They suggested that this increase was due to declining utility of positive feedback as 

participants learnt the stimulus-response associations. It is unclear as to how this account 

explains the current finding of the stay preference-FN relationship. However, the increasing 

positive amplitude of the FN is also consistent with a signalling account, where the amplitude 

change may reflect the positive feedback developing the discriminative property of ‘repeat 

the last action’. 

 

The findings of the study should be considered within the context of several 

methodological constraints First, the reinforcer and event stimuli were not counter-balanced 

and thus there is a chance the results are affected by stimulus properties (Liu, Nelson, Bernat, 

& Gehring, 2014; Pfabigan, Sailer, & Lamm, 2015). However, previous studies observing 

modulation of reward-related ERPs by perceptual properties has involved differences in size 

or flanker congruency. As the current study used visually similar stimuli, it is unlikely that 

the differences observed are due to stimulus properties. Second the participants were not 

screened for depression or affective disorders, and these have been shown to affect the FN 

amplitude (Santesso, Steele, et al., 2008). People afflicted with depression or affective 

disorders are usually insensitive to reinforcer ratios. However, as participants’ choice was 
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controlled by contingencies, it is unlikely that the lack of screening adversely impacted the 

results. Finally, events differ to reinforcers in that they are both non-contingent and non-

rewarding so any differences could be due to either factor. Subsequent studies could 

investigate the effect of reinforcement contingency on the components to address this issue. 

Future studies could also investigate the relationship between the FN and stay preference by 

manipulating the chance an alternative will deliver a reward, given it previously did. 

 

The current study used a hierarchical Bayesian linear regression to quantify the 

relationship between choice and the FN. Reinforcers were confirmed to control choice, 

highlighting the usefulness of operant procedures for understanding neural correlates of 

choice. The behavioural assessment allowed for the detection of a within-subject linear 

relationship between stay preference and the FN. The existence of the relationship further 

supports the contemporary signalling hypothesis of reinforcement. Reinforcers may guide 

choice by what they signal about future reinforcement, with the FN correlated to such a 

process. 

 

2.6 Supplementary Material 

2.6.1 Stay preference difference Model and Parameters  

For each participant, 𝑖, the difference in the final-stable-interval stay preference (log10 

(stay / switch)) for the red and blue alternatives, 𝑦[𝑖], was modelled as random draws from a 

normal distribution: 

𝑦[𝑖] ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇[𝑖], 𝜎𝑦)  

where 𝜇[𝑖] is the mean estimated stay preference difference and 𝜎 models the standard 

deviation of the data. The log10 of the obtained reinforcer ratio was used as the predictor of 

behaviour. Both the stay preference difference and the reinforcer ratio were standardized as 

per recommendation (Kruschke, 2015a). The model was an extension of the Generalized 

Matching Law (Baum, 1974): 

𝜇[𝑖] = 𝑎[𝑖] log10 ( 
𝑅𝑓𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑑

[𝑖]

𝑅𝑓𝑡𝑏𝑙𝑢𝑒
[𝑖]

) +  log10(c[𝑖]) 
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where 𝑎[𝑖] is participant i’s sensitivity to reinforcement and c[𝑖] models their bias to a 

particular alternative. A hierarchical structure was applied with each 𝑎[𝑖] and c[𝑖] assumed to 

be mutually representative of a group tendency: 

log10(c[𝑖]) ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙( 𝜇𝑐, 𝜎𝑐) 

𝑎[𝑖] ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙( 𝜇𝑎, 𝜎𝑎) 

with 𝜇𝑐 estimating the group bias, 𝜇𝑎 representing the group sensitivity to reinforcement, and 

𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 modelling the between-subject standard deviation for the predictor. The group slope 

estimate was the parameter of interest for our analysis. Hierarchical models provide a useful 

way to summarize within-subject trends with the group level parameters (Kruschke, 2015a). 

Vague priors were given to the group level mean and standard deviation estimates: 

 𝜇𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 10) 

𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎 (2, 0.1) 

with the diffuse priors chosen to have minimal impact on the posterior. The prediction 

standard deviation parameter 𝜎𝑦 was sampled from Cauchy (0, 2.5). All standard deviation 

parameters were shifted by 0.01 to avoid divergent transitions during HMC sampling. All 

parameters were transformed back to the original scale of the data before being reported in 

the results. 

 

2.6.2 ERP Model and Parameters 

Two separate analyses were conducted for the FN and the P300 time windows. The 

ERP data were the mean amplitude at FCz, Cz, and Pz. The mean amplitude was calculated 

for each stimulus type, reinforcer ratio, and participant. The amplitudes at each electrode of 

interest, �⃗�, were modelled as random draws from a multivariate normal distribution: 

y⃗⃗ ~ Multivariate Normal(μ⃗⃗ , Σ) 

where �⃗� represents the mean electrode amplitudes and 𝚺 estimates the electrodes’ covariance 

matrix. The model had four predictors. Each predictor was categorical and was represented as 

a vector with each element coding for a particular category of the predictor. For example, the 
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stimulus type predictor was a denoted by 𝑥𝒔𝑡𝑖𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ and had two elements, [0, 1] coding for events 

and [1, 0] for reinforcers. Reinforcer ratio was 𝑥𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  with three elements, representing 3:1, 

1:1 and 1:3 for red: blue reinforcer ratios. 𝑥SxR⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ represented the interaction of stimulus type 

and reinforcer ratio and had six elements, where each element coded for a combination of 

stimulus type and reinforcer ratio. The final predictor was 𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, with 10 elements each of 

which represented a particular participant. The standard general linear model was fitted to the 

mean amplitudes of the electrodes of interests. A weighted combination of parameters was 

calculated using the following equation: 

�⃗� =  𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛃𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐫𝐚𝐢𝐭𝐨𝑥𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  + 𝛃SxR𝑥SxR⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ +  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ estimated the baseline mean of the electrode amplitudes, 𝛃𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦 measured the main effect 

due to stimulus type, and main effect of reinforcer ratio was estimated by 𝛃𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨. The 

interaction between stimulus type and reinforcer ratio was modelled with 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐑, while  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭 

modelled the differences between participants. The beta matrices’ columns modelled a 

particular level of its designated factor, and each row represented an electrode of interest. 

Within each row, the parameters were constrained to sum to zero. The most important 

parameters for our analyses were the magnitude of the beta values for each factor and 

interaction.  

 

We applied diffuse priors to all parameters so that they would have little effect on the 

posterior. All elements of each 𝛃𝐱 were modelled with a normal distribution: 

𝛽0 [𝑖]
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎0[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

𝛃𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦 [i,j]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

𝛃𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨 [i,j]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  )  

𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐑 [i,j]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑆𝑥𝑅[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭 [i,j]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 
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with mean zero and a standard deviation 𝜎𝑥[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ gamma(2, .1) as per (Chung, Rabe-Hesketh, 

Dorie, Gelman, & Liu, 2013). The electrode covariance matrix modelled by decomposing it 

into a standard deviation vector and a correlation matrix: 

𝚺 = diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) 𝛀 diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗)  

where diagonal (σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) is a matrix with σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ on diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. The 

correlation matrix was sampled from 𝛀 ~ LKJ(4), and each element of the standard deviation 

vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy(0, 2.5) prior, as per recommendations in the Stan reference 

manual (Stan Development Team, 2016). 

 

2.6.3 Behaviour-ERP association Analysis 

Two separate analyses were carried out for the FN and the P300 evoked by reinforcer 

presentation. For each participant, 𝑖, the mean amplitudes at electrodes FCz, Cz, and Pz, �⃗�[𝑖], 

were modelled as a random draw from a multivariate normal distribution 

�⃗�[𝑖] ~ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(�⃗�[𝑖] , 𝚺𝒚)        

where �⃗�[𝑖] estimated the mean electrode activity and 𝚺𝒚 represented the electrodes’ 

covariance matrix. There was one predictor, stay preference (log10 odds of staying-on-the-

same versus switching-to-the-other alternative) and was denoted by𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗
[𝑖]

. We used a 

standard linear regression model 

�⃗�[𝑖] =  𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

[𝑖]
+ 𝛽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗
[𝑖]

𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗
[𝑖]

 

where 𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

[𝑖]
 models the intercept and 𝛽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦

⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗
[𝑖]

 estimates the slope for individual i. Hierarchical 

multivariate normal priors were used to model the group slope and intercept vectors 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

[𝑖]
 ~ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗, 𝚺0) 

𝛽𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗

[𝑖]
 ~ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, 𝚺𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦) 

with �⃗�0 estimating the group intercept, 𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗representing the group slope, and 𝚺𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑 

modelling the between-subject covariance for the predictor vectors. The group slope estimate 
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was the parameter of interest for our analysis. The group parameters allowed for individual 

slopes to mutually inform one another resulting in shrinkage of parameters toward the group 

estimation (Gelman & Hill, 2007) thereby reducing the chance of overfitting. The priors for 

the group parameters were: 

𝜇0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ~ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙( 0⃗⃗, 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙( 𝜎0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) ) 

𝜇𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙( 0⃗⃗, 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙( 𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) ) 

where 0⃗⃗ denotes a vector containing zeros, diagonal is a matrix with the 𝜎𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ standard 

deviation along the diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. 𝜎𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  was 10 times the maximum 

slopes (electrode standard deviation / stay preference standard deviation) for the slope prior 

and likewise the intercept 𝜎0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ was 10 times the maximum intercept (mean stay preference 

times the electrode standard deviation / stay preference standard deviation). The covariance 

matrices were decomposed into correlation matrix and a standard deviation vector: 

𝚺𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝 = diagonal(σ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗) 𝛀𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝 diagonal(σ𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑑⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗)  

All correlation matrices were given a LKJ(4) as per the Stan manual recommendations (Stan 

Development Team, 2016). The each element of the group level standard deviation vectors 

were sampled from a Gamma (0, 2.5) as per Chung et al. (2013) and each element for the 

data standard deviation vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy (0, 2.5) prior.  
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Chapter 3: Effects of Contingency on Reinforcer-Evoked Potentials and on 

the Acquisition of Choice Preference  

3.1 Chapter Prologue 

Chapter Two investigated the relationship between stay preference and reinforcer 

evoked potentials. The results showed the potentials evoked by non-contingent events of no 

value and reinforcers differed for both the Feedback negativity (FN) and P300 time windows 

(200−300, 300−500 ms respectively). Due to the experimental design, the events and 

reinforcers differed both in terms of value and contingency. This meant that the differential 

modulation of the FN and P300 could not be solely attributed to contingency or value as these 

variables were confounded. The current chapter aimed to further investigate the effect of 

contingency, by disassociating it from value. The effect of acquisition context on the 

development of preference was also assessed in order to test predictions of the information-

theoretic concept of contingency. Specifically, we hypothesised that the presentation of non-

contingent rewards (gifts) may degrade the contingency between response and reinforcer and 

that this degradation would attenuate the acquisition of preference. Establishing the effect of 

contingency on reinforcer-evoked potentials was also important to the overarching goal of 

assessing the strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement. Specifically, 

contingency is a critical component of the signalling account, as the predictability of current 

environmental contingencies hinges on their being reliable relations between events. In 

contrast, temporal contiguity between behaviour and a reinforcer is the main necessary 

condition for the traditional strengthening theory. 

 

3.2 Abstract 

Choice is a ubiquitous behavioural process and understanding how environmental 

factors influence and shape our preferences is important. The information-theoretic account 

of contingency provides a conceptual framework for the conditions necessary for the 

environment to affect behaviour. Under the information-theoretic framework, contingency 

can be divided into two categories: retrospective and prospective. The retrospective 

contingency relates to the probability that a response precedes a reinforcer, while the 

prospective contingency involves the probability of reinforcer delivery given a response. The 

acquisition of choice behaviour was examined in two contexts: additional non-contingent 
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rewards (gifts) and under the delivery of contingent stimuli with no value (events). This 

allowed for the dissociation of value and contingency. The gifts were predicted to degrade the 

retrospective contingency, attenuating the development of preference compared to the events 

context. To understand better how contingency and value are processed, I measured the 

feedback negativity (FN), P300, and late positive potential (LPP) event-related potentials 

(ERP) evoked by the gifts, events, and for the reinforcers delivered in each of these contexts. 

There was insufficient evidence of contingency degradation affecting choice preference. 

However, the ERPs were broadly modulated by contingency and contingency degradation. 

The LPP was also affected by value. To our knowledge, this study provides the first evidence 

that contingency degradation affects feedback-related potentials. 

 

3.3 Introduction 

The choices we make shape the trajectory of our lives. Choices are ubiquitous ranging 

from the mundane: what to have for dinner, to the important: whether to go to university or 

enter the workforce, and how many children to have. From the mundane to life changing, 

understanding how choice is affected by consequences may inform interventions to help 

people stay on course to reach their full potential. Obtaining favourable outcomes (positive 

reinforcement) is a fundamental process which affects choice (McDowell, 2013), and 

extensive research has established that choice between alternative behaviours is sensitive to 

their reinforcing consequences (Davison & McCarthy, 1988; Kollins et al., 1997). The 

traditional strengthening definition of reinforcement states that a reinforcer increases the 

preceding behaviour (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). However, there is mounting evidence 

that reinforcers instead alter behaviour by way of signalling the future contingencies of the 

current environment rather a simple strengthening mechanism (Baum, 2012; for review see 

Cowie & Davison, 2016; Davison & Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010). 

  

One way to investigate the relationship between reinforcement and choice is to 

measure how neural correlates of reinforcement relate to behaviour thereby providing 

empirical constraints that theories should adhere to. Within cognitive electroencephalography 

(EEG), two main candidates are the feedback negativity (FN) and the P300. The FN has a 

frontocentral topographic distribution and occurs 200 – 300 ms after feedback presentation 
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(Miltner et al., 1997). The FN is followed by the P300 which occurs 300 – 500 ms after 

feedback. Research investigating feedback related potentials has primarily focused on 

looking at how variables, such as valence, magnitude, delay, whether participants actively 

made responses or passively observed events, and feedback veracity impact the manifestation 

of feedback-related potentials (for reviews see San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). 

Recent research suggests that a third component, the Late Positive Potential (LPP), occurring 

500 ms after feedback (Hajcak et al., 2009), may also be reflective of the subjective value of 

an outcome (Massi & Luhmann, 2015)(Meadows et al., 2016). 

 

Chapter Two showed that the FN was related to choice. A two-alternative choice 

procedure was used to demonstrate that stay preference, as measured by the log odds of 

staying-on-the-same alternative compared to switching-to-the-other alternative, predicted the 

amplitude of the FN. This finding was considered consistent with the signalling conjecture of 

reinforcement, as participants’ stay preference was a measure of their inference about the 

current environmental contingencies, with the FN reflective of this inductive process. The 

procedure also included the intermittent presentation of task-irrelevant stimuli devoid of 

value. It was observed that these task-irrelevant stimuli evoked a more positive FN and a 

more negative P300 compared to the reinforcer-evoked potentials. However, as the task-

irrelevant stimuli differed from reinforcers on dimensions of both value and contingency, 

thus could not determine which variable or the interaction of variables was responsible for the 

ERP modulation. 

 

The concept of contingency provides an important conceptual framework for 

identifying the necessary conditions for the environment to affect behaviour. Contingency has 

been defined in a number of ways. The instrumental contingency theory specifies that the 

strength of an action-outcome association is governed by the difference between the 

probability of reward given the action and the probability of the reward given no action 

(Hammond, 1980). This suggests there is no action-outcome association when the probability 

for the reward given the action equals the probability of reward given the absence of the 

response. This is similar to the results in respondent conditioning demonstrating that the 

correlation between a conditioned stimulus and an unconditioned stimulus is the determining 

factor for conditioning to take place (Rescorla, 1967, 1968). Previous research has shown that 
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manipulating contingency affects behaviour in both animals and humans (Allan, 1993; 

Balleine & Dickinson, 1998; Hammond, 1980). Tanaka, Balleine, and O’Doherty (2008) 

systematically varied the probability of reward given response and found activity in the 

medial orbitofrontal and medial prefrontal cortices as well as the dorsal lateral striatum 

correlated with the contingency strength. A follow up imaging study by Liljeholm, Tricomi, 

O’Doherty, and Balleine (2011) manipulated the probability of non-contingent rewards and 

found correlated activity in both the inferior frontal cortex and posterior caudate nucleus. 

Additionally, activity in the superior and inferior parietal lobules and the middle frontal gyrus 

was related to the instrumental contingency theory difference measure of contingency. This 

processing of contingency is important as it forms a critical component of the signalling 

theory of reinforcement as opposed to the traditional strengthening account, where only 

temporal contiguity is necessary for reinforcement. 

 

Behavioural science has further developed the concept of contingency using 

information theoretic concepts (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014). According to this framework, 

contingency is defined by the degree to which a stimulus or action decreases the uncertainty 

of when another action or event will occur. For example, dark billowing clouds on the 

horizon decrease the uncertainty about the chance of rain. Contingency can be divided into 

two categories: prospective and retrospective. Prospective contingency is the degree to which 

an action decreases the uncertainty about the delivery of a reward. Retrospective contingency 

quantifies the uncertainty about an action having occurred given that a reward was received. 

The distinction between prospective and retrospective contingency is important because 

above a certain rate of response there is effectively no prospective contingency in the variable 

interval schedules. However, there is a strong retrospective contingency in these schedules, as 

all reinforcers are preceded by a response. The extra-explanatory power for variable interval 

schedules is important as they have been used extensively in the study of choice (for review 

see Davison & McCarthy, 1988). Indeed, Chapter Two used discrete-trial analogues of 

variable interval scheduling as they provide a high degree of control over the obtained 

reinforcement rate. 

 

Reinterpreted using the information-theoretic concept of contingency, the 

aforementioned Tanaka and colleagues (Tanaka et al., 2008) manipulated the prospective 
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contingency, whereas Liljeholm and colleagues (2011) manipulated both the prospective 

contingency (by changing the probability of the reward) and the retrospective contingency 

(by changing the probability of the differential reinforcement for other behaviour). These 

studies used fMRI to assess the anatomical brain regions involved in the processing of 

contingency. The temporal resolution of fMRI is on the order of seconds, which means that 

the precise temporal aspects of contingency processing have yet to be determined. Few ERP 

studies have assessed the effect of contingency on feedback-related potentials. Nonetheless, 

Stürmer, Nigbur, Schacht, and Sommer (2011) conducted two experiments, using ERP. The 

first study delivered stimuli non-contingently and in the second study, stimuli were 

contingent on performance in a Simon task. In both tasks, the value of the stimuli varied from 

positive, neutral to negative. In their first experiment, Stürmer and colleagues found FN to be 

modulated, with gain stimuli evoking more positive amplitudes than losses. The neutral 

stimulus evoked the most negative FN, indicating that the FN amplitude was not a linear 

function of value. Stürmer et al. did not directly compare contingent and non-contingent 

feedback ERP between experiments. To our knowledge, only Chapter Two directly compared 

the effect of contingency in a choice procedure. In Chapter Two, I presented task-irrelevant 

stimuli with no value and found that the FN was more positive and the P300 more negative 

compared to reinforcer evoked potentials. However, these differences could not be solely 

attributed to contingency or value as these variables were confounded in the experimental 

design. Therefore, to date, it is unknown how the ERP correlates of reinforcement are 

modulated by contingency, its degradation, or how the degradation of retrospective 

reinforcer-response contingency affects the acquisition of choice between alternatives.  

 

The objective of the current study was to dissociate contingency and value. The aims 

of the study were: (1) to investigate how differences in contingency and value affect feedback 

related potentials, and (2) to examine if the presentation of non-contingent rewards (gifts) 

attenuates the acquisition of choice preference in a two-alternative-discrete trials procedure. 

The procedure had two contexts. In one context, the gifts were intermittently presented and in 

the other context responses sometimes resulted in the contingent presentation of a stimulus 

with no value (events). In each context, there were two response alternatives, where one 

rewarded at a higher rate (rich) compared to the other (lean). We hypothesised that the FN 

would be modulated by contingency and value. We further hypothesised that preference for 
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the rich alternative would be attenuated in the gift condition due to the contingency 

degradation and that this attenuation would result in a more negative FN. 

 

3.4 Method 

3.4.1 Study Design and Participants 

The study used a two-alternative-discrete-trials choice procedure to measure the effect 

of reinforcement contingency on choice acquisition and the FN, P300, and LPP amplitude. 

The experiment was approved by the University of Auckland Human Participants Ethics 

Committee, with 16 adults (8 female) with a median age of 22 (range = 18 -32) volunteering 

to participate in this study. All participants gave written informed consent and had no history 

of epilepsy, migraine, traumatic head injury, or mental illness. They had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision. The Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971) was administered to 

each participant, indicating that one participant was left-handed with the 15 remaining 

identified as right-handed. 

 

3.4.2 Stimuli 

The choice stimuli consisted of two coloured circles diameter of 3 degrees of visual 

field. Reward and non-reward stimuli were simple geometric patterns comprised of 

overlapping circles. There were four distinct arrangements each of which had a diameter of 7 

degrees of visual field. Each image was presented with a distinct accompanying sound. The 

composites of the image sound pairs, as well as what the stimulus signalled, were 

counterbalanced across participants. 

 

3.4.3 Apparatus 

The experiment was programmed in E-prime (Version 2.0, Psychology Software 

Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and ran on a dedicated PC. The Display monitor used was 21-

inch LCD Samsung monitor with 1920 by 1080-pixel resolution. EEG data was recorded 

using NetStation™ (Version 4.0, Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) on a Mac. 
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Presentation times for stimuli and participant responses were recorded on the PC and the 

event times were synchronised to the EEG using a TCP/IP connection protocol. 

A Geodesic Sensor Net (Tucker, 1993) was used to measure participants’ EEG. The 

net consisted of 129 Ag/AgCl electrodes positioned in such manner that there were 

approximately equal distances between adjacent pairs of electrodes. A high impedance (1.0 

GΩ) GES 400 series Amps dense-array amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR, 

USA) was connected to the net. The data were digitised at a rate of 1000 samples per second 

with 24-bit encoding. The data were recorded with the vertex electrode as an online 

reference, and a common mode electrode located at PCz. During recording, an anti-aliasing 

online filter (4 kHz) was enabled. Throughout the experiment, impedance was kept below a 

40 KΩ threshold by the application of a shampoo 5 ml, KCl 5 g per litre aqueous solution. 

  

3.4.4 Procedure 

 Participants were positioned 570 mm away from the display. Participants were 

instructed on what each stimulus signalled and were subsequently tested using a matching-to-

sample procedure. Either a word denoting a stimulus class (gift, event, reinforcer) or a 

stimulus was presented in the centre of the display until the participant pressed the spacebar. 

Two choice stimuli were presented, one correct and one incorrect. When participants selected 

a choice stimulus feedback was delivered indicating whether their selection was correct or 

incorrect. This pre-training phase was completed once participants correctly matched all 

stimuli with their respective classes, 5 times consecutively. 

 

Participants’ then carried out a practice block of 60 trials. Each practice trial began 

with the presentation of a fixation cross for 500 to 900-ms followed by the choice stimulus 

display. The choice stimuli were displayed either until the participant responded or the 

response time window maximum of 2000-ms elapsed. At which point the inter-trial interval, 

consisting of a black screen, was presented for 500 to 900-ms. Participants’ responded via a 

USB keyboard using the number pad keys ‘1’ and ‘2’ to choose the left and right choice 

stimulus respectively. Choice stimuli randomly alternated sides between each trial. 
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After the practice block, the experiment proper began. There were two conditions: 

contingent events and non-contingent gifts. Both conditions arranged a 3:1 probability ratio 

such that a stimulus was arranged every 15-s on average. A condition lasted for one session. 

Each session was made up of 8 blocks of 180 trials. Trials were identical to those in practice 

with the addition of reward stimuli delivery (1000-ms). In the gift condition, some trials had 

non-contingent rewards presented after fixation instead of the choice stimuli. These gift 

presentations occurred at a rate and ratio matched to reinforcer arrangement. In the event 

condition, contingent stimuli were presented at the same ratio and arranged at the same rate 

as the reinforcers. The order of conditions was counterbalanced across participants. 

 

3.4.5 Pre-processing 

EEG data were processed and analysed with EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004; 

Version 12). Firstly, Data were resampled to 250-Hz due to memory constraints. Secondly, 

the PREP Pre-processing standardised procedure was used. PREP removes line noise, detects 

and interpolates noisy channels, after which it re-references to the mean voltage across all the 

electrodes (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2015). Thirdly, data were bandpass filtered using a 0.1- 

40-Hz Butterworth filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off. The data were then epoched with a −200 

to 800-ms time window where stimulus presentation occurred at 0 ms. Finally, Independent 

components were extracted from the data using ICA (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). For each 

participant, the number of components present in their EEG was estimated using Bayesian 

model comparison (Minka, 2000). Subsequently, a 4 shell spherical head model was used to 

fit a dipole for each component via the Dipfit EEGLAB function. Any components were 

labelled artefactual if the dipole model either had more than 10% residual variance and was 

not time-locked to stimulus presentation, if the component dipole location fell outside of the 

head, or if identified by the ADJUST algorithm (Mognon et al., 2010). Artefactual 

components were subsequently removed and then the epochs were baseline corrected. 

 

 

 

3.5 Results 
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The results were analysed using Bayesian parameter estimation for the following 

reasons. First, this type of analysis explicitly shows the experimenter’s intentions via the 

specification of the model prior distribution. Second, it provides more information than other 

techniques with entire posterior distributions of credible values for all parameters in the 

model. Finally, Bayesian parameter estimation does not use p values and confidence 

intervals, avoiding their inherent limitations (Kruschke et al., 2012). These reasons make 

Bayesian analysis more informative compared to traditional null hypothesis significance 

testing (Kruschke, 2013). For all parameters of interest, we summarised the posterior 

distributions with their mean and their 95% highest density interval (HDI). The HDI 

encompasses the 95% most likely values of the distribution. 

 

We used R version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) to perform all the statistical analyses. 

Each model’s full description is available in the supplementary material. We used Stan 2.8.0 

(Carpenter et al., 2017) with the RStan 2.8.0 (Stan Development Team, 2015) interface to fit 

the proportion rich alternative response and ERP models. Stan estimates the posterior 

distribution using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) procedure. For each model, 4 chains 

concurrently drew 5000 samples, 2500 of which were warm-up. The resulting sample size 

was 10,000. The posterior samples for each parameter were evaluated for convergence by 

inspecting the trace plots and with the Gelman-Rubin �̂� statistic (Gelman & Rubin, 1992), 

where �̂� values close to 1.00 suggest that the chains have converged. 

 

3.5.1Behavioural Analysis 

We were interested in how participant’s choice preference was affected by the gift 

context in comparison to the event context. In both contexts, participants were expected to 

favour the alternative producing more reinforcers (rich alternative), however, in the gifts 

context, the provision of non-contingent rewards may degrade the reinforcer- response 

retrospective contingency and therefore attenuate preference for the rich alternative. Figure 

3.1 shows the proportion of rich responses for each participant in both the gift and the events 

context. To assess the effect of context on choice, we quantified participants’ choice 

preference as the number of responses to the rich alternatives compared to the total number of 
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Figure 3.1. The proportion of responses to the high probability reinforcement alternative (Rich) for each participant, where the 

order of bars within participant corresponds to the session order with the acquisition context is coded by colour. A Session order 

effect is evident with most participants’ first session exhibiting a more extreme choice preference for the richer alternative 
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responses made in a session. The number of rich responses was modelled as a logistic 

function of the context (event, gift), the session order (first, second), and their interaction. See 

the supplementary material for a full description of the model. 

  

There was evidence for a main effect of session order, where the first session had a 

0.48 higher log odds of rich responding (95% HDI = [−0.06, 1.02], zero included) than the 

second session. Although, the 95% HDI includes zero, 97% of samples were above zero, 

providing weak support for an effect (Nicenboim, Logačev, Gattei, & Vasishth, 2016). There 

was insufficient evidence for an effect of context with the 95% HDI = [−0.48, 0.58] 

containing zero. Likewise, there was insufficient evidence for an interaction of context and 

session order (95% HDI = [−0.74, 0.26] zero included). This indicates that the gifts did not 

have a detectable effect on choice preference.  

 

3.5.2 EEG Analysis 

We were interested in investigating the difference between stimulus value and 

contingency on feedback related potentials. We compared the FN (200−300-ms), P300 

(300−500-ms), and LPP (500−600-ms) evoked by reinforcers in the gift context, reinforcers 

in the event context, events, and gifts. For each component, the mean amplitude was 

calculated for each participant. The FCz, Cz and Pz electrodes were chosen for analysis to be 

consistent with previous studies of reinforcer related ERP. If the gifts did degrade the 

behaviour-reinforcer contingency, this degradation may be apparent in the feedback related 

potentials. We also assessed whether the components were affected by frequency (rich, lean 

rate of occurrence). Figure 3.2 depicts the ERPs evoked for each stimulus type for the 

electrodes FCz, Cz, and Pz, and the topographic maps for the components (FN, P300, and 

LPP). To assess the effect of contingency, value and frequency we fitted a multivariate 

outcomes general linear model using Bayesian parameter estimation, with participant as an 

additional factor (see supplementary material for more detail).  
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Figure 3.2. The ERP, with 95% confidence interval ribbon, evoked by events, gifts, and reinforcers in each acquisition context, for both the 

lean and the rich delivery rate, for electrodes (FCz, Cz, Pz). Scalp maps show mean amplitude for each stimulus type for the FN (200−300 

ms), the P300 (300−500 ms) and the LPP (500 −600 ms). Mean amplitude evoked by reinforcers in the event context is more positive for all 

components compared to the gifts. 
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Across all electrodes and time windows, there were no differences observed between 

the ERP for high and low frequency stimuli as all 95% HDIs included zero as a credible 

value. This means there was no evidence for an effect of frequency on any of the 

components. Figure 3.3 summarises the main effect of stimulus type for all components at the 

electrodes of interest. Table 3.1 displays the effects of stimulus type within the FN time 

window. The gifts evoked a more negative amplitude compared to events (FCz = −0.52 S.D., 

95% HDI = [−1.02, −0.02] zero not included, Cz = −0.59 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.11, −0.07] 

zero not included) and also to reinforcers in the event context (FCz = −0.82 S.D., 95% HDI = 

[−1.40, −0.20] zero not included, Cz = −0.73 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.10, −0.11] zero not 

included), with insufficient evidence for an effect at Pz and or difference among events and 

reinforcers in either contexts. This indicates that the FN was predominantly affected by 

contingency rather than the value of a stimulus as the gifts shared the same value as 

reinforcers, but their presentation was non-contingent on participants’ responses. 

Additionally, the lack of evidence for a difference between reinforcers from the gift context 

and the gifts may be indicative of contingency degradation. 

 

Table 3.1. 

 

Posterior Estimates of the Effect of Stimulus type on the FN (200 – 300 ms) mean amplitude 

Stim Elec Event Gift Rft-Event Rft-Gift 

Event FCz  0.22 [−0.47, 0.98] 0.52 [ 0.02, 1.02]* −0.30 [−0.74, 0.12] 0.10 [−0.30, 0.53] 

Event Cz  0.55 [−0.18, 1.32] 0.59 [ 0.07, 1.11]* −0.14 [−0.57, 0.28] 0.32 [−0.12, 0.75] 

Event Pz  0.40 [−0.35, 1.21] 0.16 [−0.28, 0.60]  0.12 [−0.34, 0.55] 0.29 [−0.15, 0.76] 

      

Gift FCz −0.52 [−1.02, −0.02]* −1.23 [−2.15, −0.30] −0.82 [−1.40, 

−0.20]* 

−0.41 [−0.88, 0.02] 

Gift Cz −0.59 [−1.11, −0.07]* −1.12 [−2.04, −0.19] −0.73 [−1.10, 

−0.11]* 

−0.27 [−0.71, 0.16] 

Gift Pz −0.16 [−0.60,  0.28] −0.05 [−0.79, 0.71] −0.04 [−0.48, 0.41]  0.13 [−0.29, 0.56] 

      

Rft-E FCz  0.30 [−0.12, 0.74]  0.82 [ 0.20, 1.40]* 1.08 [ 0.22, 1.97] 0.41 [−0.05, 0.87] 

Rft-E Cz  0.14 [−0.28, 0.57]  0.73 [ 0.11, 1.10]* 0.94 [ 0.07, 1.83] 0.46 [−0.02, 0.94] 

Rft-E Pz −0.12 [−0.55, 0.34]  0.04 [−0.41, 0.48] 0.06 [−0.69, 0.82] 0.17 [−0.24, 0.64] 

      

Rft-G FCz −0.10 [−0.53, 0.30]  0.41 [−0.02, 0.88] −0.41 [−0.87, 0.05] −0.07 [−0.79, 0.63] 

Rft-G Cz −0.32 [−0.75, 0.12]  0.27 [−0.16, 0.71] −0.46 [−0.94, 0.02] −0.36 [−1.10, 0.37] 

Rft-G Pz −0.29 [−0.76, 0.15] −0.13 [−0.56, 0.29] −0.17 [−0.64, 0.24] −0.42 [−1.17, 0.33] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing evidence for a difference 
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Figure 3.3 The posterior effect size estimates for the effects of stimulus type on mean ERP 

amplitude at the electrodes of interest for the FN, P300, and LPP components. Triangles 

indicate credible differences between stimulus types. The colour of the arrow indicates which 

effect is being compared to the particular row, with the orientation showing the direction of 

the difference, with up signifying bigger and down smaller. In general, the reinforcers in the 

events context evoked larger amplitudes than the other stimuli. 
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Table 3.2 displays the effect of stimulus type for the P300 component. Again, the gifts 

evoked a more negative potential than the reinforcers from the event context across each 

electrode (FCz = −0.60 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.12, −0.04] zero not included; Cz =−0.85 S.D., 

95% HDI = [−1.44, −0.24] zero not included; Pz = −0.72 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.24, −0.15] 

zero not included). Also, the reinforcers from the gift context were more negative than the 

reinforcers from the event context at FCz and Cz (FCz = −0.68 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.24, 

−0.14], zero not included; Cz = −0.83 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.42, −0.44] zero not included). 

This means that the P300 was modulated predominantly by contingency, as gifts differed 

from reinforcers only in terms of contingency. Additionally, the difference between 

reinforcers in each context provides evidence for contingency degradation.  

Table 3.2. 

 

Posterior Estimates of the Effect of Stimulus type on the P300 (300− 500 ms) mean amplitude 

Stim Elec Event Gift Rft-Event Rft-Gift 

Event FCz  0.38 [−0.54, 1.26]  0.33 [−0.12, 0.79] −0.27 [−0.75, 0.16]  0.41 [−0.05, 0.88] 

Event Cz  0.23 [−0.56, 1.09]  0.39 [−0.07, 0.86] −0.46 [−0.94, 0.01]  0.37 [−0.10, 0.82] 

Event Pz  0.21 [−0.55, 0.95]  0.43 [−0.06, 0.92] −0.29 [−0.76, 0.17]  0.18 [−0.27, 0.65] 

      

Gift FCz −0.33 [−0.79, 0.12] −0.71 [−1.65, 0.19] −0.60 [−1.12, −0.04]*  0.08 [−0.32, 0.51] 

Gift Cz −0.39 [−0.86, 0.07] −0.96 [−1.89, −0.08] −0.85 [−1.44, −0.24]* −0.01 [−0.44, 0.39] 

Gift Pz −0.43 [−0.92, 0.06] −0.93 [−1.78, −0.16] −0.72 [−1.24, −0.15]* −0.25 [−0.69, 0.21] 

      

Rft-E FCz  0.27 [−0.16, 0.75]  0.60 [ 0.04, 1.12]*  1.30 [ 0.18, 2.39]  0.68 [ 0.14, 1.24]* 

Rft-E Cz  0.46 [−0.01, 0.94]  0.85 [ 0.24, 1.44]*  1.65 [ 0.56, 2.76]  0.83 [ 0.24, 1.42]* 

Rft-E Pz  0.29 [−0.17, 0.76]  0.72 [ 0.15, 1.24]*  0.99 [ 0.14, 0.99]  0.47 [−0.01, 0.99] 

      

Rft-G FCz −0.41 [−0.88, 0.05] −0.08 [−0.51, 0.32] −0.68 [−1.24, −0.14]* −0.98 [−1.94, −0.04] 

Rft-G Cz −0.37 [−0.82, 0.10]  0.01 [−0.39, −0.44] −0.83 [−1.42, −0.44]* −0.92 [−1.83, −0.04] 

Rft-G Pz −0.18 [−0.65, 0.27]  0.25 [−0.21, 0.69] −0.47 [−0.99, 0.01] −0.27 [−1.02,  0.46] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing evidence for a difference 

 

Table 3.3 shows the effect of stimulus type on the LPP. Once more the gifts were 

more negative than the reinforcers from the event context across all electrodes (FCz = −0.98 

S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.46, −0.43], zero not included, Cz = −1.84 S.D., 95% HDI = [−2.43, 

−1.23], zero not included, Pz = −1.05 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.59, −0.54], zero not included). 

The events were more positive than gifts at both FCz and Cz (FCz = 0.50 S.D., 95% HDI = 

[0.02, 0.98] zero not included, Cz = 0.61 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.11, 1.08] zero not included). 

The events were also more negative than the reinforcers from the event contexts for Cz and 

Pz (Cz = −1.23 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.75, −0.68], zero not included; Pz = −0.70 S.D., 95% 

HDI = [−1.21, −0.21], zero not included). The reinforcers for the gift context were more 
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negative for the reinforcers from the event context over all electrodes (FCz = −0.81 S.D. 

,95% HDI = [−1.31, −0.31] zero not included; Cz = −1.35 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.88, −0.80] 

zero not included; Pz = −0.52 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.01, −0.03] zero not included) and more 

positive than the gifts at Cz and Pz (Cz = 0.49 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.01 ,0.96] zero not 

included, Pz = 0.53 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.02 ,1.01] zero not included). The difference of 

reinforcers from both events and gifts indicates that the late positive potential is affected by 

both contingency and value. Furthermore, the difference between reinforcers in events 

context compared to the gift context may mean that this potential may also be related to 

contingency degradation. 

 

Table 3.3. 

 

Posterior Estimates of the Effect of Stimulus type on the LPP (500− 600 ms) mean amplitude 

Stim Elec Event Gift Rft−Event Rft−Gift 

Event FCz  0.28 [−0.41, 0.95]  0.50 [ 0.02,  0.98]* −0.41 [−0.87, 0.08]  0.40 [−0.07, 0.88] 

Event Cz −0.22 [−0.74, 0.27]  0.61 [ 0.11,  1.08]* −1.23 [−1.75, −0.68]*  0.12 [−0.36, 0.57] 

Event Pz −0.30 [−0.99, 0.34]  0.35 [−0.13, 0.83] −0.70 [−1.21, −0.21]* −0.19 [−0.66, 0.27] 

      

Gift FCz −0.50 [−0.98, −0.02] −0.89 [−1.56, −0.18] −0.91 [−1.46, −0.43]* −0.10 [−0.54,  0.37]   

Gift Cz −0.61 [−1.08, −0.11] −1.28 [−1.80, −0.74] −1.84 [−2.43, −1.23]* −0.49 [−0.96, −0.01]* 

Gift Pz −0.35 [−0.83, 0.13] −1.10 [−1.75, −0.42] −1.05 [−1.59, −0.54]* −0.53 [−1.01, −0.05]* 

      

Rft−E FCz  0.41 [−0.08, 0.87]   0.91 [ 0.43, 1.46]*  1.26 [ 0.53, 1.96]  0.81 [ 0.31,  1.31]* 

Rft−E Cz  1.23 [ 0.68, 1.75]*   1.84 [ 1.23, 2.43]*  1.92 [ 1.35, 2.47]  1.35 [ 0.80,  1.88]* 

Rft−E Pz  0.70 [ 0.21, 1.21]*   1.05 [ 0.53, 1.59]*  1.28 [ 0.59, 1.97]  0.52 [ 0.03,  1.01]* 

      

Rft−

G 

FCz −0.40 [−0.88, 0.07]  0.10 [−0.37, 0.54] −0.81 [−1.31, −0.31]* −0.65 [−1.35, −0.01] 

Rft−

G 

Cz −0.12 [−0.57, 0.36]  0.49 [ 0.01,  0.96]* −1.35 [−1.88, −0.80]* −0.42 [−0.89,  0.11] 

Rft−

G 

Pz  0.19 [−0.27, 0.66]   0.53 [0.05,  1.01]* −0.52 [−1.01, −0.03]* −0.50 [−0.50,  0.80] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing evidence for a difference 
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3.6 Discussion 

We were interested in assessing the effect of context on the acquisition of preference 

as well as the effect of contingency and value on reinforcement related ERP. It was 

hypothesised that in the context where additional non-contingent rewards (gifts) were 

delivered, participants’ development of preference would be attenuated with respect to a 

context without the gifts, where contingent stimuli of no-value were intermittently presented 

(events). The ERP analysis suggested that contingency degradation may have occurred, with 

the reinforcers delivered in the gift context more negative than their counterparts in the events 

context for both the P300 and the LPP components.  However, the behavioural results did not 

show that choice was affected by contingency degradation with no evidence of any difference 

between the proportion of rich responses for the gift and the event contexts. Additionally, 

there was an effect of the session order on preference, where participants’ first session, no 

matter the context, had more extreme preference compared to the second session. The 

presence of an order effect limits the conclusions that can be drawn from the behavioural 

results as it reduces the power of the study with the order effect and the contingency 

degradation partially confounded. 

 

On the other hand, the order effect could be considered consistent with the 

strengthening account of reinforcement. In the second session, the reinforcer ratio was 

reversed. Thus, if reinforcers strengthened choice preference in the first session, then the 

reinforcers in the second session may not cause as extreme preference due to the previous 

strengthening of the reversed reinforcer ratio in the initial session. Previous studies have 

shown that a prior session’s reinforcer ratio can affect subsequent choice preference (Hunter 

& Davison, 1985; Schofield & Davison, 1997). However, if the prior session reinforcer ratio 

was responsible for the attenuation of preference it begs the question as to why no such order 

effect was apparent in Chapter Two. An alternative explanation is that participants were less 

motivated in the second session. If the loss-of-motivation explanation is correct, the session 

order effect indicates that the current multi-session procedure may not be feasible for 

investigating contingency degradation. 
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 Previous behavioural studies have shown effects of both gifts and events on 

behaviour. There is a robust literature on the clinical application of non-contingent 

reinforcement as part of a behavioural intervention (Carr, Severtson, & Lepper, 2009). 

Additionally, within the experimental analysis of behaviour, non-contingent food deliveries 

are used to disrupt ongoing operant behaviour to study resistance-to-change and relapse 

(Podlesnik & Shahan, 2010). However, the presentation of non-contingent reinforcers for the 

purpose of disruption is usually arranged in a separate stimulus context (the inter-component 

interval). When non-contingent reinforcers are presented in the same stimulus context after 

acquisition, the response rate decreases while resistance-to-change increases (Nevin, Tota, 

Torquato, & Shull, 1990). The finding that choice-preference acquisition was not 

systematically disrupted by non-contingent reward extends the observations from Behavioral 

Momentum Theory  ( BMT ; Nevin & Grace, 2000), where steady-state choice preference is 

similarly not affected by disruption (Podlesnik, Jimenez-Gomez, & Shahan, 2013). 

Consequently, this result is consistent with the strengthening of the stimulus-context 

reinforcer relation proposed by BMT. 

 

The presentation of contingent stimuli without inherent value (events) has also been 

studied under the name of quasi-reinforcement (Reed & Hall, 1989). These studies generally 

show that the inclusion of events increases response rate and preference for the richer 

alternative (Madden & Perone, 1999; Neuringer & Chung, 1967; Podlesnik, Jimenez-Gomez, 

Ward, & Shahan, 2009). Potential reasons as to why the current study did not find any effect 

may be illuminated by comparing the differences in methodology of the current study to these 

previous experiments. With respect to the gifts research, prior studies have presented the 

same stimulus as the gift and the reinforcer, whereas, while the current study used the same 

value for gift and reinforcer, distinct stimuli were used to denote the gift and the reinforcer 

presentation. This distinction may have allowed participants to separate the gifts from the 

reinforcers, thereby attenuating the degradation of the retrospective reinforcer-response 

contingency. With the attenuated degradation of this contingency, we might expect there to 

be a negligible effect of context on preference. Indeed, Killeen (1978) showed that pigeons’ 

choice was unaffected by non-contingent reinforcement when they could correctly identify if 

they had caused the reinforcer to be delivered as opposed to when the reinforcer was 

dispatched by the experimental controller independent of behaviour.  
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With respect to the events, the quasi-reinforcement literature has predominantly used 

appetitive stimuli, such as food, to maintain behaviour and to provide a baseline against 

which to see the effect of quasi-reinforcers. Additionally, these studies have implemented 

free operant procedures rather than the discrete trials used in the current study. The use of 

appetitive reinforcement is unlikely to be the cause of the difference as the delivery of stimuli 

representing money has been used effectively to translate a multitude of findings with 

animals to humans. The difference between the discrete trials and free operant procedures 

may have resulted in the divergence of the current study from the quasi-reinforcement 

literature. Within free operant designs, responding seldom produces any discernible effect, 

whereas, in the current study, a response to the choice stimuli resulted in their disappearance 

and the continuation of the trial. The presentation of events contingent on responding in this 

discrete trial design would not provide any additional information as to whether the response 

was correctly executed. However, in a free operant context, events do signal the participant 

that their behaviour continues to affect the environment. This difference could help to explain 

why there was no discernible effect of context on choice preference. Alternatively, this 

finding may call into question the concept of quasi-reinforcement. The studies demonstrating 

this effect have used relatively few subjects and have not definitively demonstrated the 

functional control of responding via quasi-reinforcement was not due to specific 

psychophysiological properties of the stimuli used (Madden & Perone, 1999; Neuringer & 

Chung, 1967; Podlesnik et al., 2009). 

 

 While there was insufficient behavioural evidence for contingency degradation, the 

ERP analysis did indicate that the gifts affected reinforcer-related potentials. One of the goals 

of the current study was to follow up on the finding in Chapter Two of a difference between 

reinforcer related potentials and non-contingent stimulus presentation. In Chapter Two, 

reinforcers evoked a more negative FN and a more positive P300 in comparison to the non-

contingent stimuli. This difference could not be unambiguously attributed to value or 

contingency as in that study the two variables were indistinguishably correlated.  In the 

current study, the gifts differed in contingency but not value to reinforcers, whereas, the 

events differed in value but not contingency from the reinforcers. This allowed for the 

assessment of which variable may have been responsible for the differences observed in 
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Chapter Two. Consistent with the previous study, we found that the P300 for gifts was more 

negative than for reinforcers delivered in the events context. However, contrary the results of 

Chapter Two, the gifts evoked a more negative FN compared to both the events and the 

reinforcers delivered in the events context. There was insufficient evidence for a difference 

between the FN evoked by events and the FN evoked by reinforcers or for a difference 

between gifts and the reinforcers delivered in the gift context. Potential reasons for the 

discrepancy may be that value and contingency interact to affect the FN, such that non-

contingent zero valued stimuli evoke a positive FN, whereas gifts evoke a more negative FN. 

However, the differences could also be attributed to the physical differences in the stimuli 

used in each experiment. This seems unlikely as previous studies have used a multitude of 

different stimuli, presented in different modalities  successfully evoking feedback related 

ERP (Miltner et al., 1997). 

 

By contrast, the LPP evoked by reinforcers was more positive than for events and 

gifts. This indicates that the late positivity is affected by both the value and the contingency 

of the evoking stimulus. This is broadly consistent with findings that LPP amplitude 

corresponds with the subjective value of an event  (Massi & Luhmann, 2015; Meadows et al., 

2016). No such differences in the LPP were observed in Chapter Two. This could potentially 

be due to the difference between the reinforcer stimuli (image of money) used in Chapter 

Two compared to the abstract geometric patterns of the current experiment’s stimuli. In the 

current study participants learned what each stimulus represented at the beginning of the 

experiment, whereas in Chapter Two the participants had a history of association with the 

reinforcer and its value. The extra processing required to retrieve the newly learnt association 

in the current study could potentially delay the assessment of subjective value. This delayed 

assessment would then result in the observed differences in the LPP. 

 

Consistent with Chapter Two, there was no effect of the relative frequency of stimulus 

presentations on the ERP amplitude for any component. These findings differ from previous 

studies where the FN was more negative for infrequent feedback compared to frequent 

feedback. The relative ratios used in the current study were the same as Chapter Two, as well 

as the intermittency of the feedback presentation. The major difference between the studies 

finding the effect of frequency and the current study is the constant compared to intermittent 
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feedback presentation. In Chapter Two I suggested that the invariance of the FN to the 

frequency of feedback may be due to a floor effect, where the absolute rate of stimulus 

presentation has an effect on the reinforcer evoked potentials. Effectively, both the rich and 

the lean stimuli are classified as rare events and so there is no difference in the ERP for these 

stimuli. 

 

 Other studies have found that contingent stimuli of zero value may evoke different 

amplitudes for the FN, dependent on the relative value of zero (Pfabigan, Seidel, et al., 2015). 

For example, Hajcak, Moser, Holroyd, and Simons (2006) found that zero valued feedback 

evoked a more negative FN compared to rewards, whereas, Kujawa, Smith, Luhmann, and 

Hajcak (2013) found that when zero was the best outcome, it evoked a more positive FN. The 

similarity between events and the reinforcer-evoked FN could be from the relatively low 

value of each individual reinforcer (NZ$0.10). However, this seems unlikely as previous 

studies have found differences using rewards with comparable magnitudes as well as using 

points with no real world value (Van den Berg, Shaul, Van der Veen, & Franken, 2012). The 

main difference between the previous studies and the current experiment is the frequency of 

feedback presentation. The vast majority of previous studies have presented feedback for 

each trial, whereas, for the current experiment, feedback was arranged according to a variable 

interval schedule, meaning that participants only receive feedback every five trials on 

average. Thus, the intermittency of feedback could be responsible for the differences between 

previous studies and the current findings. Future research could address this issue by 

systematically varying the magnitude of reinforcement, within an intermittent reinforcement 

procedure, thereby establishing the effect of value within such a paradigm. Once the value 

effect has been established, the interaction between value and intermittency of reinforcement 

could be investigated. 

 

In summary, although the behavioural analysis did not show an effect of contingency 

degradation, the reinforcer evoked potentials were modulated by contingency and 

contingency degradation. The current study further elucidated the time course of contingency 

and value processing and, to our knowledge, provides the first evidence that contingency 

degradation affects reinforcer evoked potentials. This is important for the signalling theory of 

reinforcement as the relationship between events, as measured by contingency, is a 
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fundamental necessity for a signal to accurately guide behaviour. This result motivated the 

direct assessment of the joint predictions of the information-theoretic concept of contingency 

and the signalling theory in Chapter Five. 

 

3.7 Supplementary Material 

3.7.1 Rich responses Model and Parameters 

For each participant, 𝑖, the number of responses to the rich alternative, 𝑦𝑖 , was modelled as a 

random draw from a binomial distribution: 

𝑦𝑖 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙( 𝜃, 𝑁𝑖) 

where 𝜃 estimates the probability of a rich response and 𝑁𝑖 is the total number of responses 

made in the session. The model had 3 predictors. All predictors were categorical and were 

represented as a vector, where each element represented a particular category of the predictor. 

For instance, the context predictor was denoted by 𝑥Cont⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗  and had two elements, the event 

context was represented as [1, 0] and the gift context was coded by [0,1]. The session order 

had two elements and was represented by 𝑥Sess,⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ and the interaction of context and session 

order was designated by 𝑥CxS⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ with 4 elements, each element coding a combination of context 

and session order. Choice preference was modelled by the linear combination of predictors 

was calculated by: 

𝜆 = 𝛽0 +  𝛽Cont ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  𝑥Cont⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗  +   𝛽Sess ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗𝑥Sess⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ +  𝛽CxS ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ 𝑥CxS⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗   

𝛽0 estimated the baseline probability of participants choosing the rich alternative, 𝛽cont ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ 

estimates the main effect of context, and  𝛽Sess ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ measured the main effect of session order. 

The interaction between context and session order was estimated by 𝛽CxS ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  .  The choice 

preference estimate was converted to a probability of rich response using the standard logistic 

function: 

𝜔 =  1  (1 + exp ( −𝜆)⁄ ) 

with the dispersion of participants’ choice preference modelled as: 

𝜃 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎( 𝜔 (𝜅 − 2) + 1, (1 − 𝜔)(𝜅 − 2) + 1) 
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where 𝜅 estimates the spread of participants preferences within each condition, with a prior: 

𝜅 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(0.01, 0.01) 

 and is considered  to be a diffuse gamma prior, with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 

10 (Kruschke, 2015a). 

 

The 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were constrained to sum to zero, with the interaction coefficient 

elements summing to zero across both condition and session order. 𝛽0 was given a normal 

prior, centred on the log odds of rich responses. The other 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were zero centred: 

𝛽0 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(log( 𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑛⁄ ) , 𝜎0) 

𝛽Cont[i] ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡) 

𝛽Sess[i] ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑆𝑒𝑠𝑠) 

𝛽CxS[i] ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶𝑥𝑆)  

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The standard deviation 

parameters were given the prior: 

𝜎𝑥 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎( 1.64, 0.32) 

which is considered diffuse given the log scale of the data as per the recommendations of 

Kruschke (2015a). All the priors were chosen to be vague so that they would have a 

negligible impact on the posterior distribution.  

 

3.7.2 ERP Model and Parameters 

Three separate analyses were conducted for the FN, P300 and the late positivity time 

windows. The ERP data were the mean amplitude at FCz, Cz, and Pz. The mean amplitude 

was calculated for each stimulus type, session, and participant. The amplitudes at each 

electrode of interest,  �⃗�, were modelled as random draws from a multivariate normal 

distribution: 

y⃗⃗ ~ Multivariate Normal(μ⃗⃗ , Σ) 
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where �⃗� represents the mean electrode amplitudes and 𝚺 estimates the electrodes’ covariance 

matrix. The model had four predictors. Each predictor was categorical and was represented as 

a vector with each element coding for a particular category of the predictor. For example, the 

stimulus type predictor was a denoted by 𝑥𝒔𝑡𝑖𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗  and had three elements, coding for events, 

gifts and reinforcers. Stimulus rate was similarly coded by  𝑥𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ with two elements, 

representing the rich and lean stimulus presentation rates. 𝑥SxR⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ represented the interaction of 

stimulus type and presentation rate. It had six elements, where each element coded for a 

combination of stimulus type and session order. The final predictor was 𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, with 16 

elements each of which represented a particular participant. 

 

The standard general linear model was fitted to the mean amplitudes of the electrodes 

of interests. A weighted combination of parameters was calculated using the following 

equation: 

�⃗� =  𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛃𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦𝑥𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞𝑥𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  + 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐑𝑥SxR⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ +  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ estimated the baseline mean of the electrode amplitudes, 𝛃𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐦 measured the main effect 

due to stimulus type, and main effect of presentation rate was estimated by 𝛃𝐫𝐚𝐭𝐞. The 

interaction between stimulus type and presentation rate was modelled with 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐑, while  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭 

modelled the differences between participants. The beta matrices’ columns modelled a 

particular level of its designated factor, and each row represented an electrode of interest. 

Within each row, the parameters were constrained to sum to zero. The most important 

parameters for our analyses were the magnitude of the beta values for each factor and 

interaction.  

 

We applied diffuse priors to all parameters so that they would have little effect on the 

posterior. All elements of each 𝛃𝐱  were modelled with a normal distribution: 

𝛽0 [𝑖]
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎0⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒔𝒕𝒊𝒎 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒓𝒂𝒕𝒆 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ )  
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𝜷𝑺𝒙𝑺 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑆𝑥𝑆⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

with mean zero and a standard deviation  𝜎𝑥[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ gamma(2, .1) as per (Chung et al., 2013). 

The electrode covariance matrix modelled by decomposing it into a standard deviation vector 

and a correlation matrix: 

𝚺 = diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) 𝛀 diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗)  

where diagonal (σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) is a matrix with σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗  on diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. The 

correlation matrix was sampled from 𝛀 ~ LKJ(4), and each element of the standard deviation 

vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy(0, 2.5) prior, as per recommendations in the Stan reference 

manual (Stan Development Team, 2016). 
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Chapter 4: Left-Left-Right-Right: The Effect of Conditional Probability on 

Choice Preference and Reinforcer-Evoked Potentials 

4.1 Chapter Prologue 

This experiment was conducted for the following reasons. The first reason was to 

follow up on the results of Chapter Two, aiming to determine the reason for the linear 

relationship between stay preference and the Feedback Negativity (FN). The second reason 

was to extend the investigation of how contingency impacts reinforcer evoked potentials from 

Chapter Three. In Chapter Two, I suggested that the linear relationship between the stay 

preference and the FN may be due to the reinforcer acting as a signal about future 

contingencies. This chapter was designed to test this conjecture using a two-alternative 

choice procedure and manipulating the chance that an alternative would arrange a reinforcer 

given the source of the last two reinforcers. If the relationship from Chapter Two was due to 

the signalling properties of reinforcement and participants detected this arranged 

contingency, then the FN would be predicted to be more negative when the reinforcer 

signalled to change alternatives than when it signalled to stay on the same alternative. 

However, two of the main theories about the cause of the FN: The Reinforcement Learning 

error-related negativity account and the Predicted-Response-Outcome model would predict 

no effect of conditional probability on the FN. This manipulation also allowed for the further 

assessment of contingency on a more short-term (local) level compared to the session-wide 

scale of Chapter Three. Both the behavioural and the ERP results were consistent with the 

signalling hypothesis of reinforcement, providing the first demonstration of the effect of 

conditional probability on reinforcer-evoked potentials. 

 

4.2 Abstract 

Reinforcement is a fundamental process of learning. However, the underlying 

mechanisms by which reinforcers change behaviour have yet to be determined. Recent 

research has challenged the traditional strengthening account of reinforcement, instead 

suggesting that reinforcers act as discriminative stimuli, signalling which actions will be 

more likely to produce further favourable outcomes. To investigate this issue, we examined 

the event-related potentials (ERP) evoked by reinforcers in a two-alternative choice 

procedure. A probabilistic sequence of reinforcers was arranged, such that the probability of 
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each alternative producing the next reinforcer was predictable by the source of the last two 

reinforcers. If the signalling account of reinforcement is correct, then the participants would 

adapt their choice preference according to the conditional probability of reinforcement. This 

procedure also allowed for the test of the predictions of two major theories about the cause of 

the one of the components of the reinforcer ERP, the Feedback Negativity (FN). Both the 

Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity account and the Predicted-Response-

Outcome model predict that there should be no effect of conditional probability on the FN as 

the reinforcers signalling to stay-on-the-same alternative and those signalling to shift-to-the-

other alternative, would not differentially violate expectations. However, the results indicated 

that the FN, in addition to P300 and the Late Positive Potential (LPP) components were 

modulated by the conditional probability of reinforcers. Participants did adjust their choice 

preference according to what the reinforcers signalled. These findings are incompatible with 

the traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement, supporting the recent signalling 

account. It is clear that the FN is most likely multiply determined by many factors, with 

conditional probability added to the list. Additionally, the concepts within the experimental 

analysis of behaviour were demonstrated to help contribute to the theoretical development of 

explanations for the determinants of feedback-evoked potentials.  

 

4.3 Introduction 

Reinforcement is an important process of learning from experience. The traditional 

definition of reinforcement states that a reinforcer increases the likelihood of the preceding 

behaviour (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). However, there is a growing body of evidence 

supporting an alternative signalling account: reinforcers alter behaviour via their 

discriminative properties,  by indicating which course of action will be likely to provide 

further reinforcement (Baum, 2012; for review see Cowie & Davison, 2016; Davison & 

Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010). 

 

To further investigate the process of reinforcement, Chapter Two used a two-

alternative choice procedure to assess the relationship between behaviour, measured by log 

odds of staying-on-the-same alternative versus switching-to-the-other alternative (stay 

preference), and the event-related potentials (ERP) evoked by reinforcer delivery. Stay 
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preference was found to be predictive of the Feedback Negativity (FN) with more stay 

preference predicting more positive FN amplitudes. The FN is an ERP component occurring 

200 - 300 ms after the presentation of feedback, has a frontocentral scalp distribution, and has 

been found to be modulated by valence, frequency of feedback, delay, and magnitude (for 

reviews see San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). However, the results of Chapter 

Two did not demonstrate such a relationship to the other main feedback ERP component, the 

P300. The P300 occurs 300 -500 ms after feedback presentation and is modulated 

predominantly by frequency and magnitude  ( San Martín, 2012). This relationship between 

stay preference and the FN was suggested to be consistent with the signalling account of 

reinforcement. 

 

Consistent with this conjecture, Sallet, Camile, and Procyk (2013) found that a 

stimulus signalling a change in contingency resulted in the most negative amplitude FN 

compared to incorrect feedback and rewards. Additionally, Cohen and Ranganath  (2007) 

found that a more negative FN after a loss predicted that a participant would be more likely to 

shift their responding to a different alternative. By contrast, there have other studies which 

have found the P300 and not the FN to correlate with behavioural adjustment (San Martín et 

al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013, 2014). The studies showing the P300 to be related to 

behavioural adjustment, required participants to learn specific stimulus-response mappings, 

whereas the studies finding the FN to be correlated to behaviour used simple two-alternative 

choice procedures. These conflicting findings were suggested to be the result of these 

differences in procedures, with Chase, Swainson, Durham, Benham, and Cools (2011) 

finding that the FN was associated with instrumental conditioning, whereas the P300 was 

related to rule governed behaviour. 

 

Feedback ERP have been previously investigated to further understand reward 

processing, an important part of reinforcement according to its traditional definition. 

However, the vast majority of ERP studies have used rewards as feedback signalling to repeat 

the last action in order to get more rewards (San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). 

However, within the natural world, rewards can have a greater range of associated signals. 

For example, finding seed for a bird may indicate high probability of more grain in the area. 
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Whereas a successful sale for a door-to-door salesman indicates they should try another 

household. Given that rewards may signal a range of future outcomes, one may expect the 

electrophysiological correlates of reward processing to differ with what a reward may signal. 

 

Krägeloh, Davison, and  Elliffe (2005) provide support for the signalling account of 

reinforcement. Krägeloh and colleagues arranged a choice procedure where the total 

reinforcer ratio was equal for the two alternatives. The strengthening account, therefore, 

would predict that choice would be equal, as the responses for each alternative received 

equivalent strengthening. However, Krägeloh et al. manipulated the conditional probability of 

reinforcement given the source of the last reinforcer. Their results showed that post-reinforcer 

choice was controlled by  the arranged conditional probability, such that the subjects were 

more likely to choose the same alternative when it had a high probability of a repeat 

reinforcement and were more likely to shift to the other alternative when there was a low 

probability of a repeat reinforcer. Further support for signalling was observed by Boutros, 

Elliffe, and Davison  (2011). Boutros and colleagues used a two-alternative choice procedure 

which arranged a strictly alternating sequence of reinforcers. Post-reinforcer choice  was not 

biased for just-reinforced alternative,  instead  subjects favoured the alternative consitent with 

the arranged sequence. In addition to providing support for the signalling account these 

results are incompatible with the traditional strengthening conception of reinforcement. 

 

The FN and P300 amplitude have been correlated to subjective and computation 

measures of surprise (Bai et al., 2015; Ichikawa et al., 2010). Surprise occurs when there is a 

difference between expected and observed outcomes. The relationship of the FN to surprise 

forms the basis of the dominant theoretical account, the Reinforcement Learning error-related 

negativity  (Holroyd & Coles, 2002). This theory originally proposed that the FN reflected a 

worse-than-expected learning signal evoked by aversive feedback. However,  subsequent 

empirical evidence resulted in the theory being revised, suggesting instead that all unexpected 

stimuli evoke a negativity (N2), with favourable stimuli also eliciting a superimposed 

positivity (Holroyd et al., 2008) .  
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A series of studies demonstrating that better-than-expected outcomes may also evoke 

negative FN contradict the predictions the Reinforcement Learning account (Ferdinand et al., 

2012; Garofalo et al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2007; Talmi et al., 2013). This supported an 

alternative explanation, the valence-independent Predicted-Response-Outcome model 

(Alexander & Brown, 2011). This model postulates that the FN is related to a general surprise 

signal, irrespective of the averseness or favourability of the surprise.  

 

Mushtaq, Wilkie, Mon-Williams, & Schaefer (2016) recently tested the predictions of 

the valence-independent model and Reinforcement Learning account of the FN. Mushtaq and 

colleagues arranged a two-alternative choice task with randomised wins and losses to 

investigate how the sequence of feedback affected the FN. The results showed that only the 

FN evoked by wins was affected by the sequence of outcomes , with the FN amplitude more 

positive after a previous win. A similar pattern was obseverd for the P300. These 

observations were inconsistent with both the Reinforcement Learning account and the 

Predicted-Response-Outcome model, with the Mustaq et al. study suggesting that priming of 

the affective system may modulate the FN. Additional studies also show that the sequence of 

outcomes can affect the FN (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Goyer et al., 2008; Osinsky et al., 

2012). In these studies, the sequence of behaviour included both rewards and losses. This is 

not ideal as there is evidence that reinforcement and punishment are distinct behavioural 

processes involving separate neural substrates (Kubanek et al., 2015; Rasmussen & Newland, 

2008; Wächter et al., 2009). Furthermore, the experiments randomized the feedback order. 

The random arrangement of feedback precludes the possibility of assessing the effect of 

condition probability on behaviour and ERP. Consequently, it is unknown how reinforcer 

evoked ERP are modulated by what reinforcers signal and how such modulation relates to 

behaviour. This is important because it furthers the understanding of the process of 

reinforcement.  

 

Here, we investigate the role of reinforcer evoked ERP in a two-alternative choice 

procedure, when the reinforcer probability is predictable by the source of the last two 

reinforcers. The current experiment manipulates the conditional probability that an alternative 

will provide the next reinforcer. That is to say, the probability for a repeat reinforcer from the 
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just-productive alternative was 0.9 when the last two reinforcers were produced by different 

alternatives and 0.1 when they were produced from the same source. In the case of the current 

experiment, a differential effect of surprise on reinforcer evoked ERP may be observed if the 

participants learn the arranged probabilistic sequence. Low probability outcomes (e.g. three 

consecutive reinforcers from the same alternative or a strict alternation of reinforcers after a 

single reinforcer on one alternative) would then be predicted to differ from expectations and 

so be more surprising, resulting in a more negative FN and a more positive P300 than the 

pattern consistent reinforcers. If reinforcers do affect behaviour by what they signal, then we 

would expect participants to favour the just-productive option when it was more likely to 

produce a repeat reinforcer. Both the Predicted-Response-Outcome model and the 

Reinforcement Learning account would predict no effect of conditional probability on the 

FN, as the reinforcers would be equally surprising. However, if the FN is reflective of 

reinforcement processing and conditional probability affects participants’ choice, the FN 

amplitude would be expected to be more positive for reinforcers signalling to stay. 

 

4.4 Method 

4.4.1 Study Design and Participants 

We examined the effect of conditional probability on choice behaviour, the FN and 

the P300 amplitude using a two-alternative-discrete-trials procedure. In total, 18 adults (9 

females) with median age of 19.5 (range = 18 – 27), volunteered for the study. During the 

recruitment process, participants were excluded if they had a history of migraine or epilepsy. 

The study was approved by the University of Auckland Human Ethics committee, with all 

volunteers providing written informed consent. Two male participants were excluded from 

the experiment as they fell asleep during the task. Participants were administered the 

Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971), indicating that 13 were right handed, 1 

were mixed dominance and the remaining 2 were left handed. The participants received 

vouchers of equivalent value to the number of reinforcers they received during the 

experiment. 
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4.4.2 Stimuli 

The choice stimuli were two white circles, both with a diameter of 3 degrees of visual 

angle. The choice stimuli were positioned 3 degrees either side of the fixation cross on the 

horizontal meridian. The reward stimulus was an image of a New Zealand 10 cent coin, 

positioned in the centre of the monitor, with a diameter of 7 degrees of visual angle. The 

presentation of the image was accompanied by a cash register sound lasting 1000 ms. 

 

4.4.3 Apparatus 

EEG data were recorded using a dedicated Mac running using NetStation™ (Version 

4.0, Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA). The experiment was programmed in E-

prime (Version 2.0, Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and ran on a PC. The 

display monitor was a 21-inch LCD Samsung monitor with 1920 by 1080-pixel resolution. 

All stimulus events and participant responses were recorded by the PC and were 

synchronised with the EEG using TCP/IP connection protocol. 

 

EEG data were measured with a 129 Ag/AgCl electrode Geodesic Sensor Net 

(Tucker, 1993). This net has electrodes arranged so that there is an approximate uniform 

distance between pairs of adjacent electrodes. A high impedance (1.0 GΩ) GES 400 series 

Amps dense-array amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) connected to the 

net. The analogue signal was sampled at a rate of 1000 s−1 with a 24-bit encoding. During 

recording, a 4-KHz online filter (anti-aliasing) was enabled. The Data had the vertex 

electrode as an online reference and a common mode electrode located at PCz. Periodic 

application of a shampoo 5 ml, KCl 5 g per litre aqueous solution kept impedance under 40 

kΩ. 

 

4.4.4 Procedure 

At the beginning of the experiment, the participant sat in a chair positioned 570 mm 

from the display. The participant read the instructions presented on the monitor: “A cross will 

appear in the centre of the screen followed by 2 white circles. Your task is to keep your eyes 

on the cross and to select one circle by pressing the '1' key for left or '2' key for right. Press 
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Space to continue. Selections will sometimes be rewarded by 10 cents indicated by the 

following image with the accompanying sound.” After reading the instructions, the 

participants had the opportunity to ask any questions to clarify the task. Each trial began with 

the presentation of the fixation cross (300–600 ms) after which the choice stimuli would 

appear. The participant then had a maximum of 2000 ms to respond. When either the 

participant responded or 2000 ms elapsed, an inter-stimulus interval of 300−600 ms occurred. 

If a reinforcer was arranged for the alternative that the participant chose, the reward stimulus 

was presented for 1000 ms, after which a 200−400 ms inter-trial interval commenced. 

 

A reinforcer was arranged for delivery according to a variable interval 12 second 

schedule. This meant that on average, five reinforcers were delivered per minute. The first 20 

reinforcers were arranged following a sequence of two for the left alternative, two for the 

right alternative, where the first side was counter-balanced between participants. 

Subsequently, reinforcers were arranged in a probabilistic sequence, conditional on which 

alternative produced the last two reinforcers. If the last two reinforcers were from the same 

alternative, the probability of another repeat was 0.1, with a 0.9 of probability of an 

alternation (i.e. the other alternative producing the next reinforcer). If the last two were from 

different alternatives, the probability of a repeat was 0.9, with a 0.1 probability of an 

alternation. Once a reinforcer was scheduled for an alternative, it would be delivered when 

the participant responded to that alternative. No other reinforcement would occur until the 

currently scheduled reinforcer was collected. Trials were separated into 10 blocks, each of 

which lasted until 42 reinforcers were collected (approximately 8 minutes). At the completion 

of each block the amount of money earned in was displayed to participants. A response to the 

spacebar initiated a 120-s break and game interval. The experiment ran until participants 

received 420 reinforcers. 

 

4.4.5 Pre-processing  

EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004; Version 13) was used to process the data. 

Initially, the data were down sampled to 250 Hz due to memory constraints. Subsequently, 

the PREP pipe line was applied, removing line noise, detecting and interpolating electrodes 

with noise corrupted data, and then re-referencing to the mean voltage across all the 
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electrodes (Bigdely-Shamlo et al., 2015). The data were then filtered using a 0.1- 40-Hz 

Butterworth filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off. Epochs were taken with a −200 to 800 ms time 

window, with stimulus presentation at 0 ms. Finally, artefacts were corrected using ICA 

(FastICA, non-linear function tanh, stabilisation, epsilon 1e−6, max iterations 2000, 

Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). The number of independent signals for each participant was 

determined with Bayesian model comparison (Minka, 2000). Subsequently, a 4 shell 

spherical head model was used to fit dipoles to each component with the Dipfit EEGLAB 

function. Any component was considered an artefact if it was clearly not time locked to 

stimulus presentation and their dipole model had more than 10% residual variance, if the 

dipole was located outside the head , or if the ADJUST algorithm labelled it as such (Mognon 

et al., 2010). Artefactual components were removed after which the epochs were baseline 

corrected. 

  

4.5 Results 

We used Bayesian parameter estimation to measure the credibility for all the results 

for the following reasons. First, in general Bayesian analysis provides more informative 

results in comparison to traditional null hypothesis significance testing (Kruschke, 2013). It 

delivers entire distributions of credible values for all parameters in the model (rather than 

single values). Second, the intentions of the experimenter are explicitly stated by the model 

specification. Finally, Bayesian parameter estimation does not rely on p values and 

confidence intervals and their inherent limitations (Kruschke et al., 2012). We summarized 

the posterior distributions for parameters of interest by their mean and by their highest 

density interval (HDI). The HDI is the interval of parameter values covering the 95% most 

probable values of the distribution. 

 

We used R version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) for all statistical analyses. The models’ 

full descriptions are available in the supplementary material. We used Stan 2.8.0 (Carpenter 

et al., 2017) with the RStan 2.8.0 (Stan Development Team, 2015) interface to fit the 

proportion stay responses logistic generalized linear model and the multivariate-outcome 

EEG models. Stan estimates the posterior distribution using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo 

(HMC) procedure. For each model, 4 chains concurrently drew 5000 samples, half of which 
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were warm-up. The resulting sample size was 10,000. The posterior samples for each 

parameter were evaluated for convergence by the Gelman–Rubin �̂� statistic (Gelman & 

Rubin, 1992), where �̂� near 1.00 indicate that the chains have converged, as well as by visual 

inspection of trace plots. 

 

4.5.1 Behavioural Analysis 

To examine if there was an effect of the conditional probability of reinforcement on 

choice preference, we segmented the data into intervals where the previous reinforcer 

signalled to stay and where it signalled to shift alternatives. We then calculated the proportion 

of responses on the stay alternative for each inter-reinforcer interval in each segment. Figure 

4.1 shows the mean inter-reinforcer interval proportion of responses to the just-productive 

alternative (stay) when reinforcer delivery signalled to stay or shift alternatives, for inter-

reinforcer intervals after expected and surprising reinforcer deliveries. All participants 

showed a greater proportion of stay responses after the signal to stay than the signal to shift. 

There was no apparent effect of pattern consistency on proportion of stay responses. 

 

To measure the effect of conditional probability (signal-stay, signal-shift) and pattern 

consistency (expected, surprising) on the inter-reinforcer-interval stay-response proportion, 

we fitted a logistic generalised linear model using Bayesian parameter estimation (see 

supplementary material for the full model specification). The results indicated that there was 

no evidence for a consistent effect of pattern consistency on the stay response proportion (log 

odds stay = 0.03, 95% HDI = [−0.07, 0.12] zero value included). There was a consistent 

effect of condition probability on stay response proportion, with the log odds of a stay 

response 0.21 higher after stay-signal than after a shift-signal (95% HDI = [0.06, 0.38], zero 

not included). This may indicate that participants learned the conditional probability and 

adapted their behaviour accordingly. However, the effect was quite small, with participants 

still quite likely to stay after a shift-signal reinforcer (log odds stay = −0.02, 95% HDI = 

[−0.19,0.15]). Nonetheless the result provides strong evidence that participants did adapt their 

behaviour according to the reinforcer signal. 
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Figure 4.1. The mean inter-reinforcer-interval proportion of responses to the just productive 

alternative, after the last reinforcer signalling to stay or to shift alternatives, for pattern 

expected and surprising deliveries. There is evidence for a consistent effect of conditional 

probability on participants’ choice, with participants more likely to stay when reinforcer 

sequence signalled to stay 
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4.5.2 EEG Analysis 

We were interested in the effects of conditional probability and pattern consistency on 

reinforcer evoked potentials. To assess these effects the reinforcer epochs were divided by 

whether the prior reinforcer signalled to stay or shift alternatives (conditional probability) and 

by whether the reinforcer was consistent (expected) or divergent (surprising) with the signal 

(pattern consistency). The FN, the P300, and the LPP mean amplitudes were calculated for 

each participant and each condition. For the FN, the mean was taken over 200 – 300 ms, for 

the P300 it was over 300− 500 ms, and the LPP was averaged over the 500 – 600 ms time 

window post-stimulus presentation. ERP mean amplitudes were calculated from FCz, Cz, Pz 

(EGI electrodes 6, 129, 62; Geodesics, Note, Luu, Ferree, & Registration, 2005) to be 

consistent with prior research. Figure 4.2 shows the ERP evoked by the stay and shift signal 

as well as surprising and expected reinforcers at each electrode of interest, with scalp maps 

for each component and condition. 

 

To examine the effects of conditional probability and pattern consistency on the FN, 

P300, and LPP mean amplitudes, we fitted a multivariate-outcomes general linear model for 

each component, using Bayesian parameter estimation. The supplementary material provides 

a full description of the models. Figure 4.3 provides a summary of the posterior effects, and 

tables 4.1−4.3 show all comparisons for the FN, P300, and LPP respectively. For the FN, 

reinforcers that deviated from the pattern (surprising) evoked a more negative amplitude than 

the pattern consistent (expected) reinforcers at FCz (-0.61 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.11, −0.11], 

zero not included). Additionally, reinforcers signalling to stay evoked a more positive 

amplitude than those signalling to switch, at both Cz and Pz (Cz = 0.49 S.D., 95% HDI = 

[0.01, 1.01]; Pz = 0.53 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.04, 1.04], zero not included). There was 

insufficient evidence for an interaction of reinforcer signal and pattern consistency or for 

main effects at the other electrodes of interest as the 95% HDI contained zero. The findings 

that the FN is affected by what the reinforcers signal, and that the pattern consistency affected 

FN, provide additional evidence suggesting that participants did learn the arranged 

probabilistic sequence of reinforcers. 
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Figure 4.2 The first row shows the effect of conditional probability of reinforcers on ERP, with 95% confidence ribbons, measured at 

each electrode of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and LPP. The second row depicts the effect of 

pattern consistency on ERP and scalp topographies. Stay reinforcers evoked a more positive amplitude than shift reinforcers for both 

the FN and LPP components. Pattern consistent (expected) reinforcers evoked a more positive amplitude for the FN and the P300. 
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Table 4.1. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Pattern consistency on the FN (200 – 300 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Exp. Surp. 

Stay FCz  0.15 [−0.03, 0.32]  0.40 [−0.07, 0.70] − − 

Stay Cz  0.21 [−0.01, 0.42]  0.49 [  0.01,  0.98]* − − 

Stay Pz  0.23 [ 0.01, 0.42]  0.53 [  0.04,  1.04]* − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.40 [−0.70, 0.07] −0.14 [−0.32, 0.03] − − 

Switch Cz −0.49 [−0.98, −0.01]* −0.21 [−0.40, −0.01] − − 

Switch Pz −0.53 [ −1.04, −0.04]* −0.23 [−0.42, −0.01] − − 

      

Exp. FCz − −   0.22 [ 0.04,  0.39]  0.61 [ 0.11, 1.11]* 

Exp. Cz − −   0.12 [−0.08,  0.32]  0.30 [−0.16, 0.79] 

Exp. Pz − − −0.01 [−0.21, 0.20] −0.01 [−0.47, 0.46] 

      

Surp. FCz − − −0.61[−1.11, −0.11]* −0.22 [−0.39, 0.04] 

Surp. Cz − − −0.30 [−0.79, 0.17] −0.12 [−0.32, 0.08] 

Surp. Pz − −  0.01 [−0.46, 0.47]  0.01 [−0.20, 0.21] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

For the P300, the reinforcers signalling to stay evoked a more positive amplitude than 

the switch signalling reinforcers at FCz (0.49 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.01, 0.98], zero not 

included). There was also a main effect of pattern consistency, with more negative amplitude 

for surprising compared to expected reinforcers at FCz (−0.51 S.D., 95% HDI = [−1.00, 

−0.02], zero not included). There was insufficient evidence for an interaction between 

conditional probability and pattern consistency or for main effects at the other electrodes as 

the 95% HDI contained zero. This suggested that the P300 was affected by what reinforcers 

signalled and that participants learned the probabilistic sequence of reinforcers 
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Figure 4.3. The posterior effect size estimates for the effects of reinforcer signal (stay, shift) 

and pattern consistency (expected, surprising) on mean ERP amplitude at the electrodes of 

interest for the FN, P300, and LPP components. Triangles indicate credible differences 

between conditions. In general, stay reinforcers evoked a more positive central-parietal 

amplitude than those signalling to shift. Surprising reinforcers deviating from the 

probabilistic pattern evoked a more positive frontocentral amplitude than the expected pattern 

consistent reinforcers. 
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Table 4.2. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Pattern consistency on the P300 (300 – 500 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Exp. Surp. 

Stay FCz  0.18 [ 0.01, 0.36] 0.49 [ 0.01,  0.98]* − − 

Stay Cz  0.20 [−0.01, 0.40] 0.47 [−0.03, 0.93] − − 

Stay Pz  0.10 [−0.11, 0.32] 0.23 [−0.25, 0.70] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.49 [−0.98, −0.01]* −0.18 [−0.36, −0.01] − − 

Switch Cz −0.47 [−0.93, 0.03] −0.20 [−0.40,  0.01] − − 

Switch Pz −0.23 [ −0.70, 0.25] −0.10 [−0.32,  0.11] − − 

      

Exp. FCz − −  0.18 [ 0.01, 0.35]  0.51[ 0.02,  1.00]* 

Exp. Cz − −  0.11 [−0.09, 0.31]  0.26[−0.21, 0.74] 

Exp. Pz − − −0.05 [−0.28, 0.16] −0.12[−0.56, 0.38] 

      

Surp. FCz − − −0.51[−1.00,−0.02]* −0.18 [−0.35, −0.01] 

Surp. Cz − − −0.26 [−0.74, 0.21] −0.11 [−0.31,  0.09] 

Surp. Pz − −  0.12 [−0.56, 0.38]  0.05 [−0.16,  0.28] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

For the LPP, again there was a main effect of conditional probability, with stay 

signalling reinforcers evoking a more positive amplitude than their switch signalling 

counterparts at Cz (0.55 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.04, 1.04], zero not included). There was 

insufficient evidence for a main effect of pattern consistency or its interaction with 

conditional probability as all the 95% HDI containing zero. This combined with the FN and 

P300 results, suggests that processing of the conditional probability occurred over a relatively 

long interval, and may be more posterior than the activity directly related to pattern 

consistency.  
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Table 4.3. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Pattern consistency on the LPP (500 – 600 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Exp. Surp. 

Stay FCz  0.20 [−0.04, 0.45]  0.40 [−0.07, 0.91] − − 

Stay Cz  0.29 [ 0.03, 0.54]  0.55 [ 0.04, 1.04]* − − 

Stay Pz  0.09 [−0.17, 0.34]  0.17 [−0.31, 0.64] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.40 [−0.91, 0.07] −0.20 [−0.45, 0.04] − − 

Switch Cz −0.55 [−1.04, 

−0.04]* 

−0.29 [−0.54, −0.03] − − 

Switch Pz −0.17 [−0.64, 0.31] −0.09 [−0.34, 0.17] − − 

      

Exp. FCz − −  0.13 [ −0.11, 0.36]  0.34 [−0.34, 1.02] 

Exp. Cz − −  0.08 [−0.16, 0.32]  0.17 [−0.41, 0.78] 

Exp. Pz − −  0.02 [−0.23, 0.27]  0.04 [−0.53, 0.58] 

      

Surp. FCz − − −0.34 [−1.02, 0.34] −0.13 [−0.36, 0.11] 

Surp. Cz − − −0.17 [−0.78, 0.41] −0.08 [−0.32, 0.16] 

Surp. Pz − − −0.04 [−0.58, 0.53] −0.02 [−0.27, 0.23] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

4.6 Discussion 

The current study examined the underlying process of reinforcement by quantifying 

how choice preference, and reinforcer evoked potentials (FN, P300, and LPP) were affected 

by conditional probability. The traditional strengthening account of reinforcement would 

predict that participants would not adapt their choice preference to what reinforcers signalled, 

and that the ERP would not be modulated by conditional probability, whereas the signalling 

account predicts that choice would adapt and that the ERP evoked by reinforcers would 

reflect this signal processing. Both the behavioural results and the ERP analysis showed an 

effect of conditional probability. When the last two reinforcers signalled a high probability of 

the same alternative producing another reinforcer, participants were more likely to continue 

to choose that alternative compared to when the last two reinforcers signalled to shift. This 

result is consistent with the findings of Boutros and colleagues (2011), where it was found 

that arranging a strictly alternating reinforcer sequence similarly controlled choice. Moreover, 

this sensitivity of participants’ choice to conditional probability of reinforcement is simpatico 

with Krägeloh and colleagues (2005) parametric evaluation demonstrating how the 

conditional probability of reinforcers can control choice. Taken together, these results are 

incompatible with the traditional strengthening conception of reinforcement. Instead, the 
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results support the signalling account, where a reinforcer acts as a discriminative stimulus 

about which action to select under the current environmental contingencies to obtain more 

reinforcers (Cowie & Davison, 2016). 

 

 To my knowledge, the current study provides the first demonstration that the FN, 

P300, and the LPP amplitudes are modulated by the conditional probability of reinforcers in a 

choice procedure. Previous studies have shown that the sequence of feedback can modulate 

the FN (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Mushtaq et al., 2016; Osinsky et al., 2012). However, 

in each case, the feedback was randomised and included punishers as well as reinforcers, 

precluding the assessment of the impact of conditional probability on both behaviour and 

ERP.  

 

Previous research has suggested that the FN amplitude may be related to what a 

stimulus signals (Sallet et al., 2013). Sallet and colleagues arranged a five-alternative choice 

foraging procedure, where only one alternative would provide rewards. An intermittently 

presented stimulus signalled that the correct alternative had shifted and that participants 

would need to explore the other alternatives. This exploration signal evoked the most 

negative amplitude for the FN compared to incorrect feedback and rewards, signifying that 

the FN is modulated by the discriminative signalling properties of the evoking stimulus. The 

current study lends support to this proposition, finding that the reinforcer conditional 

probability both guided participants’ choice and resulted in a more negative amplitude FN 

when the reinforcers signalled to shift-to-the-other alternative compared when they signalled 

to-stay-on-the-same alternative. 

 

The modulation of the reinforcer evoked potentials by the conditional probability of 

reinforcement indicates that they are a potential neural correlate of learning the contingency 

between events and outcomes (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014). Alternatively, the observed 

relationship could also be indicative of choice related processing as Chapter Two has shown 

that the FN is related to stay preference, with prior research showing the FN can predict 

upcoming choice (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007). Future research could examine this issue by 

separating the choice between alternatives from obtaining the reinforcer using a concurrent 
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chains procedure. The concurrent chain would have an initial choice phase, followed by a 

terminal response phase with only the selected alternative available. Responding in the 

terminal phase would produce the reinforcement.  

 

 The effect of conditional probability was not limited to the FN, extending across both 

the P300 and the LPP. Additionally, the effect was initially more apparent in the central-

parietal electrodes for the FN, and then subsequently became more frontal for the P300 and 

LPP. This is of interest, as early accounts of feedback processing suggested that FN and P300 

independently coded different aspects of the feedback. The FN was sensitive for valence, 

whereas, the P300 coded for magnitude of the feedback (Yeung & Sanfey, 2004). Subsequent 

research has been equivocal, with some findings of independence (Sato et al., 2005; Yu & 

Zhou, 2006) and others indicating joint modulation of the FN and P300 (Meadows et al., 

2016; Padrón et al., 2016). Our finding adds to the literature demonstrating that the 

processing related to conditional probability occurs over a relatively long time, impacting the 

FN, P300, and LPP. 

 

 We also showed that reinforcers that deviated from the probabilistic sequence resulted 

in a more positive FN and P300. This finding could be considered to be consistent with the 

revised Reinforcement Learning account of the FN, in which unexpected positive outcomes 

result in more positive amplitude in the FN time window (Holroyd et al., 2008). Previous 

research indicated that the P300 may be modulated by better-than-expected outcomes, 

whereas, the FN by worse-than-expected outcomes, as measured by both subjective report 

and computational models (Bai et al., 2015; Ichikawa et al., 2010). In the current study, all 

deviating reinforcers would be better-than-expected outcome and therefore evoke more 

positive amplitudes. This result is also inconsistent with the alternative valence independent 

account of the FN (Alexander & Brown, 2011), where unexpected outcomes should generate 

more negative FN irrespective of whether the outcome is good or bad. Moreover, the valence 

independent account would make the opposite prediction as the observed findings, where the 

second consecutive reinforcer for an alternative expected to evoke a more positive FN. The 

second consecutive reinforcer corresponds to the shift-signalling reinforcer in the current 

study which led to more negative amplitudes. 
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 While the pattern consistency results are in agreement with the revised Reinforcement 

Learning account, this theory does not coincide with the observed effect of conditional 

probability. Specifically, a simple reinforcement learning algorithm would be unable to adapt 

to the probabilistic sequence of reinforcers as the algorithm assumes that actions have the 

same value irrespective of the preceding outcomes. A more complex model, with four states 

learning the value of each alternative given the source of the last two reinforcers, could adapt 

to the current experiment. However, the prediction errors associated with the reinforcers 

signalling to stay or to shift would be of the same magnitude and therefore the Reinforcement 

Learning account would predict there to be no effect of conditional probability on the FN. 

 

A third account posits that FN amplitude is modulated by priming of the affective 

system (Mushtaq et al., 2016). The second consecutive reinforcer is expected to result in a 

more positive FN as the delivery of the first primed the affective system. However, this 

would correspond to the shift signalling reinforcer in the current experiment, and therefore 

predicts the opposite of the current findings. 

 

Yet another account of the FN suggests that the amplitude is related to the utility of 

the feedback (Arbel et al., 2014). More useful feedback result in a larger FN. This would 

suggest that the shift signalling reinforcers were of more utility than those signalling to stay. 

This could be the case if participants had pre-existing stay bias as their default behaviour. In 

this scenario, the signal to shift alternatives would be expected to have more utility. This 

account is less parsimonious compared to the signalling theory of reinforcement, as it 

requires additional assumptions to be consistent with the results of the current study. It is 

clear that the FN is most likely determined by many factors, with conditional probability 

added to the list. 

 

Both the P300 and the LPP were also modulated by conditional probability, with 

increased frontocentral positivity for reinforcers signalling to stay compared to those 

signalling to shift. This contrasts with Chapter Two where only the FN was related to stay 
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preference. The evidence for the P300 relating to behavioural adjustment is equivocal, with 

some studies reporting only the FN being related to behaviour (Bress & Hajcak, 2013; Cohen 

& Ranganath, 2007) while others observing the opposite (San Martín et al., 2013; Zhang et 

al., 2013, 2014). Chase and colleagues (2011) suggested that these seemingly conflicting 

findings were due to differences in procedure. Experiments requiring rule based learning of 

stimulus-response mapping found the P300 to correlate with behaviour, whereas experiments 

arranging probabilistic instrumental conditioning generally found the FN to be related to 

behaviour. This distinction could explain the general modulation of the reinforcer evoked 

potentials. For conditional probability to affect behaviour in the current experiment, 

participants would have to remember the source of the last two reinforcers. This is similar to 

the stimulus-response mapping experiments. However, the participants would have to learn 

that what the last two reinforcers signalled through experience. This is similar to the 

instrumental conditioning experiments. So, these components together may have resulted in 

the modulation of both the FN and the P300. With respect to the LPP, recent research 

suggests that this component is related to the subjective value of the evoking outcome (Massi 

& Luhmann, 2015). Chapter Three showed that the LPP was also related to contingency 

processing and degradation. The current experiment extends the Chapter Three finding 

showing that short-term changes in contingency also affect the LPP. 

 

Although there was strong evidence for an effect of conditional probability on choice 

preference, the magnitude of the effect was quite small. The small effect may be due to the 

type of schedule used to arrange reinforcers. Reinforcers were arranged for each alternative 

using a variable interval schedule. These schedules result in intermittent reinforcement, 

where as long as participants shift between alternatives within the average inter-reinforcer 

interval, the degree to which they shift will have a negligible impact on their obtained 

reinforcer rate. So, there was no strong incentive for participants to adapt their choice to 

approximate the conditional probability more closely. Future research could test this 

conjecture by arranging a similar sequence of reinforcers with the addition of a contingency, 

with adverse consequences for selecting an alternative that deviates from what the last 

reinforcer signalled. 
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The current study demonstrates that both choice preference, providing the first 

demonstration that the FN, P300 and the LPP amplitudes are modulated by the conditional 

probability. Moreover, it highlights that the effect of conditional probability is not correctly 

predicted by any of the major accounts of the FN. The findings are incompatible with the 

traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement, supporting the recent signalling account. 

Additionally, the study shows that the concepts within the experimental analysis of behaviour 

help contribute to the theoretical development of novel explanations for determinates of 

feedback evoked potentials. 

 

4.7 Supplementary Material 

4.7.1 Proportion Stay Responses Model and Parameters 

For each participant, 𝑝,  and for each inter-reinforcer interval, 𝑖 ,the number of 

responses to the just-reinforced alternative (stay), 𝑦𝑖,𝑝 , was modelled as a random draw from 

a binomial distribution: 

𝑦𝑝,𝑖 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙( 𝜃𝑝, 𝑁𝑝,𝑖) 

where 𝜃𝑝 estimates the probability of a participant making a stay response and 𝑁𝑝,𝑖 is the total 

number of responses made in a particular interval. The model had 3 predictors. All predictors 

were categorical and were represented as a list of indices, where each element represented a 

particular category of the predictor. For instance, the reinforcer signal predictor was denoted 

by 𝑥Sig and had two unique types of elements, the stay-on-the-same signal, represented as 1 

and switch-to-the-other signal, which was coded by 2. The pattern consistency of the last 

reinforcer had two types of elements and was represented by 𝑥Con and the interaction of 

signal and consistency was designated by 𝑥SxC with 4 elements, each element coding a 

combination of signal and consistency.  

 

 Each participant’s choices were modelled by the linear combination of the individual 

predictors: 

𝜆𝑝 = 𝛽0,𝑝 + 𝛽Sig,p 𝑥Sig,p  +  𝛽Con,p𝑥Con,p +  𝛽SxC,p𝑥SxC,p 
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𝛽0,𝑝 estimated the baseline probability of participant, 𝑝, responding to the stay 

alternative, 𝛽𝑆𝑖𝑔,𝑝 estimates the main effect of what the reinforcer signalled (conditional 

probability), and 𝛽Con,p measured the main effect of the presentation side of an alternative. 

The interaction between signal and pattern consistency was estimated by 𝛽SxC,p . The choice 

preference estimate was converted to a probability of stay response using the standard logistic 

function: 

𝜔𝑝 =  1  (1 + exp ( −𝜆𝑝)⁄ ) 

with the dispersion of initial link choice modelled as: 

𝜃𝑝 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎( 𝜔𝑝 (𝜅𝑝 − 2) + 1, (1 − 𝜔𝑝)(𝜅𝑝 − 2) + 1) 

where 𝜅 estimates the spread of initial choice within each condition, with a prior: 

𝜅𝑝 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(0.01, 0.01) 

 and is considered to be a diffuse gamma prior, with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 

10 (Kruschke, 2015a). 

 

The 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were constrained to sum to zero, with the interaction coefficient 

elements summing to zero across both signal and consistency. Each participant was assumed 

to be mutually representative of an underlying group tendency, and so to represent this, the 

𝛽𝑥,𝑝 coefficients’ priors were: 

𝛽0,𝑝 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽0, 𝜎0−𝑝) 

𝛽Sig,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Sig,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑔−𝑝) 

𝛽Con,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Con,  𝜎𝐶𝑜𝑛−𝑝) 

𝛽SxC,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽SxC,  𝜎𝑆𝑥𝐶−𝑝) 

where 𝛽𝑥 estimate the group tendencies for each predictor. 𝛽0 was given a normal prior, 

centred on the log odds of stay responses. The other 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were zero centred: 

𝛽0 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(log( 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ⁄ ) , 𝜎0) 

𝛽Sig ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑔) 

𝛽Con ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶𝑜𝑛) 
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𝛽SxC ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑆𝑥𝐶)  

 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The standard deviation 

parameters were given the prior: 

𝜎𝑥 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎( 1.64, 0.32) 

which is considered diffuse given the log scale of the data as per the recommendations of 

Kruschke (2015a). All the priors were chosen to be vague so that they would have a 

negligible impact on the posterior distribution.  

4.7.2 ERP Model and Parameters 

Three separate analyses were conducted for the FN, P300, and LPP time windows. 

The ERP data were the mean amplitude at FCz, Cz, and Pz. The mean amplitude was 

calculated for each level of conditional probability, pattern consistency, and participant. The 

amplitudes at each electrode of interest, �⃗�, were modelled by a multivariate normal 

distribution: 

 

y⃗⃗ ~ Multivariate Normal(μ⃗⃗ , Σ) 

 

where �⃗� represents the mean electrode amplitudes and 𝚺 estimates the electrodes’ covariance 

matrix. The model had four predictors. Each predictor was categorical and was represented as 

a vector with each element coding for a particular category of the predictor. For example, the 

conditional probability predictor was a denoted by 𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑔⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and had two elements, [0, 1] coding 

for stay and [1, 0] for shift signalling reinforcers. Pattern consistency was similarly coded by 

𝑥𝑃𝑎𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ with two elements, representing the expected and surprising reinforcers. 𝑥SxP⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

represented the interaction of conditional probability and pattern consistency. It had four 

elements, where each element coded for a combination of conditional probability and pattern 

consistency. The final predictor was 𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, with 16 elements each of which represented a 

particular participant. 
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The standard multivariate general linear model was fitted to the mean amplitudes of 

the electrodes of interests. A weighted combination of parameters was calculated using the 

following equation: 

 

�⃗� =  𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛃𝐬𝐢𝐠𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑔⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐭𝑥𝒑𝒂𝒕⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐏𝑥SxP⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ estimated the baseline mean of the electrode amplitudes, 𝛃𝐬𝐢𝐠 measured the main effect 

due to conditional probability, and main effect of pattern consistency was estimated by 𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐭. 

The interaction between conditional probability and pattern consistency was modelled with 

𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐏, while  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭 modelled the differences between participants. The beta matrices’ columns 

modelled a particular level of the factor, and each row represented an electrode of interest. 

Within each row, the parameters were constrained to sum to zero. The most important 

parameters for our analyses were the magnitude of the beta values for each factor and 

interaction.  

 

We applied diffuse priors to all parameters so that they would have little effect on the 

posterior. All elements of each 𝛃𝐱 were modelled with a normal distribution: 

 

𝛽0 [𝑖]
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎0[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

𝜷𝒔𝒊𝒈 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑠𝑖𝑔[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒑𝒂𝒕 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑝𝑎𝑡[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ )  

𝜷𝑺𝒙𝑷 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑆𝑥𝑃[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

𝜷𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 
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with mean zero and a standard deviation drawn 𝜎𝑥[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ gamma(2, .1) as per (Chung, 

Rabe−Hesketh, Dorie, Gelman, & Liu, 2013). The electrode covariance matrix modelled by 

decomposing it into a standard deviation vector and a correlation matrix: 

 

𝚺 = diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) 𝛀 diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗)  

 

where diagonal (σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) is a matrix with σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ on diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. The 

correlation matrix was sampled from 𝛀 ~ LKJ(4), and each element of the standard deviation 

vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy(0, 2.5) prior, as per recommendations in the Stan reference 

manual (Stan Development Team, 2016). 
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Chapter 5: Left-left right-right Revisited: The Effects of Condition 

Probability on Choice and Conditional-Reinforcer-Evoked Potentials in a 

Free-Operant context. 

5.1 Chapter Prologue 

This experiment was conducted as a follow up aiming to integrate the findings of 

Chapters Three and Four. Chapter Three showed that reinforcer-evoked potentials were 

modulated in a manner consistent with the information-theoretic account of temporal 

contingency. Chapter Four demonstrated that both participants’ choice preference and their 

event-related potentials (ERP) evoked by reinforcers were affected by whether reinforcers 

signalled to repeat the last choice or to shift to select the other option in a two-alternative 

choice procedure. This provided the first evidence that the reinforcer-evoked-potential 

components (Feedback Negativity, P300, and Late Positive Potential) are sensitive to the 

conditional probability of reinforcement. However, some questions remained. Specifically, 

was this modulation reflective of processing related to the perception of the reinforcer signal 

or was it related to subsequent choice preparation. In order to dissociate these factors, a 

concurrent-chains procedure was used. An initial two-alternative choice phase (link) was 

presented in a similar fashion to Chapter Four, followed by a terminal phase (link) where 

only the chosen alternative was available for responding. Responses to the terminal link 

resulted in reinforcer delivery. In the terminal link, the probability of receiving more than one 

reinforcer was low. So, on a local level, the delivery of a reinforcer signalled a substantial 

reduction in the immediate reinforcer probability, in addition to which alternative to choose 

next in the subsequent initial link. If the reinforcer-evoked potentials reflect response 

preparation and participants learn this immediate signal then the amplitude would be 

expected to be related to changes in post-reinforcer response rate. Additionally, the stimuli 

signalling the start of a terminal link may become conditional reinforcers, whereby they 

predict the source of the next reinforcer. If the terminal-start stimuli did function as 

conditional reinforcers, their ERP should be affected by conditional probability of 

reinforcement. Furthermore, if the effect of conditional probability on reinforcer-evoked 

potentials was related to contingency processing, and if the terminal-start stimuli acted as 

conditional reinforcers, then according to the information-theoretic concept of temporal 

contingency, the reinforcer ERP would not be affected by the conditional probability of 

reinforcement. 
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Another issue from Chapter Four was that although participants did adapt their choice 

according to the reinforcer signal, the degree of adaptation was quite small. I postulated that 

the small effect size may be due to the experimental procedure. To assess this hypothesis, a 

similar sequence of reinforcers was arranged. However, the sequence was deterministic, with 

a repeating pattern of two reinforcers on the left alternative followed by two on the right. This 

increase in the validity of the reinforcer signal combined with the observation that concurrent 

chain procedures provide a more sensitive measure of choice preference should cause 

participants’ choice preference to more closely approximate the conditional probability of 

reinforcement. The behavioural analyses were consistent with this conjecture, with 

participants’ choice preference firmly controlled by the reinforcer sequence. Furthermore, the 

modulation of the terminal stimulus ERP and reinforcer ERP was consistent with the joint 

predictions of the signalling account of reinforcement and the information-theoretic concept 

of temporal contingency. 

 

5.2 Abstract 

Reinforcement is an important process of learning. However, the process by which 

previously neutral stimuli can become conditional reinforcers has yet to be determined. 

Recent research has challenged the traditional pairing account of the development of 

conditional reinforcement, instead suggesting that both conditional and primary reinforcers 

act as discriminative stimuli, signalling which actions will be more likely to produce further 

favourable outcomes. To investigate this issue, we examined the event-related potentials 

(ERP) evoked by conditional reinforcers in a free-operant concurrent-chains procedure. To 

our knowledge, this experiment was the first investigation to use a free-operant procedure to 

investigate feedback-related potentials. A deterministic sequence of reinforcers was arranged, 

such that the identity of each alternative producing the next reinforcer was predictable by the 

source of the last two reinforcers. If the signalling account of conditional reinforcement is 

correct, then the participants would adapt their choice preference according to the conditional 

probability of reinforcement. This procedure also allowed for the test of the predictions by 

the information-theoretic concept of temporal contingency as well as allowing for the 

examination of the event-related potentials evoked by conditional and direct reinforcement. If 

reinforcer evoked potentials are related to contingency processing, then in the current 

experiment they should not be affected by conditional probability, and instead, be related to 
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post-reinforcer reductions in response rates. The behavioural results were consistent with the 

predictions of the signalling account, with participants reducing their terminal-link response 

rates after reinforcer delivery and adapting their choice preference in accordance with the 

deterministic sequence. Furthermore, the ERP results indicated that the Late Positive 

Potential (LPP) component evoked by conditional reinforcers was modulated by the 

conditional probability of reinforcers. A regression decomposition of reinforcer evoked 

potentials also confirmed the predictions of the temporal contingency theory with FN and 

LPP amplitudes related to post-reinforcer changes in response rates while being invariant to 

the conditional probability of reinforcement. These findings are irreconcilable with the 

traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement and pairing hypothesis of conditional 

reinforcement, supporting the recent signalling account. 

 

5.3 Introduction 

Reinforcement is a fundamental process of learning from experience. The traditional 

definition of reinforcement states that a reinforcer increases the probability of the preceding 

behaviour (Skinner, 1938). The efficacy of direct reinforcers has been attributed to their 

intrinsic properties of biological significance. Under the traditional strengthening framework, 

a previously neutral stimulus can come to reinforce behaviour by being paired with a direct 

reinforcer (Kelleher & Gollub, 1962). However, there is a growing body of evidence 

supporting an alternative signalling account: reinforcers alter behaviour via their 

discriminative properties, by indicating which course of action will be likely to provide 

further reinforcement (Baum, 2012; for review see Cowie & Davison, 2016; Shahan, 2010). 

This account suggests that the same mechanism for direct reinforcement applies to 

conditional reinforcement: conditional reinforcers guide behaviour by signposting the current 

environmental contingencies (Boutros et al., 2009; Boutros, Davison, et al., 2011; Davison & 

Baum, 2006, 2010; Shahan, 2010). 

 

To further investigate the process of reinforcement, Chapter Two implemented a two-

alternative choice procedure to quantify the relationship between choice preference, as 

measured by the log odds of staying-on-the-same alternative versus switching-to-the-other 

alternative (stay preference), and the event-related potentials (ERP) evoked by reinforcer 
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delivery. Stay preference was found to predict the amplitude of the Feedback Negativity (FN) 

with a larger stay-preference indicative of more positive FN amplitudes. The FN is an ERP 

component with a frontocentral scalp distribution, occurring 200 – 300 ms after the 

presentation of feedback. The FN has been found to be modulated by valence, frequency of 

feedback, delay, and magnitude (for reviews see San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 

2012). However, no such a relationship to the other main feedback ERP component, the 

P300, was observed in Chapter Two. The P300 is modulated predominantly by frequency and 

magnitude, occurring 300 -500 ms after feedback presentation ( San Martín, 2012). This 

relationship between stay preference and the FN was suggested to be simpatico with the 

signalling account of reinforcement and provided explanations for previous empirical 

evidence (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Santesso, Dillon, et al., 2008). 

 

Chapter Four directly assessed the signalling account of reinforcement. Like Chapter 

Two, a two-alternative discrete-trials choice procedure was used. A probabilistic sequence of 

reinforcers was arranged, such that the probability of each alternative producing the next 

reinforcer was predictable by the source of the last two reinforcers. If the signalling account 

of reinforcement was correct, then the participants would adapt their choice preference 

according to the conditional probability of reinforcement. Additionally, if the reinforcer-

evoked potentials were related to signalling, they would also be affected by conditional 

probability. The results indicated that the FN, in addition to P300, and the Late Positive 

Potential (LPP) components were modulated by the conditional probability of reinforcers. 

The LPP component occurs approximately 500 ms after feedback, has been associated with 

the subjective value of outcomes (Massi & Luhmann, 2015), and Chapter Three demonstrated 

that it was also modulated by contingency and contingency degradation. In addition to the 

ERP modulation, participants adjusted their choice preference in accordance with what the 

reinforcers signalled, translating previous behavioural results from the experimental analysis 

of behaviour (Boutros, Elliffe, et al., 2011; Krägeloh et al., 2005). These findings were 

incompatible with the traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement, supporting the recent 

signalling account. 
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While Chapter Four provided strong support for the signalling account of direct 

reinforcement, to date, it is unknown how potentials evoked by conditional reinforcers are 

modulated by the conditional probability of reinforcement, the interaction between 

conditional and direct reinforcement, and how such modulation relates to behaviour. There 

are minimal ERP studies investigating conditional reinforcement. This may be due to the two 

most predominant theories of the FN: The Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity 

account (Holroyd & Coles, 2002) and the Predicted-response-outcome model (Alexander & 

Brown, 2011) derived from reinforcement learning (Sutton & Barto, 1998). The difference 

between expected and observed outcomes forms the core of the value-based Reinforcement 

Learning framework. It is the participant’s expectations which are suggested to modulate the 

FN, with little focus on how stimuli may come to generate such expectations. However, there 

are studies showing that antecedent stimuli can evoke similar ERP activity to feedback-

related potentials when the antecedent reliably predicts the outcome (Pornpattananangkul & 

Nusslock, 2015; Thomas et al., 2013). Luque, Morís, Rushby, and Le Pelley (2015) examined 

the ERP evoked by antecedent stimuli. Sequences of two stimuli were presented, with one 

discriminative stimulus predicting the subsequent outcome of a correct response, while the 

other stimulus was task-irrelevant. Luque and colleagues found that the ERP evoked by the 

antecedent stimulus was affected by the magnitude of the potential outcomes that it signalled. 

This effect occurred over 200 – 800 ms time window. Holroyd, Krigolson, and Lee (2011) 

also showed that when an antecedent stimulus predicted subsequent reward, it evoked an ERP 

similar to the reward ERP. Additionally, the reward ERP was attenuated when it was 

correctly predicted by the antecedent. Subsequent studies replicated this effect (Doñamayor, 

Schoenfeld, & Münte, 2012; Potts, Martin, Kamp, & Donchin, 2011; Threadgill & Gable, 

2016). 

 

The effect of predictive stimuli on the subsequent feedback ERP is consistent with the 

information theoretic concept of temporal contingency (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014). Within 

this framework, contingency is defined by the degree to which a stimulus or action decreases 

the uncertainty of when another action or event will occur. Applied to the previous research, 

the antecedent stimulus reduces the uncertainty about the upcoming outcome. So, when the 

outcome is presented, the predicted information it conveys is redundant. The redundancy 

attenuates the contingency that the outcome signals by definition, as the strength of 
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contingency is measured by the degree to which an event decreases uncertainty. The 

presentation of the predictive stimulus lessens the degree of reduction by the subsequent 

outcome. 

 

The applicability of the information-theoretic contingency theory to describe the 

effects of antecedent stimuli is consistent with the results from Chapter Three, where 

reinforcer-evoked potentials were modulated by contingency and its degradation. This, 

coupled with the minimal ERP research into conditional reinforcement, motivated the 

investigation of the effect of conditional probability on direct and conditional reinforcement-

evoked potentials, and on choice preference. In order to study conditional-reinforcement, at 

free-operant concurrent-chains procedure was used (Autor, 1969; Herrnstein, 1964). An 

initial two-alternative choice phase (link) was presented in a similar fashion to Chapter Four, 

followed by a terminal phase (link) where only the chosen alternative was available for 

responding. Responses to the terminal link resulted in reinforcer delivery. Similar to Chapter 

Four, a sequence of reinforcers was arranged. However, the sequence was deterministic, with 

a repeating pattern of two reinforcers on the left alternative followed by two on the right. This 

increase in the validity of the reinforcer signal combined with the observation that 

concurrent-chain procedures provide a highly sensitive measure of choice preference should 

cause participant’s choice preference to more closely approximate the conditional probability 

of reinforcement. Stimuli signalling the start of a terminal have been suggested to control 

choice in the initial link via conditional reinforcement (Dunn et al., 1987; Moore, 1985). If 

the terminal-start stimuli did function as conditional reinforcers, their ERP should be affected 

by the conditional probability of reinforcement. Furthermore, if the effect of conditional 

probability on reinforcer-evoked potentials was related to contingency processing, and if the 

terminal-start stimuli acted as conditional reinforcers, then according to the information-

theoretic concept of temporal contingency, the reinforcer ERP would be unaffected by the 

conditional probability of reinforcement. While the contingency between reinforcers and 

conditional probability is predicted to be attenuated, on a local level, the delivery of a 

reinforcer signalled a substantial reduction in the immediate reinforcer probability. This local 

signal is because of the arranged low probability of receiving more than one reinforcer in the 

terminal link. If the signalling account of reinforcement is correct, we would also expect 

participants to reduce their within-terminal response rate after receiving a reinforcer, and for 
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the reinforcer-evoked potential to be related to this post-reinforcer change in response rate. 

Regression ERP decomposition was used to assess the potential relationship between 

reinforcer-evoked potentials and post-reinforcer changes in response rates (Smith, 2014; 

Smith & Kutas, 2014). 

 

5.4 Method 

5.4.1 Study Design and Participants 

The study implemented a concurrent-chains procedure to assess the effect of 

conditional probability on choice and to examine the relationship between choice behaviour, 

direct, and conditional-reinforcer evoked potentials. We recruited 25 participants (median age 

21 and range 19 to 31). The study was approved by the University of Auckland Human 

Ethics Committee, with written consent obtained from each participant. During recruitment, 

participants were excluded if they had a history of migraines or epilepsy. The Edinburg 

Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) was administered indicating that there were 6 left-

handed and 19 right-handed participants. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal 

vision and they received vouchers equalling the number of reinforcers they accumulated 

during the experiment, rounded to the nearest NZ$ 5.00. 

 

5.4.2 Apparatus 

The apparatus consisted of two computers. A PC ran the experiment programmed 

using PsychoPy (Peirce, 2007) and a Mac recorded the EEG using NetStation™ (Version 4.0, 

Electrical Geodesics Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) software. Experimental events and participant 

responses were synchronised with EEG recording via TCP/IP connection. 

 

The EEG data was measured using the Geodesic Sensor Net (Tucker, 1993). This net 

has 129 Ag/AgCl electrodes placed such that the distances between each adjacent pair of 

electrodes were approximately equal. The net was connected to a high impedance (1.0 GΩ) 

GES 400 series Amps dense-array amplifier (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA). 

The recorded signal was converted with 24-bit samples at a rate of 1000 s−1 . A 4kHz anti-
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aliasing filter was active during recording. Data were referenced to an electrode positioned at 

Cz with a common mode electrode at PCz. During recording, impedance was maintained 

under a 40 kΩ threshold via periodic application of shampoo 5 ml, KCl 5 g per litre aqueous 

solution. 

 

5.4.3 Procedure 

The task was based on a concurrent-chain free-operant procedure. An initial choice 

link was followed by one of two terminal links. The choice link was comprised of a fixation 

dot in the centre of the display with two circles positioned 4 degrees of visual angle, either 

side of the fixation. The circles were white with a diameter measuring 3 degrees of visual 

angle and signified the two choice alternatives. Participants responded via a USB keyboard. 

Participants chose the left alternative by pressing the ‘z’ key and chose the right alternative 

by pressing the ‘m’ key. Responses to the left alternative were made with the left hand and 

responses to the right alternative with the right hand. When participants chose the left 

alternative, the left circle's edge briefly changed colour to blue for 16.67 ms (one frame), and 

when they chose the right alternative, the right circle’s edge colour momentarily changed to 

red for one frame. The terminal link activated from responding left consisted of a blue circle 

presented in the centre of the screen, whereas the terminal activated by right responding 

consisted of a red circle presented again in the centre of the display. Responding to the 

terminal links resulted in the terminal stimulus’ edge turning black for one frame. At the end 

of a terminal link a black circle with a diameter of 7 degrees visual angle, was presented in 

the centre of the display to signify the terminal ending.  

 

At the beginning of the experiment the participants first read the following 

instructions, ‘Welcome to the experiment. You will see a dot in the middle of the screen. 

Keep your eyes focused on the dot. Two doors will appear. Choose a door to knock on. Keep 

your eyes focused on the dot. Press "z" to knock on the left door. Press "m" to knock on the 

right door. Keep your eyes focused on the dot. Choose the door you want to enter and keep 

knocking. Keep your eyes focused on the dot. Once the door opens, you can start digging for 

treasure. Use the "z" to dig for treasure if you went through the left door. Use the "m" key if 

you went through the right door. The treasure is hidden in a sequence of doors. If you learn 
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the sequence you will always find treasure every time you go through a door. Hit a key to 

practice the task.' Subsequently, the participants engaged in a practice task, consisting of 10 

presentations of the initial choice links transitioning to terminal links. During these 

presentations, the participants were asked if they understood the task, and were encouraged to 

ask any questions. The practice trials were identical to the rest of the experiment. The trials 

consisted of the initial choice link and terminal links in the concurrent-chains free-operant 

procedure. After 800 to 3500 ms, a response to either stimulus would activate the 

corresponding terminal link. The terminal links involved of the presentation of a terminal 

stimulus lasting for 6000 ms, followed by an inter-link interval (100- 300 ms). Participants 

were free to respond for the entire terminal interval. If the left terminal link was activated, 

participants responded using the ‘z’ key, whereas if the right terminal link was active, 

participants used the ‘m’ to respond. During the terminal links, if the link was designated to 

deliver reinforcement, a random arrangement time was selected between 500 to 5000 ms 

since the terminal start. After reinforcer arrangement, a response to the terminal link would 

result in delivery of a reinforcer (1000 ms). On 10 trials, a second reinforcer would be 

arranged by a uniform random selection from the remaining terminal link time. Reinforcers 

were designated to the terminal links in a repeating sequence of left-left-right-right. 

Participants had to collect a reinforcer in order for the next one to be designated. The value of 

a reinforcer was 10 New Zealand Cents. 

 

The experiment lasted for 136 reinforcer deliveries, with compulsory one-minute 

breaks every 34 reinforcer deliveries. During the break, participants were presented with a 

voucher equal to the number of reinforcers they had obtained, rounded to the nearest five 

New Zealand dollars. 

 

5.4.4 Pre-processing 

EEG data were analysed with EEGLAB (Delorme & Makeig, 2004; Version 13). Due 

to memory constraints, the Data were resampled to 250-Hz. Subsequently, we applied the 

PREP pipeline standardised procedure to remove line noise, detect and interpolate faulty 

channels, then to re-reference the data to the mean voltage across all the electrodes (Bigdely-

Shamlo et al., 2015). Next, a 0.1- 40-Hz Butterworth filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off was 
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used to attenuate drift and muscle artefacts. Epochs were extracted and were centred on the 

stimulus presentations for each condition with a time window of -200 to 800-ms. The data 

were decomposed using ICA (Hyvärinen & Oja, 2000). Bayesian model comparison was 

used to estimate the number of independent signals for each participant (Minka, 2000). After 

which, each independent component had a dipole fitted using a 4 shell spherical head model 

with the Dipfit EEGLAB function. Artefactual components were identified if their fitted 

dipole was located outside the head, if there was more than 10% residual variance from the 

dipole model and were clearly not time locked to the evoking stimulus, or if identified by the 

ADJUST algorithm (Mognon et al., 2010). Artefactual components were removed from the 

data, at which point the epochs were baseline corrected. 

 

5.5 Results 

Bayesian parameter estimation was used to assess the credibility of all the results for 

the following reasons. First, the intentions of the experimenter are made explicit by the 

specification of the model prior distribution. Second, it provides entire distributions of 

credible values for all parameters in the model (rather than single values). Finally, Bayesian 

parameter estimation does not rely on p values and confidence intervals and their inherent 

limitations (Kruschke et al., 2012). These factors mean that in general Bayesian analysis is 

more informative compared to traditional null hypothesis significance testing (Kruschke, 

2013). Posterior distributions for parameters of interest were summarised with their mean and 

by their highest density interval (HDI). The HDI is the interval of parameter values covering 

the 95% most probable values of the distribution. 

 

We used R version 3.2.4 (R Core Team, 2016) to perform all statistical analyses. The 

models’ full descriptions are presented in the supplementary material. Parameters were 

estimated using the conjugate distribution in the generalised matching law analysis. We used 

Stan 2.8.0 (Carpenter et al., 2017) with the RStan 2.8.0 (Stan Development Team, 2015) 

interface to fit the stay preference difference and EEG models. Stan estimates the posterior 

distribution using a Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) procedure. For each model, 4 chains 

concurrently drew 5000 samples, 2500 of which were discarded as warm-up samples. The 

resulting sample size was 10,000. The posterior samples for each parameter were evaluated 
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for convergence by inspecting the trace plots and with the Gelman–Rubin �̂� statistic (Gelman 

& Rubin, 1992), where �̂� near 1.00 indicate that the chains have converged. 

 

5.5.1 Behavioural Analysis 

We were interested in measuring the effect of the conditional probability of 

reinforcement on participants’ choice. When the last two reinforcers were obtained from the 

same alternative, they signalled that participants should shift-to-the-other alternative to get 

the next reinforcer. When last two reinforcers were from different alternatives, they signalled 

that participants should stay-on-the-same alternative to get the next reinforcer. If participants 

learned what reinforcers signalled they should adjust their choices accordingly, however, if 

the reinforcers increased the probability of the prior response, participants should not learn to 

shift appropriately. We calculated the proportion of stay responses for both stay and switch 

signalled inter-reinforcer intervals. Figure 5.1 shows the proportion of stay responses for both 

the shift and stay signal conditions, for each participant. There is a clear effect of reinforcer 

signal, where all participants are more likely to select the stay alternative in the stay condition 

compared to in the shift condition. 

 

We modelled the proportion of stay responses using a hierarchical logistic generalised 

linear model, to quantify the effect of the conditional probability of reinforcement on choice. 

The effect of the physical location of each terminal link (left, right) was also estimated. Each 

participant was modelled individually and mutually informed a group effect estimate. A full 

model specification is presented in the supplementary material. The results indicated that 

participants were more likely to stay when reinforcers signalled to stay compared to when 

reinforcers signalled to shift (log odds =3.30, 95% HDI = [1.74, 4.84], zero value not 

included). There was insufficient evidence for an effect of the terminal side on the proportion 

of stay responses (log odds = 0.13, 95% HDI = [-0.71, 1.02], zero included). This meant that 

participants’ choices closely approximated the conditional probability of reinforcement. 
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Figure 5.1. The proportion of initial link responses to the just-reinforced link (stay) as a 

function of the conditional probability for the location of the next reinforcer, given the last 

two reinforcers (reinforcer signal) and the physical location of the just-reinforced link. Each 

panel shows data for an individual participant. There is a large consistent effect of reinforcer 

signal on the proportion of stay responses, which approximates the signal. There is no 

consistent effect of the physical location of the just reinforced alternative on proportion stay 

responses.  
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To see how participants’ choices were affected by reinforcement, we modelled the 

proportion of non-reinforced terminal links per inter-reinforcer interval, using a hierarchical 

logistic regression. The number of obtained reinforcers and reinforcement signal were the 

predictors. As with the proportion stay model, each participant was modelled individually, 

mutually informing group predictor estimates. If reinforcers altered participants’ choice, the 

chance of participants selecting an incorrect alternative (an alternative that deviates from the 

sequence), should decrease as more reinforcers are obtained. The results indicated that each 

reinforcer did decrease the log odds of the selection of a non-reinforced terminal by -0.017 

per reinforcer (95 % HDI = [-0.022, -0.011], zero value not included). This meant that at the 

beginning of the experiment, the probability of non-reinforced terminal was 0.25 (95 % HDI 

= [0.17, 0.34]). This is approximately the expected value if participants always stayed on the 

just reinforced alternative and only shifted once they experienced a non-reinforced terminal. 

By the end of the experiment, the probability of non-reinforced terminals decreased to 0.03 

(95 % HDI = [0.02, 0.05]). This showed that the participants did adapt their choices to the 

conditional probability of reinforcement as they obtained more reinforcers. There was no 

consistent effect of reinforcer signal on the probability of non-reinforced terminals (log odds 

= 0.03, 95 % HDI = [-0.40, 0.35], zero value included), indicating that in general, participants 

learned the signal to stay and to shift equally well. 

 

Reinforcers also signalled the probability of reinforcement within terminal links as 

after one reinforcer has been delivered, there was only approximately a 3% chance of 

obtaining another reinforcer within the same terminal link. If participants discerned this local 

signal, they may decrease their response rate or completely cease responding after the first 

reinforcer delivery. Figure 5.2 shows each participant’s mean terminal-link response rate 

before and after reinforcement. In general, participants reduced their response rate after 

obtaining a reinforcer. To assess the within-terminal effects of reinforcement on response rate 

we fitted a Poisson generalised linear model. The predictor was whether the terminal 

responses occurred in the interval before or after reinforcer delivery (interval chronology). 

The results indicated that response rates were higher before reinforcement compared to after, 

with a 0.46 log response rate decrease (95 % HDI = [-0.80, -0.14], zero value not included). 

This meant in addition to learning the conditional probability of reinforcement, participants 

adapted their choices in accordance with the within-terminal reinforcement signal. This signal 
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is consistent across conditional probability signal conditions so should not systematically 

affect the comparison of reinforcer-related potentials for each of these conditions 

 

Figure 5.2. The mean response rate for terminal intervals occurring before and after 

reinforcement. There is an overall tendency for participants to respond faster before obtaining 

a reinforcer compared to after obtaining a reinforcer. 
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5.5.2 EEG Analysis 

We were interested the effect of conditional probability on feedback-evoked 

potentials. The current experiment had three types of feedback stimuli: the initial presentation 

of the terminal-start stimulus, the reinforcer, and the terminal-end stimulus. The presentation 

of terminal link stimuli has been suggested to control behaviour via conditional 

reinforcement. Likewise, the terminal-end stimulus may come to signal the need to change 

behaviour when not preceded by reinforcement. In this situation, the end stimulus indicates 

that the wrong terminal link was selected. The FN, the P300, and the LPP mean amplitudes 

were calculated for each participant and each condition. For the FN, the mean was taken over 

200 – 300 ms, for the P300 it was over 300− 500 ms, and the LPP was averaged over the 500 

– 700 ms time window post−stimulus presentation. ERP mean amplitudes were calculated 

from FCz, Cz, Pz ( EGI electrodes 6, 129, 62; Geodesics, Note, Luu, Ferree, & Registration, 

2005) to be consistent with prior research. The effect of conditional probability on the 

potentials evoked within the FN, P300, and LPP time windows were estimated using 

multivariate-outcome general linear models. Separate analyses were conducted for each 

stimulus type. The supplementary material contains a full description of each model. 

 

5.5.2.1 Terminal-Start Stimuli ERP Analysis 

The ERP to the terminal-start stimuli may come to evoke a reinforcement like 

potential as participants learn the association between the terminal stimuli and reinforcement. 

We tested this hypothesis by measuring the ERP evoked by the terminal stimuli when the 

terminal was the correct or wrong choice (choice validity), for both the stay and the shift 

signalling links (conditional probability). Figure 5.3 depicts the terminal-start ERP for the 

electrodes of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and shows the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and 

LPP time windows.  

 

To examine the effects of conditional probability and choice validity on the FN, P300, 

and LPP mean amplitudes, we fitted a multivariate−outcomes general linear model for each 

component, using Bayesian parameter estimation. Figure 5.4 provides a summary of the 

posterior effects, and Tables 5.1−5.3 show all comparisons for the FN, P300, and LPP 

respectively. For the LPP time window, signalling to stay evoked a more positive amplitude 
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than when signalled to shift at Pz (0.53 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.04, 1.04], zero not included). 

There was insufficient evidence for an interaction of conditional probability and choice 

validity or for main effects at the other electrodes of interest as the 95% HDI contained zero. 

The results indicated that reinforcer signal did modulate the amplitude evoked by the 

terminal-start stimulus, providing evidence that it functioned as a conditional reinforcer. 

 

Table 5.1. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Choice Validity on the Start FN (200 – 300 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Shift Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz −0.18 [−0.37, 0.01] −0.78 [−0.78, 0.02] − − 

Stay Cz −0.08 [−0.30, 0.13] −0.15 [−0.54, 0.22] − − 

Stay Pz  0.15 [−0.07, 0.37] 0.26 [−0.12, 0.64] − − 

      

Shift FCz 0.78 [−0.02, 0.78] 0.18[−0.01,  0.37] − − 

Shift Cz 0.15 [−0.22, 0.54]  0.08[−0.13, −0.30] − − 

Shift Pz −0.26 [−0.64, 0.12]  −0.15[−0.37, −0.07] − − 

      

Corr. FCz − −   0.07 [−0.12, 0.25]  0.14[−0.26, 0.53] 

Corr. Cz − −   0.19 [−0.03, 0.40] 0.34[−0.04, 0.73] 

Corr. Pz − − 0.10 [−0.13, 0.31] 0.17[−0.21, 0.55] 

      

Wrong. FCz − −  −0.14 [−0.53, 0.26] −0.07 [−0.25, 0.12] 

Wrong Cz − − −0.34 [−0.73, 0.04] −0.19 [−0.40, 0.03] 

Wrong Pz − − −0.17 [−0.55, 0.21] −0.10 [−0.31, 0.13] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

Table 5.2. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Choice Validity on the Start P300 (300 – 500 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Shift Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz −0.22 [−0.47, 0.01] −0.35 [−0.75, 0.02] − − 

Stay Cz −0.18 [−0.50, 0.10] −0.23 [−0.62, 0.13] − − 

Stay Pz −0.11 [−0.16, 0.38] 0.15 [−0.21, 0.53] − − 

      

Shift FCz 0.35 [−0.02, 0.75] 0.22 [−0.01, 0.47] − − 

Shift Cz 0.23 [−0.13, 0.62] 0.18 [−0.10, 0.50] − − 

Shift Pz −0.15 [−0.53, 0.21] 0.11 [−0.38, 0.16] − − 

      

Corr. FCz − − 0.04 [−0.18, 0.29] 0.07 [−0.29, 0.45] 

Corr. Cz − − 0.15 [−0.13, 0.46] 0.19 [−0.17, 0.56] 

Corr. Pz − − 0.11 [−0.16, 0.38] 0.16 [−0.21, 0.54] 

      

Wrong. FCz − −  −0.07 [− 0.45, 0.29] −0.04 [−0.29, 0.18] 

Wrong Cz − − −0.19 [−0.56, 0.17] −0.15 [−0.46, 0.13] 

Wrong Pz − − −0.16 [−0.54, 0.21] −0.11 [−0.38, 0.16] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 
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Figure 5.3 The first row depicts the effect of conditional probability on terminal-start ERP, with 95% confidence ribbons, measured at each 

electrode of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and LPP. The second row depicts the effect of choice validity 

on ERP and scalp topographies. The terminal-start stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude for stay signalled terminal links compared to 

shift signalled links for the LPP components. No consistent effect of choice validity was observed. 
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Figure 5.4 The terminal-start stimuli posterior effect size estimates for the reinforcer signal 

(stay, shift) and choice validity (wrong, correct) on mean ERP amplitude for terminal-start 

stimuli, at the electrodes of interest for the FN, P300, and LPP components. Triangles 

indicate credible differences between conditions. Stay signalling stimuli evoked a more 

positive amplitude LPP than those signalling to shift at Pz.  
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Table 5.3. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Sequence Validity on Terminal-Start LPP(500 – 700 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz −0.19 [−0.43, 0.06]  0.40 [−0.07, 0.70] − − 

Stay Cz  0.00 [−0.28, 0.30]  0.49 [ 0.01, 0.98] − − 

Stay Pz  0.37 [ 0.09, 0.67]  0.53 [ 0.04, 1.04]* − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.40 [−0.70,  0.07]  0.19 [−0.06,  0.43] − − 

Switch Cz −0.49 [−0.98, −0.01]     0.00 [−0.30,  0.28] − − 

Switch Pz −0.53 [−1.04 ,−0.04]* −0.37 [−0.67, 

−0.09] 

− − 

      

Corr. FCz − − −0.16 [−0.42, 0.09] −0.25 [−0.64, 0.13] 

Corr. Cz − − −0.12 [−0.41, 0.17] −0.15 [−0.54, 0.21] 

Corr. Pz − − −0.04 [−0.32, 0.24] −0.05 [−0.44, 0.32] 

      

Wrong. FCz − −  0.25 [−0.13, 0.64]  0.16 [−0.09, 0.42] 

Wrong Cz − −  0.15 [−0.21, 0.54]  0.12 [−0.17, 0.41] 

Wrong Pz − −  0.05 [−0.32, 0.44]  0.04 [−0.24, 0.32] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

5.5.2.2 Terminal-End stimulus ERP Analysis 

We were interested in the effect of choice validity on the ERP evoked by the terminal-

end stimulus. We posited that if the terminal-start stimuli act as conditional reinforcers by 

signalling the arranged sequence then the reinforcers and terminal-end stimulus may act as 

surrogate feedback for correct and wrong terminal selections respectively. When participants 

selected the correct terminal link, they received a reinforcer prior to the presentation of the 

terminal-end stimulus. In this scenario, the terminal-end stimulus is redundant, not providing 

any additional information about the validity of the prior terminal selection. However, when 

the participants selected the wrong terminal (that is the one deviating from the arranged 

sequence) no reinforcement is delivered. When this occurred the presentation of the terminal-

end stimulus signals that the wrong link was chosen and therefore to choose the other 

alternative in the subsequent initial link. Figure 5.5 shows the terminal-start ERP for the 

electrodes of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and shows the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and 

LPP time windows. 
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Figure 5.5 The first row shows the effect of conditional probability on terminal-end ERP, with 95% confidence ribbons, measured at each 

electrode of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and LPP. The second row depicts the effect of choice validity 

on ERP and scalp topographies. The terminal-end stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude when participants selected the wrong terminal 

link for both the FN and LPP components. No consistent effect of condition probability was apparent. 
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 So, if the terminal-end stimulus was acting as feedback, then when the terminal-end 

stimulus was presented for wrong terminal selections, we would expect to see a larger 

amplitude modulation compared to when they selected the correct terminal link.  

 

  To test this conjecture, we fitted a multivariate−outcomes general linear model for the 

FN, P300, and LPP mean amplitudes, using conditional probability and choice validity as 

predictors via Bayesian parameter estimation. Figure 5.6 provides a summary of the posterior 

effects, and Tables 5.4−5.6 show all comparisons for the FN, P300, and LPP respectively. 

For the FN time window, the terminal-end stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude for 

when the wrong terminal link had been selected compared to when the correct link was 

selected, for both the FCz, and Cz (FCz =0.63 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.23, 1.07]; Cz = 0.46 S.D., 

95% HDI = [ 0.05, 0.86], zeros not included). There was insufficient evidence for an effect of 

conditional probability or its interaction with choice validity for any electrode (all 95% HDI 

contained zero). This was consistent with the prediction that the terminal-end and reinforcers 

may well be acting as incorrect and correct feedback respectively. 

 

 

Table 5.4. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Choice Validity on Terminal-End FN (200 – 300 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz −0.05 [−0.37, 0.26] −0.06 [−0.43, 0.30] − − 

Stay Cz −0.14 [−0.56, 0.25] −0.13 [−0.50, 0.22] − − 

Stay Pz −0.01 [−0.33, 0.32] −0.01 [−0.38, 0.36] − − 

      

Switch FCz  0.06 [−0.30, 0.43]  0.05 [−0.26, 0.37] − − 

Switch Cz  0.13 [−0.22, 0.50]  0.14 [−0.25, 0.56] − − 

Switch Pz  0.01 [−0.36, 0.38]  0.01 [−0.32, 0.33] − − 

      

Corr. FCz − −  0.53 [ 0.19, 0.88]  0.63 [ 0.23, 1.07]* 

Corr. Cz − −  0.51 [ 0.07, 0.96]  0.46 [ 0.05, 0.86]* 

Corr. Pz − − −0.07 [−0.43, 0.26] −0.08 [−0.49, 0.29] 

      

Wrong. FCz − − −0.63 [−1.07, −0.23]* −0.53 [−0.88, 0.19] 

Wrong Cz − − −0.46 [−0.86, −0.05]* −0.51 [−0.96, 0.07] 

Wrong Pz − −  0.08 [−0.49, 0.29]  0.07 [−0.26, 0.43] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 
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Figure 5.6. The terminal-end stimulus posterior effect size estimates for the reinforcer signal 

(stay, shift) and choice validity (wrong, correct) on mean ERP amplitude, at the electrodes of 

interest for the FN, P300, and LPP components. Triangles indicate credible differences 

between conditions. The terminal end stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude when 

participants chose the wrong terminal link than when they selected the correct terminal for 

the FN and LPP. There was no evidence for a consistent effect reinforcer signal for any 

component. 
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For the P300 time window, there was a main effect of choice validity across each 

electrode of interest, where the terminal-end stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude when 

participants had selected the wrong terminal compared to when they had selected the correct 

one (FCz = 0.96 S.D., 95% HDI = [ 0.50, 1.40]; Cz = 0.86 S.D., 95% HDI = [ 0.42, 1.30]; Pz 

= 0.52 S.D., 95% HDI = [ 0.10, 0.94], zeros not included). There was no evidence for a main 

effect of conditional probability or its interaction with choice validity for any of the target 

electrodes (95% HDI containing zero). This supported the assertion that the terminal-end 

stimulus was interpreted as incorrect feedback when participants selected the wrong terminal 

link. 

 

 

Table 5.5. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Choice Validity on Terminal-End P300 (300 – 500 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz  0.10 [−0.25, 0.46]  0.10 [−0.27, 0.46] − − 

Stay Cz −0.02 [−0.47, 0.47] −0.01 [−0.36, 0.34] − − 

Stay Pz  0.01 [−0.38, 0.41]  0.01 [−0.34, 0.38] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.10 [−0.46, 0.27]  0.10 [−0.25, 0.46] − − 

Switch Cz  0.01 [−0.34, 0.36] −0.02 [−0.47, 0.47] − − 

Switch Pz −0.01 [−0.38, 0.34]  0.01 [−0.38, 0.41] − − 

      

Corr. FCz − −  0.94 [ 0.52, 1.33]  0.96 [ 0.50, 1.40]* 

Corr. Cz − −  1.18 [ 0.62, 1.73]  0.86 [ 0.42, 1.30]* 

Corr. Pz − −  0.57 [ 0.12, 1.02]  0.52 [ 0.10, 0.94]* 

      

Wrong. FCz − − −0.96 [−1.40,−0.50]*  −0.94 [−1.33, −0.52] 

Wrong Cz − − −0.86 [−1.30,−0.42]*  −1.18 [−1.73, −0.62] 

Wrong Pz − − −0.52 [−0.94,−0.10]*  −0.57 [−1.02, −0.12] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

For the LPP time window, there was a main effect of choice validity across each 

electrode of interest, where the terminal-end stimulus evoked a more positive amplitude when 

participants had selected the wrong terminal compared to when they had selected the correct 

one (FCz= 0.55 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.13, 0.94]; Cz =0.77 S.D., 95% HDI = [0.35, 1.19]; Pz = 

0.70 S.D., 95% HDI = [ 0.28, 1.11], zeros not included). There was no evidence for a main 

effect of conditional probability or its interaction with choice validity for any of the target 

electrodes (95% HDI containing zero). This combined with the FN and P300 results 
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suggested that the end stimulus was indeed acting as incorrect feedback when no 

reinforcement was obtained during the terminal. 

 

Table 5.6. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Choice Validity on Terminal-End LPP (500 – 700 ms) mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Correct Wrong. 

Stay FCz  0.04 [−0.32, 0.41]  0.04 [−0.30, 0.40] − − 

Stay Cz  0.01 [−0.43, 0.41]  0.01 [−0.36, 0.34] − − 

Stay Pz  0.17 [−0.18, 0.53]  0.18 [−0.18, 0.55] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.04 [−0.40, 0.30] −0.04 [−0.41, 0.32] − − 

Switch Cz −0.01 [−0.34, 0.36] −0.01 [−0.41, 0.43] − − 

Switch Pz −0.18 [−0.55, 0.18] −0.17 [−0.53, 0.18] − − 

      

Corr. FCz − −  0.55 [ 0.13, 0.95]  0.53 [ 0.13, 0.94]* 

Corr. Cz − −  0.91 [ 0.43, 1.40]  0.77 [ 0.35, 1.19]* 

Corr. Pz − −  0.67 [ 0.29, 1.05]  0.70 [ 0.28, 1.11]* 

      

Wrong. FCz − − −0.53 [−0.94,−0.13]* −0.55 [−0.95, −0.13] 

Wrong Cz − − −0.77 [−1.19,−0.35]* −0.91 [−1.40, −0.43] 

Wrong Pz − − −0.70 [−1.11,−0.28]* −0.67 [−1.05, −0.29] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

 

5.5.2.3 Reinforcer Regression ERP Analysis  

We used regression decomposition to separate the EEG activity relating to the effects 

of conditional probability and terminal side, from the activity that varied with the log 

difference in response rate pre and post reinforcer. This decomposition method is called 

regression ERP (rERP) and is a generalisation of the standard time averaging approach for 

ERP analysis (see Smith & Kutas, 2014; Smith, 2014). Figure 5.7 shows the resulting rERP. 

There is a clear effect of post-reinforcer-response-rate with increases in response rate 

associated with more negative central-parietal amplitudes. 

 

To quantify the effects of the log response rate difference we fitted multivariate-

outcomes intercept models for the FN, P300, and LPP time windows. See supplementary 

material for the full model specification. To estimate the effects of conditional probability, 

and terminal side the multivariate-outcomes general linear models were also fitted to the 

components of interest. Figure 5.8 summarises the posterior estimates of the effects, with 
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tables 5.7−5.9 showing all the categorical variable comparisons for the FN, P300, and LPP 

respectively. For the FN time window, there was relationship between the central-parietal 

amplitudes and subsequent post-reinforcer response rate change with a decrease in amplitude 

related to a 1.0 increase in the log difference of pre and post-reinforcer response rates (Cz = -

0.55 S.D., 95% HDI = [ -1.00, -0.16]; Pz = -0.53 S.D, 95% HDI = [ -0.92, -0.08]; zeros not 

included). There was insufficient evidence for an effect of either conditional probability or 

terminal side on reinforcer rERP amplitudes.  

 

Table 5.7. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Term side on the FN (200 – 300 ms) rERP mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Left Right 

Stay FCz  0.04 [−0.14, 0.22]  0.04 [−0.17, 0.26] − − 

Stay Cz  0.03 [−0.18, 0.24]  0.03 [−0.19, 0.25] − − 

Stay Pz −0.02 [−0.17, 0.16] −0.02 [−0.24, 0.20] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.04 [−0.26, 0.14] −0.04 [−0.22, 0.14] − − 

Switch Cz −0.03 [−0.18, 0.24] −0.03 [−0.24, 0.18] − − 

Switch Pz  0.02 [−0.20, 0.24]  0.02 [−0.16, 0.17] − − 

      

Left FCz − − −0.02 [−0.21, 0.15] −0.03 [−0.25, 0.18] 

Left Cz − − −0.10 [−0.32, 0.11] −0.10 [−0.32, 0.11] 

Left Pz − − −0.05 [−0.22, 0.12] −0.06 [−0.29, 0.15] 

      

Right FCz − −  0.03 [−0.18, 0.25]  0.02 [−0.15, 0.21] 

Right Cz − −  0.10 [−0.11, 0.32]  0.10 [−0.11, 0.32] 

Right Pz − −  0.06 [−0.15, 0.29]  0.05 [−0.12, 0.22] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

For the P300, there was a similar pattern of results, with a relationship between the 

FCz amplitudes and subsequent change in post-reinforcer response rate with a decrease in 

amplitude related to a 1.0 increase in the log difference of pre and post-reinforcer response 

rates (FCz = -0.44 S.D., 95% HDI = [ -0.85, -0.02]; zero not included). There was insufficient 

evidence for an effect of either conditional probability or terminal side on reinforcer rERP 

amplitudes for any electrode (all 95% HDI containing zero).  
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Figure 5.7. The first row shows the effect of log difference in terminal response rate pre and post reinforcer delivery reinforcer rERP, with 

95% confidence ribbons, measured at each electrode of interest (FCz, Cz, Pz) and the scalp topographies for the FN, P300 and LPP. The 

second and third rows depict the effect of conditional probability and terminal link side on rERP and scalp topographies. The reinforcer-

evoked potentials amplitude varied with log difference in response rate, with more negative FN and P300 amplitudes proportional to 

increases in response rate. 
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Table 5.8. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Term side on the P300(300 – 500 ms) rERP mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Left Right 

Stay FCz  0.04 [−0.14, 0.21]  0.04 [−0.16, 0.26] − − 

Stay Cz  0.03 [−0.18, 0.24]  0.03 [−0.18, 0.24] − − 

Stay Pz −0.01 [−0.18, 0.15] −0.02 [−0.24, 0.19] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.04 [−026,  0.16] −0.04 [−0.21, 0.14] − − 

Switch Cz −0.03 [−0.24, 0.18] −0.03 [−0.24, 0.18] − − 

Switch Pz  0.02 [−0.19, 0.24]  0.01 [−0.15, 0.18] − − 

      

Left FCz − − −0.02 [−0.20, 0.15] −0.03 [−0.25, 0.18] 

Left Cz − − −0.09 [−0.30, 0.12] −0.10 [−0.32, 0.11] 

Left Pz − − −0.05 [−0.22, 0.11] −0.06 [−0.29, 0.15] 

      

Right FCz − −  0.03 [−0.18, 0.25]  0.02 [−0.15, 0.20] 

Right Cz − −  0.10 [−0.11, 0.32]  0.09 [−0.12, 0.30] 

Right Pz − −  0.06 [−0.15, 0.29]  0.05 [−0.11, 0.22] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 

 

Within the LPP time window, there was insufficient evidence for any effect of 

conditional probability, terminal side, or for a relationship with post-reinforcer response rate 

changes, with all the 95% HDI containing zero. 

 

Table 5.9. 

 

Posterior Estimates of Rft Signal and Term side on the LPP (500 – 700 ms) rERP mean amplitude 

Cond Elec Stay Switch Left Right 

Stay FCz  0.04 [−0.14, 0.22]  0.04 [−0.18, 0.25] − − 

Stay Cz  0.03 [−0.18, 0.24]  0.03 [−0.18, 0.24] − − 

Stay Pz −0.01 [−0.18, 0.15] −0.02 [−0.25, 0.19] − − 

      

Switch FCz −0.04 [−026, 0.18] −0.04 [−0.22, 0.14] − − 

Switch Cz −0.03 [−0.24, 0.18] −0.03 [−0.24, 0.18] − − 

Switch Pz  0.02 [−0.19, 0.25]  0.01 [−0.15, 0.18] − − 

      

Left FCz − − −0.02 [−0.21, 0.16] −0.03 [−0.25, 0.18] 

Left Cz − − −0.10 [−0.30, 0.12] −0.10 [−0.31, 0.12] 

Left Pz − − −0.05 [−0.22, 0.11] −0.06 [−0.29, 0.15] 

      

Right FCz − −  0.03 [−0.18, 0.25]  0.02 [−0.16, 0.20] 

Right Cz − −  0.10 [−0.12, 0.31]  0.10 [−0.12, 0.30] 

Right Pz − −  0.06 [−0.15, 0.29]  0.05 [−0.11, 0.22] 

Note. The diagonals are effect estimates in μV, and the other entries are differences in standard deviation 

units, where these off-diagonal entries are the row stimulus minus the column stimulus estimate. Each entry 

contains a 95% HDI summarising the posterior estimate distribution. 

* indicates the 95% HDI does not include zero, providing strong evidence for a difference 
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Figure 5.8. The reinforcer evoked rERP posterior effect size estimates for the reinforcer 

signal (stay, shift), terminal side (left, right), and the log difference pre-post response rate on 

mean amplitude. The effects were measured at the electrodes (FCz, Cz, and Pz) for the FN, 

P300, and LPP components. Triangles indicate credible differences between conditions for 

categorical predictors and from zero for the slope rERP. More negative amplitudes for the FN 

and P300 predicted a post-reinforcer increase in response rates. There was insufficient 

evidence for effects of reinforcer signal and terminal side on the rERP amplitudes. 
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The FN and the P300 results were consistent with the predictions of the signalling 

account of reinforcement and the information theoretic concept of contingency, where the 

reinforcer became a redundant cue for conditional probability. Once the reinforcer became 

redundant with respect to the signalling the conditional probability of reinforcement, it could 

no longer reduce the uncertainty of the next reinforcer location. However, the reinforcer did 

still reduce the uncertainty about the within-terminal probability of further reinforcement, 

with the FN and P300 slope rERP amplitudes related to the subsequent change in post-

reinforcer response rates. 

 

5.6 Discussion 

To my knowledge, this experiment was the first application of a free-operant choice 

procedure within the context of feedback-ERP research. This is important as the natural 

world is not made up of discrete trials used as a proxy for the passage of time. The discrete 

trials paradigm has informed the major theoretical accounts of the FN, with the predominant 

Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity account (Holroyd & Coles, 2002) and the 

Predicted-outcome-response model (Alexander & Brown, 2011) derived from value-based 

reinforcement learning. However, generalising the value-based reinforcement learning 

models to continuous time is very difficult, perhaps resulting in the apparent dearth of free-

operant ERP research (Mongillo et al., 2014). 

 

The current study examined the predictions of the information theoretic model of 

temporal contingency (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014) and the signalling account of 

reinforcement by quantifying how choice preference and conditional reinforcer-evoked 

potentials (FN, P300, and LPP) were affected by conditional probability. The traditional 

strengthening account of reinforcement predicts that participants would not adapt their choice 

preference to what reinforcers signalled, whereas the signalling account predicts that choice 

would adapt to approximate the conditional probability reinforcement. The information 

theoretic model of contingency predicts that the presentation of the terminal-start stimulus 

will come to act as a signal for the conditional probability of reinforcement as participants 

learn the arranged sequence. The formation of this contingency would make the terminal-start 
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stimulus a conditional reinforcer according to the signalling account. The ERP evoked by the 

terminal-start stimulus would then be expected to be modulated by conditional probability. 

 

Additionally, once the terminal-start stimulus signals conditional probability, the 

strength of the contingency between reinforcers and conditional probability will be 

attenuated, as the delivery of the reinforcer will be unable to further reduce the uncertainty 

about the source of the next reinforcer. Instead, the reinforcer would be expected to act as 

confirmation feedback for the inferred signal from the terminal-start stimulus. Likewise, 

when participants chose the wrong terminal, the absence of reinforcement followed by the 

presentation of the terminal-end stimulus would be expected to act as incorrect feedback, 

signalling participants to choose the other terminal in the subsequent initial link. Moreover, if 

the reinforcer-evoked potentials were reflective of contingency processing, then with the 

attenuation of the reinforcer-conditional probability contingency, the reinforcer rERPs would 

be expected to be invariant with respect to conditional probability. However, the reinforcers 

did signal a reduction in the local within-terminal probability of reinforcement. So, the 

reinforcer rERP amplitudes should be related to changes in the post-reinforcer response rate. 

Both the behavioural results and the EEG analyses were broadly consistent with all the 

predictions. 

 

5.6.1 Effects of conditional probability on Choice Preference 

When the last two reinforcers indicated that a repeat reinforcer from the just-

productive alternative would occur, participants were more likely to continue to choose that 

alternative compared to when the last two reinforcers signalled to shift. This result replicates 

the findings of Chapter Four, showing more stringent control of conditional probability on 

choice preference. The increased degree of control may be due to the following factors. 

Firstly, the sequence in the current experiment was deterministic, with a repeating cycle of 

two reinforcers on the left followed by two on the right. This differs from Chapter Four, 

where the arranged sequence was probabilistic with a .9 probability of the last two reinforcers 

predicting the source of the next reinforcer. Secondly, the use of a free-operant concurrent-

chains procedure may have increased control in three ways. First, concurrent-chains 

procedures with short initial link durations are in general highly sensitive measures of choice. 
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Additionally, in the current experiment, when participants chose the wrong terminal, a delay 

to reinforcement occurred as participants had to wait until the terminal link finished before 

they could choose the correct terminal. This delay approximately doubled the time-to-

reinforcement compared to when they selected the correct terminal link. Delay to 

reinforcement have been used to punish behaviour (Leitenberg, 1965) and the inclusion of 

punishment can increase the choice sensitivity (de Villiers, 1980). Finally, the provision of 

the terminal-end stimulus could act as surrogate incorrect feedback when participants did not 

receive any reinforcement during the terminal. It is likely that all these factors contributed to 

the observed increase in the degree of control of choice preference by conditional probability. 

 

The effect of conditional probability on choice is also consistent with the findings of 

Boutros and colleagues (2011), where the arrangement of a strictly alternating reinforcer 

sequence similarly influenced choice. Furthermore, this result also agrees with the parametric 

evaluation by Krägeloh and colleagues (2005) demonstrating how the conditional probability 

of reinforcers can control choice.  

 

However, given that the current experiment used a concurrent-chains procedure, and 

that the terminal-start stimuli have been suggested to control behaviour in the initial link, 

there is the distinct possibility that the terminal-start stimulus came to signal the source of the 

next reinforcer. So, it could be the case that the current result demonstrates the control of 

choice preference by conditional reinforcers rather than by direct reinforcement. Previous 

studies have shown that conditional reinforcers may control behaviour in a manner consistent 

with the same signpost mechanism as proposed by the signalling account of reinforcement 

(Boutros, Davison, et al., 2011; Davison & Baum, 2006, 2010). 

 

Regardless of whether the results are due to direct or conditional reinforcers, they are 

irreconcilable with the predictions derived from the traditional strengthening description of 

reinforcement. Instead, the results agree with the predictions from the signalling account of 

reinforcement, where both conditional and direct reinforcers act as signposts signalling which 

action to select under the current environmental contingencies to obtain further reinforcers 

(Cowie & Davison, 2016; Shahan, 2010). 
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5.6.2Terminal-Start stimulus as a Conditional Reinforcer 

To determine whether the behavioural results were due to the terminal-start stimuli 

functioning as conditional reinforcers or via the delivery of the direct reinforcer, we 

examined the ERP evoked by the terminal-start stimuli. The presentation of stimuli signalling 

the terminal link contingencies are in effect have been suggested to control choice in the 

initial link via conditional reinforcement. However, there are a number of competing theories 

regarding the precise mechanism of conditional reinforcement for the concurrent-chains 

procedure (Grace, 1994; Mazur, 2001; Squires & Fantino, 1971) .These models were 

developed within the traditional strengthening framework of reinforcement. Under the 

signalling account, conditional reinforcers control behaviour via the same mechanism as 

direct reinforcement: by acting as discriminative stimuli, signposting the current 

environmental contingencies (Boutros, Davison, et al., 2011; Davison & Baum, 2006). So, 

under the signalling account, the presentation of the terminal-start stimulus in a concurrent-

chains procedure would control behaviour if a discernible contingency exists, predicting the 

environmental contingencies. If the ERP evoked by the terminal-start stimulus is related to 

conditional reinforcement and if the signalling account is accurate then the terminal-start ERP 

should be modulated by conditional probability.  

 

The results were consistent with the suggestion that the terminal-start stimulus was a 

conditional reinforcer with the LPP amplitudes modulated by the conditional probability of 

reinforcement. This is consistent with the finding that antecedent stimuli which predict 

subsequent outcomes evoke similar ERP to the predicted outcome (Holroyd et al., 2011; 

Pornpattananangkul & Nusslock, 2015; Thomas et al., 2013) . Holroyd and colleagues (2011) 

arranged a passive task where participants observed sequences of two stimuli. The first 

stimulus was the antecedent and predicted the second stimulus with 80% accuracy, with the 

second stimulus signifying whether the participant had been rewarded or not. When the 

antecedent stimulus predicted subsequent reward, it evoked an ERP similar to the reward 

ERP. Additionally, the reward ERP was attenuated when it was correctly predicted by the 

antecedent. The current results extend this observation, showing that the effect of conditional 

probability also transfers to the antecedent stimulus. However, Holroyd and colleagues only 

focused on the FN time window, whereas the current result showed modulation in the LPP. 

The LPP modulation is consistent with the findings of Luque and colleagues (2015) where 
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antecedent stimulus LPP was modulated by the magnitude of the value it predicted. 

Additionally, Recent research has suggested that the LPP is related to the evaluation of the 

subjective value of an outcome (Massi & Luhmann, 2015), and Chapter Three also found that 

the LPP was sensitive to contingency and contingency degradation. The current results add to 

the literature by indicating that LPP may be related to conditional reinforcement. 

 

The modulation of the terminal-start ERP by conditional probability extends the 

findings of Chapter Four where it was first demonstrated that direct reinforcement evoked 

potentials can be modulated by conditional probability. However, in Chapter Four, the FN 

and P300 were also affected by conditional probability. This discordance in results could be 

due to differences between conditional and direct reinforcement, where the reinforcers have 

an intrinsic value compared to the terminal-start stimuli. This seems unlikely to have caused 

the differences as it is unclear why magnitude would have a differential effect on the neural 

activity related conditional probability. Alternatively, differences in the contextual stimuli 

may have resulted in the apparent disagreement between the current results and Chapter Four. 

In the current experiment, while the terminal-start stimulus did come to signal the source of 

the next reinforcer, this signal may not be as definitive as the one from the reinforcers in 

Chapter Four. Participants may use the terminal-start stimulus to infer the source of the next 

reinforcer and then use the delivery/absence of reinforcement to confirm/reject this inference; 

whereas in Chapter Four, reinforcers were both the conditional probability signal and the 

confirmation, with no explicit stimulus which could be used as incorrect feedback.  

 

5.6.3 Terminal-end stimulus as Conditional Incorrect Feedback 

The terminal-start stimulus analysis suggested that the participants may have utilised 

the Terminal-end stimulus as surrogate incorrect feedback. We assessed this suggestion by 

examining whether the validity of the participants’ terminal selection modulated the ERP 

amplitude evoked by the terminal-end stimulus. The results indicated that both the FN and 

the LPP evoked by the Terminal-end stimulus were affected by the validity of participants’ 

terminal link selection, with incorrect terminals having more positive amplitudes. This 

finding is consistent with previous research showing that an antecedent stimulus attenuates 
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the amplitude of subsequent feedback when the antecedent predicts the feedback (Doñamayor 

et al., 2012; Holroyd et al., 2011; Potts et al., 2011; Threadgill & Gable, 2016). 

 

The effect of choice validity on the FN and LPP evoked by the terminal-end stimulus 

suggests that these components are related to the information-theoretic concept of 

contingency processing (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014). In the case of the current experiment, 

when participants select the correct terminal link, they obtain reinforcement which signals the 

correct selection. The preceding reinforcer makes the terminal-end stimulus redundant in 

terms of signalling choice validity as it does not provide any additional pertinent information. 

This interpretation is consistent with previous research showing that discriminative stimuli 

only function as conditional reinforcers when they signal additional task-relevant information 

(Boutros et al., 2009; Boutros, Davison, et al., 2011). 

 

5.6.4 Reinforcer regression ERP 

The development of the terminal-start stimulus into a conditional reinforcer was 

predicted by the signalling account of reinforcement, as stimuli with discriminative properties 

about how to obtain more reinforcers, may control behaviour in the same fashion as 

reinforcers. According to the information-theoretic account of contingency, it is the temporal 

contingencies between stimuli, behaviour, and consequences that an agent uses to guide their 

future actions, rather than by some intrinsic property of the outcomes. So, the temporal 

contingency theory would predict that the terminal start stimuli would come to control 

behaviour as they have a similar predictive value as the reinforcer delivery itself. 

Additionally, once the terminal-start stimulus controls behaviour, the presentation of a 

reinforcer would no longer reduce the uncertainty about which alternative to choose in the 

subsequent initial link. This led us to predict that if the reinforcer-evoked potential was a 

correlate of contingency processing, it would be invariant with respect to the conditional 

probability of reinforcement in this concurrent-chains procedure. Instead, the reinforcer 

would signal the validity of the participant’s choice and subsequent planned course of action. 
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The results of the regression decomposition showed that reinforcer-evoked potentials 

were related to subsequent post-reinforcer changes in response rate. This is consistent with 

the signalling account of reinforcement, as the probability of obtaining a second reinforcer 

within a terminal link was very low. This meant that the delivery of a reinforcer signalled a 

low probability of further reinforcement within the terminal link. The within terminal 

response rate analysis demonstrated that participants were able to discriminate this signal as 

indicated by their reduced their response rate after reinforcement. Similar reductions in 

response rate after reinforcement are well documented, occurring both within both Fixed 

Interval and Fixed Ratio schedules (Cowie & Davison, 2016; Schneider, 1969). 

 

 However, the direction of the relationship differs from the effect of conditional 

probability on reinforcer ERP observed in Chapter Four, the relationship between stay-

preference and the FN found in Chapter Two, and from previous research (Cohen & 

Ranganath, 2007; Sallet et al., 2013). In these studies, the signal to change behaviour 

resulted, in a more negative amplitude FN, whereas in the current study, an increase in post-

reinforcer response rate was associated with more negative amplitudes. One potential 

explanation for the discordant results is the nature of the behavioural change in the current 

experiment. The decision to increase/decrease responding is qualitatively different from 

choosing between different alternatives. This difference in choice may require different 

neural mechanisms and therefore result in a different ERP modulation. 

 

The observed relationship between reinforcer rERP and change in post-reinforcer 

response rate is not predicted by the two predominant theories of the FN: the Reinforcement 

Learning error related negativity account (Holroyd & Coles, 2002) and the Predicted-

Outcome-response model (Alexander & Brown, 2011). These models are based on discrete 

trial data and have not been generalised to the free operant procedure used in the current 

experiment. Such a generalisation is very difficult as these models are derived from value-

based Reinforcement Learning (Mongillo et al., 2014). Within the revised Reinforcement 

Learning account and the Predicted-outcome-response model of the FN, rewards should 

always increase subsequent behaviour when they are better than expected. However, in the 

current experiment reinforcers decreased subsequent response rates.  
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An alternative account of the FN suggests that the amplitude is related to the utility of 

the feedback (Arbel et al., 2014). More useful feedback results in a more negative FN. When 

applied to the current experiment, this would suggest that reinforcers which were followed by 

a decrease in response rate held less utility than those that were followed by an increase in 

response rate. This is unlikely as the reinforcer was predictive of a subsequent decrease in the 

probability of further within-terminal reinforcer deliveries, so reducing response rates would 

result in a more efficient collection of reinforcers. Taken together, only the signalling account 

of reinforcement combined with the information-theoretic concept of contingency predicts 

the precise pattern of results observed in the current experiment. 

 

This experiment was the first application of a free-operant choice procedure within 

the context of feedback-ERP research, providing the first demonstration that the LPP 

amplitudes evoked by conditional reinforcers are modulated by the conditional probability 

reinforcement. Moreover, the joint predictions of the signalling account of reinforcement and 

the Information theoretic model of contingency were supported by the results with reinforcer 

rERP related to non-redundant signals about the current reinforcement contingencies. These 

findings are irreconcilable with the traditional strengthening theory of reinforcement. 

Additionally, the study underlines the utility of the concepts and procedures from the 

experimental analysis of behaviour for the theoretical development of novel explanations for 

determinates of feedback evoked potentials. 

 

5.7 Supplementary Material 

5.7.1 Terminal link response rate Model and Parameters 

For each participant, 𝑝,and for each terminal link, 𝑡,the number of responses, 𝑦𝑖,𝑝 , 

was modelled as a random draw from a Poisson distribution: 

𝑦𝑝,𝑡 ~ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛( 𝜆𝑝 × 𝑇𝑝,𝑡) 

where 𝜆𝑝 estimates the response rate per second of a participant and 𝑇𝑝,𝑖 is the total time in 

seconds for the interval in a terminal link. The model had 1 predictor denoted by 𝑥chon,p , 
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which represented the interval chronology, specifically whether it occurred before or after a 

reinforcer. Each participant’s performance was modelled by the linear combination of the 

individual baseline and predictor: 

𝜇𝑝 = 𝛽0,𝑝 +  𝛽Chron,p 𝑥Chron,p  

𝛽0,𝑝 estimated the baseline response rate of participant, 𝑝, and 𝛽Chon,p measured the main 

effect interval chronology on response rate. The estimate was converted to response rate of 

stay response using the standard exponential function: 

𝜆𝑝 =  exp ( 𝜇𝑝) 

The 𝛽𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑛 coefficients were constrained to sum to zero. Each participant was assumed to be 

mutually representative of an underlying group tendency, and so to represent this, the 𝛽𝑥,𝑝 

coefficients’ priors were: 

𝛽0,𝑝 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽0, 𝜎0−𝑝) 

𝛽Chon,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Chron,  𝜎𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑛−𝑝) 

 

where 𝛽𝑥 estimate the group tendencies for each predictor. 𝛽0 was given a normal prior, 

centred on the log overall response rate. The other 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were zero centred: 

𝛽0 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (log (
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝

𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
) , 𝜎0) 

𝛽Chron ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑛) 

 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The standard deviation 

parameters were given the prior: 

𝜎𝑥 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎( 1.64, 0.32) 

which is considered diffuse given the log scale of the data as per the recommendations of 

Kruschke (2015a). All the priors were chosen to be vague so that they would have a 

negligible impact on the posterior distribution.  
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5.7.2 Proportion non-RFT terminal links per inter-reinforcer interval Model and 

Parameters 

For each participant, 𝑝,  and for each inter-reinforcer interval, 𝑖 ,the number of non-

reinforced terminal links, 𝑦𝑖,𝑝 , was modelled as a random draw from a binomial distribution: 

𝑦𝑝,𝑖 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙( 𝜃𝑝, 𝑁𝑝,𝑖) 

where 𝜃𝑝 estimates the probability of a participant choosing a non-reinforced terminal and 

𝑁𝑝,𝑖 is the total number of terminal links in the inter-reinforcer interval. The model had 2 

predictors. The reinforcer signal predictor was categorical and was denoted by 𝑥Sig,p. It had 

two unique types of elements, the stay-on-the-same signal, represented as 1 and switch-to-

the-other signal, which was coded by 2. The other predictor was the number of reinforcers 

obtained, was quantitative, and was represented by 𝑥Rfts,𝑝.  

 

 Each participant’s performance was modelled by the linear combination of the 

individual predictors: 

𝜆𝑝 = 𝛽0,𝑝 +  𝛽Sig,p 𝑥Sig,p  +  𝛽Rfts,p × 𝑥Rfts,p 

𝛽0,𝑝 estimated the baseline probability of participant, 𝑝, choosing a non-reinforced 

terminal, 𝛽𝑆𝑖𝑔,𝑝 estimates the main effect of what the reinforcer signalled (conditional 

probability), and 𝛽Rfts,p measured the degree to which the number of reinforcers obtained 

affected their probability of choosing a non-reinforced terminal . The choice preference 

estimate was converted to a probability of stay response using the standard logistic function: 

𝜃𝑝 =  1  (1 + exp ( −𝜆𝑝)⁄ ) 

The 𝛽𝑆𝑖𝑔 coefficients were constrained to sum to zero. Each participant was assumed to be 

mutually representative of an underlying group tendency, and so to represent this, the 𝛽𝑥,𝑝 

coefficients’ priors were: 

𝛽0,𝑝 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽0, 𝜎0−𝑝) 

𝛽Sig,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Sig,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑔−𝑝) 

𝛽Rfts,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Rfts,  𝜎𝑅𝑓𝑡𝑠−𝑝) 
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where 𝛽𝑥 estimate the group tendencies for each predictor. 𝛽0 was given a normal prior, 

centred on the log odds of non-reinforced terminal. The other 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were zero 

centred: 

𝛽0 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(log(𝑛𝑜𝑛𝑅𝐹𝑇 / 𝑅𝐹𝑇) , 𝜎0) 

𝛽Sig ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡) 

𝛽Rfts ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑅𝑓𝑡𝑠) 

 

 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The standard deviation 

parameters were given the prior: 

𝜎𝑥 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎( 1.64, 0.32) 

which is considered diffuse given the log scale of the data as per the recommendations of 

Kruschke (2015a). All the priors were chosen to be vague so that they would have a 

negligible impact on the posterior distribution.  

 

5.7.3 Proportion stay responses Model and Parameters 

For each participant, 𝑝, and for each initial link, 𝑖 ,the number of responses to the just-

reinforced alternative (stay), 𝑦𝑖,𝑝 was modelled as a random draw from a binomial 

distribution: 

𝑦𝑝,𝑖 ~ 𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙( 𝜃𝑝, 𝑁𝑝,𝑖) 

where 𝜃𝑝 estimates the probability of a participant making a stay response and 𝑁𝑝,𝑖 is the total 

number of responses made in a particular initial link. The model had 3 predictors. All 

predictors were categorical and were represented as a list of indices, where each element 

represented a particular category of the predictor. For instance, the reinforcer signal predictor 

was denoted by 𝑥Sig and had two unique types of elements, the stay-on-the-same signal, 

represented as 1 and switch-to-the-other signal, which was coded by 2. The side of the 

alternative also had two types of elements and was represented by 𝑥Side, and the interaction of 
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signal and side was designated by 𝑥SxS with 4 elements, each element coding a combination 

of signal and side.  

 

 Each participant’s choices were modelled by the linear combination of the individual 

predictors: 

𝜆𝑝 = 𝛽0,𝑝 +  𝛽Sig,p 𝑥Sig,p  +  𝛽Side,p𝑥Side,p +  𝛽SxS,p𝑥SxS,p 

𝛽0,𝑝 estimated the baseline probability of participant, 𝑝, responding to the stay 

alternative, 𝛽𝑆𝑖𝑔,𝑝 estimates the main effect of what the reinforcer signalled (conditional 

probability), and 𝛽Side,p measured the main effect of the presentation side of an alternative. 

The interaction between signal and side order was estimated by 𝛽SxS,p . The choice preference 

estimate was converted to a probability of stay response using the standard logistic function: 

𝜔𝑝 =  1  (1 + exp ( −𝜆𝑝)⁄ ) 

with the dispersion of initial link choice modelled as: 

𝜃𝑝 ~ 𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎( 𝜔𝑝 (𝜅𝑝 − 2) + 1, (1 − 𝜔𝑝)(𝜅𝑝 − 2) + 1) 

where 𝜅 estimates the spread of initial choice within each condition, with a prior: 

𝜅𝑝 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎(0.01, 0.01) 

 and is considered to be a diffuse gamma prior, with a mean of 1 and a standard deviation of 

10 (Kruschke, 2015a). 

 

The 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were constrained to sum to zero, with the interaction coefficient 

elements summing to zero across both signal and side. Each participant was assumed to be 

mutually representative of an underlying group tendency, and so to represent this, the 𝛽𝑥,𝑝 

coefficients’ priors were: 

𝛽0,𝑝 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽0, 𝜎0−𝑝) 

𝛽Sig,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Sig,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑔−𝑝) 

𝛽Side,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽Side,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒−𝑝) 
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𝛽SxS,p ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝛽SxS,  𝜎𝑆𝑥𝑆−𝑝) 

where 𝛽𝑥 estimate the group tendencies for each predictor. 𝛽0 was given a normal prior, 

centred on the log odds of stay responses. The other 𝛽𝑥 coefficients were zero centred: 

𝛽0 ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(log( 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦 𝑠𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ⁄ ) , 𝜎0) 

𝛽Sig ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑔) 

𝛽Side ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝑆𝑖𝑑𝑒) 

𝛽SxS ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(0,  𝜎𝐶𝑥𝑆)  

 

where 𝜎 is the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The standard deviation 

parameters were given the prior: 

𝜎𝑥 ~ 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑎( 1.64, 0.32) 

which is considered diffuse given the log scale of the data as per the recommendations of 

Kruschke (2015a). All the priors were chosen to be vague so that they would have a 

negligible impact on the posterior distribution.  

 

5.7.4 EEG Categorical Predictor Model and Parameters 

Three separate analyses were conducted for the FN, P300, and LPP time windows. 

The ERP data were the mean amplitude at FCz, Cz, and Pz. For each participant, the mean 

amplitude was calculated for each level of each predictor. For the terminal start and terminal 

end stimuli, the predictors were conditional probability (stay, shift signal) and choice validity 

(wrong, correct terminal selected). For the reinforcer rERPs, the predictors were conditional 

probability and the physical side of the terminal link (left, right). The amplitudes at each 

electrode of interest, �⃗�, were modelled by a multivariate normal distribution: 

 

y⃗⃗ ~ Multivariate Normal(μ⃗⃗ , Σ) 
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where �⃗� represents the mean electrode amplitudes and 𝚺 estimates the electrodes’ covariance 

matrix. The model had four predictors. Each predictor was categorical and was represented as 

a vector with each element coding for a particular category of the predictor. For example, the 

conditional probability predictor was a denoted by 𝑥𝑆𝑖𝑔⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  and had two elements, [0, 1] coding 

for stay and [1, 0] for shift signalling reinforcers. The second predictor was similarly coded 

by 𝑥𝑆𝑒𝑐⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  with two elements, representing the wrong and correct terminal selection for the 

terminal start and terminal end stimuli, and left or right for the reinforcer rERP analysis. 𝑥SxS⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

represented the interaction of conditional probability and the second predictor. It had four 

elements, where each element coded for a combination of conditional probability and the 

second predictor. The final predictor was 𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗, with 24 elements each of which represented a 

particular participant. 

 

The standard multivariate general linear model was fitted to the mean amplitudes of 

the electrodes of interests. A weighted combination of parameters was calculated using the 

following equation: 

 

�⃗� =  𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ + 𝛃𝐬𝐢𝐠𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑔⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐬𝐞𝐜𝑥𝒔𝒆𝒄⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  + 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐒𝑥SxS⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ +  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭𝑥𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ 

 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ estimated the baseline mean of the electrode amplitudes, 𝛃𝐬𝐢𝐠 measured the main effect 

due to conditional probability, and the main effect the second predictor was estimated by 

𝛃𝐬𝐞𝐜. The interaction between conditional probability and the second predictor was modelled 

with 𝛃𝐒𝐱𝐒, with  𝛃𝐩𝐚𝐫𝐭 estimating the differences between participants. The beta matrices’ 

columns modelled a particular level of the factor, and each row represented an electrode of 

interest. Within each row, the parameters were constrained to sum to zero. The most 

important parameters for our analyses were the magnitude of the beta values for each factor 

and interaction.  

 

I applied diffuse priors to all parameters so that they would have little effect on the posterior. 

All elements of each 𝛃𝐱 were modelled with a normal distribution: 
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𝛽0 [𝑖]
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎0[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

𝜷𝒔𝒊𝒈 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑠𝑖𝑔[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒔𝒆𝒄 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑠𝑒𝑐[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ )  

𝜷𝑺𝒙𝑺 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑆𝑥𝑆[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

𝜷𝒑𝒂𝒓𝒕 [𝑖,𝑗]~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ) 

 

with mean zero and a standard deviation drawn from 𝜎𝑥[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ gamma(2, .1) as per (Chung, 

Rabe−Hesketh, Dorie, Gelman, & Liu, 2013). The electrode covariance matrix modelled by 

decomposing it into a standard deviation vector and a correlation matrix: 

 

𝚺 = diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) 𝛀 diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗)  

 

where diagonal (σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) is a matrix with σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ on diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. The 

correlation matrix was sampled from 𝛀 ~ LKJ(4), and each element of the standard deviation 

vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy(0, 2.5) prior, as per recommendations in the Stan reference 

manual (Stan Development Team, 2016). 

 

 

5.7.5 rERP Slope Model and Parameters 

Three separate analyses were conducted for the FN, P300, and LPP time windows. 

The rERP data were the mean amplitude at FCz, Cz, and Pz. For each participant, the mean 

amplitude was calculated for the slope rERP. The slope rERP was the EEG signal related to a 

subsequent change in response rate after the delivery of a reinforcer, measured by the log10 

difference in pre and post-reinforcer response rate. Response rates were estimated using the 
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mean of a Gamma-Poisson process posterior, where the gamma prior had a shape of 0.1 and a 

rate of 0.1, to have a minimal impact on the posterior mean estimate. The amplitudes at each 

electrode of interest, �⃗�, were modelled by a multivariate normal distribution: 

 

y⃗⃗ ~ Multivariate Normal(β0
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  , Σ) 

 

𝛽0
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ estimated the baseline mean of the electrode amplitudes, most important parameters for 

our analyses were the magnitude of the beta value. I applied diffuse priors to all parameters 

so that they would have little effect on the posterior. 𝛽0 
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ was modelled with a normal 

distribution: 

 

𝛽0 [𝑖]
⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗ ~ 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙 (0 , 𝜎0[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗  ) 

 

with mean zero and a standard deviation drawn from 𝜎𝑥[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ gamma(2, .1) as per (Chung, 

Rabe−Hesketh, Dorie, Gelman, & Liu, 2013). The electrode covariance matrix modelled by 

decomposing it into a standard deviation vector and a correlation matrix: 

 

𝚺 = diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) 𝛀 diagonal(σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗)  

 

where diagonal (σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗) is a matrix with σ𝑦⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ on diagonal elements and zeros elsewhere. The 

correlation matrix was sampled from 𝛀 ~ LKJ(4), and each element of the standard deviation 

vector was given a σ𝑦[𝑖]⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗ ~ Cauchy(0, 2.5) prior, as per recommendations in the Stan reference 

manual (Stan Development Team, 2016). 
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Chapter 6: General Discussion  

6.1 Summary of Results  

This thesis consisted of four experiments investigating the predictions made by the 

strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement by examining reinforcer and 

feedback-evoked potentials. The traditional strengthening account proposes that reinforcers 

work by increasing the probability of the preceding behaviour, with temporal contiguity 

between the behaviour and the reinforcer the main factor (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). 

By contrast, the signalling theory suggests that reinforcers guide behaviour by their 

discriminative properties, acting as signposts for the current environmental contingencies 

(Cowie & Davison, 2016; Davison & Baum, 2006; Shahan, 2010). The critical difference 

between these theories occurs when the environmental contingencies are such that the 

delivery of a reinforcer predicts a change in the environment, such as a decrease in the 

probability of reinforcement or that a different alternative will provide the next reinforcer. In 

these scenarios, the signalling and strengthening predictions diverge, with strengthening 

suggesting that the reinforcer should increase behaviour, whereas signalling predicts a 

decrease in behaviour and a shift in choice preference away from the just-reinforced 

alternative. In the effort to disentangle these theories, I recorded the event-related potentials 

evoked by reinforcement. These neural correlates were used to constrain the potential 

mechanisms responsible for reinforcement. Chapter Two established the reward stimulus as a 

reinforcer according to the strengthening definition and quantified a within-subject 

relationship between stay preference (the log odds of staying-on-the alternative compared to 

the switching-to-the-other alternative) and the Feedback Negativity (FN). Chapter Three 

provided the first demonstration that contingency and its degradation modulate the FN, P300 

and the Late Positive Potential (LPP) evoked by reinforcers. This is not predicted by the 

strengthening account of reinforcement as only temporal contiguity is required for 

reinforcement within this framework. Chapter Four directly assessed the competing theories 

of reinforcement by arranging reinforcers according to a probabilistic sequence. This meant 

that the source of the next reinforcer was predictable from the sources of the last two 

reinforcers. Results were consistent with the signalling account of reinforcement and 

disagreed with the strengthening theory. Furthermore, none of the major theories of the FN 

correctly predicted its modulation with respect to what the reinforcer signalled. Chapter Five 

extended the results from Chapter Four and Chapter Three by assessing the joint predictions 

of the information-theoretic concept of contingency and the signalling account. A free-
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operant concurrent-chains procedure was used to assess the effects of conditional probability 

on both direct and conditional reinforcement. The results confirmed these joint predictions 

and were irreconcilable with the strengthening account of reinforcement. Likewise, with 

Chapter Four, the ERP results were well described by the signalling and temporal 

contingency theories. 

 

In Chapter Two I endeavoured to quantify the relationship between choice and 

reinforcer-evoked potentials. Previous research, using a two-alternative choice procedure, had 

shown that when participants switched alternatives the FN evoked by the previous trial 

feedback was more negative (Cohen & Ranganath, 2007). This result hinted at a relationship 

between choice and the FN, but the precise nature of this relationship was yet to be 

determined. A between-subject correlation was found relating the difference between the FN 

evoked by rewards and losses to a signal detection measure of choice preference (Bress & 

Hajcak, 2013). However, this relationship was only apparent with the post hoc exclusion of a 

subset of participants whose preference opposed the reinforcer ratio. I extended these 

findings by establishing a within-subject linear relationship between stay preference and the 

FN, with more stay-preference indicative of a more positive FN. This relationship is more 

easily explained by the signalling account of reinforcement. Under the signalling account 

participants’ stay preference may be indicative of their inference about what the reinforcer 

signals about the current environmental contingencies. The FN would then be related to this 

inferential process, thereby establishing the observed relationship between choice and the FN. 

This account is similar to the explanation of superstitious behaviour according to the 

signalling theory of reinforcement. By contrast, the stay preference FN relationship is 

difficult to reconcile with the strengthening account. In order to be consistent with the 

strengthening account, reinforcers would have to vary in their subjective value to produce the 

within-subject changes in stay preference. The modulation of the FN may then reflect the 

changes in the subjective value of reinforcers. This explanation is problematic, as it seems 

unlikely that the subjective value of reinforcers would vary within subject, given the short 

time frame of the experiment and the identical low nominal value of 10 NZ cents for each 

reinforcer.  
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An ancillary result of Chapter Two was that differences between non−contingent 

events of no value and reinforcers were found for both the FN and P300 time windows. The 

existence of a difference between events and reinforcers had been previously reported 

(Holroyd et al., 2008). However, the direction of the difference reported by Holroyd and 

colleagues was opposite to the results of Chapter Two, where the FN was more negative for 

reinforcers compared to events. Interpretation of the FN and P300 modulation by events and 

reinforcers was limited as these stimuli differed in terms of both value and contingency.  

 

Chapter Three was conducted, in part, as a follow-up study to disentangle the relative 

contributions of value and contingency to the difference between reinforcer and event 

stimulus observed in Chapter Two. The information-theoretic definition of contingency 

(Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014) was applied to investigate the effect of contingency and its 

degradation on choice and reinforcer-evoked potentials. This definition quantifies the 

contingency between events, either behaviour or stimuli, as the degree to which one event 

reduces the uncertainty of another. For example, the sudden recession of the sea level reduces 

the uncertainty about the occurrence of a tsunami. Prior research has shown that manipulating 

contingency affects behaviour in both animals and humans (Allan, 1993; Balleine & 

Dickinson, 1998; Hammond, 1980); with previous studies using fMRI to assess the brain 

regions involved in the processing of contingency (Liljeholm et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 

2008). fMRI has a temporal resolution on the order of seconds, meaning that the precise 

temporal aspects of contingency processing were yet to be determined. Chapter Three 

provided the first demonstration that contingency and its degradation modulate the FN, P300, 

and the LPP evoked by reinforcers. This was important as contingency is a fundamental 

component of the signalling theory of reinforcement. 

 

While Chapter Three focused on establishing the effect of contingency on reinforcer-

evoked potentials, Chapter Four further investigated the relationship between choice and 

reinforcer-evoked potentials. The suggestion that the stay preference-FN relationship, 

established in Chapter Two, was indicative of a signalling process was tested. Furthermore, 

Chapter Four directly assessed the predictions of the strengthening and signalling accounts of 

reinforcement by arranging a probabilistic sequence of reinforcers. The sequence was 

constructed such that the next reinforcer was predictable from the sources of the last two 
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reinforcers. Similar procedures have been arranged in the experimental analysis of behaviour 

(Boutros, Elliffe, et al., 2011). Boutros and colleagues used a two-alternative choice 

procedure which arranged a strictly alternating sequence of reinforcers. Post-reinforcer 

choice was not biased toward the just-reinforced alternative; instead, subjects favoured the 

alternative consistent with the arranged sequence. The results of Chapter Four showed that 

both choice preference and reinforcer-evoked potentials were affected by the conditional 

probability of reinforcement. Participants’ were more likely to continue selecting the just-

productive alternative when a repeat reinforcer was signalled. The FN, P300, and LPP were 

more positive when the evoking reinforcer signalled to stay compared to when it signalled to 

shift alternatives, providing the first demonstration of the effect of conditional probability on 

reinforcer-evoked potentials. The modulation of the FN by conditional probability was 

especially interesting, as this pattern of results conflicts with all the major theories explaining 

the FN (Alexander & Brown, 2011; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Mushtaq et al., 2016). By 

contrast, the result coincides with the suggestion that the FN amplitude may be related to an 

inferential process as suggested by Sallet, Camille, and Procyk (2013) and in Chapter Two.  

 

Chapter Five extended the results from Chapters Three and Four by assessing the joint 

predictions of the information-theoretic concept of contingency and the signalling account. A 

free-operant concurrent-chains procedure was used to assess the effects of conditional 

probability on both direct and conditional reinforcement. To our knowledge, this experiment 

was the first investigation to use a free-operant procedure to investigate feedback-related 

potentials. Similar to Chapter Four, a sequence of reinforcers was arranged. However, the 

sequence was deterministic, with a repeating pattern of two reinforcers on the left alternative 

followed by two on the right. According to the signalling account of conditional 

reinforcement, participants should adapt their choice preference corresponding to the 

conditional probability of reinforcement. If the terminal-start stimuli did function as 

conditional reinforcers, their ERP should be affected by the conditional probability of 

reinforcement. Furthermore, if the effect of conditional probability on reinforcer-evoked 

potentials was related to contingency processing, and if the terminal-start stimuli acted as 

conditional reinforcers, then according to the information-theoretic concept of temporal 

contingency, the reinforcer ERP would not be affected by the conditional probability of 

reinforcement. The behavioural results were consistent with the predictions of the signalling 

account, with participants reducing their terminal-link response rates after reinforcer delivery 
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and adapting their choice preference in accordance with the deterministic sequence. 

Furthermore, the ERP results indicated that the LPP component evoked by conditional 

reinforcers was modulated by conditional probability. A regression decomposition of 

reinforcer evoked potentials also confirmed the predictions of the temporal contingency 

theory with FN and LPP amplitudes related to post-reinforcer changes in response rates, 

while being invariant to the conditional probability of reinforcement.  

 

Together, Chapters Four and Five demonstrated that none of the predominant theories 

of the FN were consistent with the observed modulation of conditional probability and the 

relationship to post-reinforcer response changes. The strengthening theory of reinforcement 

was irreconcilable with both the effect of conditional probability on choice preference, as 

well as with the post-reinforcer response rate decrease observed in Chapter Five. 

 

Although the results presented in this thesis favour the signalling account of 

reinforcement, these studies do not logically preclude the possibility that reinforcers could 

possess strengthening properties. Indeed, there is ample evidence consistent with 

strengthening that is not easily explained by signalling. For example, the gradual acquisition 

of learning sets (Harlow, 1949) and information-integration tasks in human category learning 

(Ashby & Maddox, 2005) is well described by strengthening. Furthermore, the effect of non-

contingent delivery of reinforcers increasing resistance to change and rate of relapse is well 

described by reinforcers strengthening the relationship between stimulus context and 

reinforcers (Nevin & Grace, 2000; Podlesnik & Shahan, 2010). Moreover, the signalling 

account of reinforcement does not provide a straight forward explanation for resistance to 

change and relapse increasing with non-contingent reinforcement. So, reinforcers could have 

the dual functions of both signalling and strengthening, and the degree to which one function 

controls behaviour may then be dependent on the environmental context and type of task. 
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6.2 Signalling Implications  

6.2.1 Reinforcers and Behaviour  

Chapter two established that the reward stimulus was indeed a reinforcer according to 

the traditional definition (Skinner, 1938; Thorndike, 1911). That is to say, the reward ratio 

affected choice preference with greater preference for the more productive alternative. This 

result is consistent with a large body of work from the experimental analysis of behaviour, 

demonstrating that choice between two alternatives is well described by the generalised 

matching law (Davison & McCarthy, 1988). Chapter Two extended the generalised matching 

law with the inclusion of a multilevel hierarchical structure, enabling individual parameter 

estimates to mutually inform group sensitivity to reinforcement and bias parameters. These 

group parameters allow for the compact summary of the results, in addition to reducing the 

chance of the model overfitting the data (Kruschke, 2015a). With respect to the assessment of 

the strengthening and signalling accounts of reinforcement, the behavioural results of Chapter 

Two are equivocal, with both theories correctly predicting the observed outcomes. 

Nonetheless, establishing the reward stimulus as a reinforcer was crucial for the validity of 

the ensuing experiments. 

 

Chapter Three investigated the effect of contingency degradation on the acquisition of 

choice preference. Two acquisition contexts were arranged such that in one context non-

contingent rewards were delivered (gifts) in order to degrade the retrospective contingency 

between the reinforcer and response. There was insufficient evidence for an effect of the gifts 

on the acquisition of choice preference. The finding that choice-preference acquisition was 

not systematically disrupted by non-contingent reward extends the observations from 

Behavioral Momentum Theory (BMT), where steady-state choice preference is similarly not 

affected by disruption (Podlesnik et al., 2013). Consequently, this result is consistent with the 

strengthening of the stimulus-context reinforcer relation proposed by BMT. Alternatively, the 

gifts could be considered as increasing extraneous reinforcement (Herrnstein, 1970) as 

extraneous behaviours could be reinforced adventitiously in a similar manner to the 

superstition research (Skinner, 1948; Wagner & Morris, 1987). Under these circumstances, 

the constant-ratio rule (Luce, 1959) would predict that the preference between the two 

alternatives should be independent of reinforcement for extraneous behaviour, consistent with 

the findings in Chapter Three. However, the results of Chapter Three should be considered in 
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light of the fact that only one rate of gift presentation was assessed. It seems plausible that 

higher rates of gifts may result in a greater attenuation of contingency, thereby interfering 

with the acquisition of choice preference. This suggestion is based on previous research 

indicating that the absolute rate of reinforcement can affect choice preference (Alsop & 

Elliffe, 1988; Elliffe & Alsop, 1996). 

 

Additionally, Chapter Three demonstrated an effect of session order on preference, 

with attenuated preference in the second session regardless of the acquisition context. This 

could be considered consistent with the strengthening account of reinforcement. In the second 

session, the reinforcer ratio was reversed. Thus, if reinforcers strengthened choice preference 

in the first session, then the reinforcers in the second session may not cause as extreme 

preference due to the previous strengthening of the reversed reinforcer ratio in the initial 

session. Previous studies have shown that a prior session’s reinforcer ratio can affect 

subsequent choice preference (Hunter & Davison, 1985; Schofield & Davison, 1997). 

However, if the prior session reinforcer ratio was responsible for the attenuation of preference 

it begs the question as to why no such order effect was apparent in Chapter Two. An 

alternative explanation is that participants were less motivated in the second session.  

 

At first glance, the behavioural results of Chapter Three seem inconsistent with 

signalling, in that the provision of non-contingent rewards attenuates the strength of 

reinforcer-response retrospective contingency. With attenuated contingency, I might expect a 

concomitant attenuation of choice-preference acquisition as the weaker contingency would be 

harder to discriminate. However, Chapter Three used visually distinct stimuli to represent the 

gifts and the reinforcers. This distinction could result in the preservation of the retrospective 

reinforcer-response contingency, as gifts could be easily detected and categorised as separate 

from reinforcers. This suggestion is consistent with Killeen’s (1978) investigation showing 

that pigeons were unaffected by non-contingent reinforcement when they could correctly 

identify if they had caused the reinforcer to be delivered as opposed to when the reinforcer 

was dispatched by the experimental controller independent of behaviour.  
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In contrast to the mixed results of Chapter Three, Chapter Four provided definitive 

support for the signalling theory of reinforcement. A discrete-trial two-alternative choice 

procedure was implemented with reinforcers arranged in a probabilistic sequence. The 

arranged conditional probability of reinforcement resulted in a repeating probabilistic pattern 

of two reinforcers on the left followed by two on the right. In this scenario, the strengthening 

account of reinforcement predicts that the conditional probability of reinforcement should 

have no effect on choice preference, with reinforcers always strengthening the response they 

follow. Contrary to the strengthening prediction of invariance, the signalling theory of 

reinforcement predicts that participants’ choice preference would be guided by the 

probabilistic pattern, favouring the just-productive alternative when the probability of a 

repeat reinforcer was high, and be more likely to shift to the other alternative when there was 

a low probability of repeat reinforcement. The results of Chapter Four were consistent with 

the predictions of signalling as choice preference changed as a function of the conditional 

probability of reinforcement. Chapter Four translated and extended the results of Boutros, 

Elliffe, and Davison (2011). Boutros and colleagues used a two-alternative choice procedure 

which arranged a strictly alternating sequence of reinforcers. Post-reinforcer choice was not 

biased for the just-reinforced alternative; instead, subjects favoured the alternative consistent 

with the arranged sequence. Additionally, the signalling properties of reinforcement were 

consistent with a parametric analysis of the effect of conditional probability on choice 

preference (Krägeloh et al., 2005). Krägeloh and colleagues systematically varied the 

probability of a repeat reinforcer given the source of the last reinforcer. The results 

demonstrated that the subjects’ post-reinforcer preference was a function of the arranged 

conditional probability.Thus the results of Chapter Four add to the empirical evidence 

indicating the superiority of the signalling theory of reinforcement over the strengthening 

account. 

 

Chapter Five built on Chapter Four by extending the support for signalling to 

conditional reinforcement. A concurrent-chains procedure was implemented with a similar 

sequence of reinforcers as Chapter Four, with the exception that the sequence was 

deterministic rather than probabilistic. In this respect, Chapter Five was closer to the strictly 

alternating sequence arranged by Boutros, Elliffe, and Davison (2011). Additionally, the 

probability of further reinforcers drastically decreased after the initial delivery of a reinforcer 

in the terminal link. This post-reinforcer probability reduction meant that reinforcers in this 
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procedure also signalled that subsequent responding in the terminal had diminished returns. 

The behavioural results replicated Chapter Four, showing more stringent control of choice 

preference by the arranged conditional probability. Furthermore, participants showed a 

reduced response rate after reinforcement. This reduction in post-reinforcer response rate is 

irreconcilable with the strengthening account of reinforcement. The post-reinforcer reduction 

in response rate has been extensively reported in simple Fixed Interval schedules and Fixed 

Ratio schedules (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). The common denominator among these schedules 

is that the delivery of reinforcement signals the immediate reduction in the short-term 

probability of reinforcement. Moreover, this result broadly coincides with studies 

investigating the joint control of reinforcer signal and the passage of time (Cowie et al., 

2011). Cowie and colleagues arranged a two-alternative choice procedure where the 

reinforcer delivery from both alternatives signalled an initial high probability of the source of 

the next reinforcer from a particular alternative. Post-reinforcer choice preference favoured 

the signalled alternative and changed to the other alternative with the passage of time 

consistent with the arranged contingency. Similar results were observed with more 

complicated signal-time contingencies (Davison et al., 2013; Miranda-Dukoski et al., 2014). 

In sum, the observation of the post-reinforcer response-rate reduction confirmed the 

predictions of the signalling theory of reinforcement. 

 

In addition to the implications of the signalling account for applied behaviour analysis 

touched on by Cowie and Davison (Cowie & Davison, 2016), signalling may provide some 

insight to the development of mastery and performance goals (Dweck, 1986; Nicholls, 1984). 

Mastery goals focus on acquiring expertise and new knowledge, whereas performance goals 

focus on accomplishing a task with ambivalence towards improving one’s ability. These 

different approaches to a task could be related to the previous history of reinforcement. A 

history of reinforcers delivered at the completion of previous activities signals that continued 

engagement may not result in further reinforcement for some considerable time. This 

experience could potentially predispose people to focus on performance goals. Conversely, a 

history of reinforcement, where reinforcers are received during the active engagement in 

activities, signals the utility of continuous effort, biasing the adoption of mastery goals. 
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6.2.2 Reinforcers and ERP  

While the previous section focused on discussing the implications of the behavioural 

results for the strengthening and signalling theories of reinforcement, the current section 

focused on the ERP results. Chapter Two established a within-subject linear relationship 

between stay-preference and the FN. Previous research had established a between-subject 

correlation for a signal-detection measure of preference and the FN difference evoked by 

rewards compared to losses (Bress & Hajcak, 2013). Quantification of this relationship 

within-subject is important as the relationship can be completely attributed to variance within 

each participant or state variability. By contrast, the between-subject correlation observed by 

Bress and Hajcak could not determine the relative contributions of state and trait differences 

between the participants. As discussed previously the linear relationship between stay-

preference and the FN is more easily explained by the signalling account compared to the 

strengthening theory of reinforcement. This conjecture is supported by the investigation of 

feedback-related potentials in a five-alternative foraging experiment (Sallet et al., 2013). 

However, the stay-preference FN relationship is also broadly consistent with the revised 

Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity account (Holroyd & Coles, 2002, 2008) . 

This interpretation accounts for the relationship in that a more negative FN is suggested to 

represent a worse-than-expected outcome, and therefore would be expected to be associated 

with a higher likelihood of switching alternatives. Nonetheless, the signalling account seems 

to be a more apt description, as the framing of better or worse than expected seems 

problematic when the evoking event had the same nominal value throughout the experiment. 

 

In Chapter Three, I demonstrated that reinforcer-evoked potentials were affected by 

contingency and its degradation. This is important for the signalling theory of reinforcement 

as the relationship between events, as measured by contingency, is a fundamental necessity 

for a signal to accurately guide behaviour. By contrast, only temporal contiguity between 

behaviour and a reinforcer is necessary for reinforcement under the strengthening account. 

Thus, the modulation of reinforcer-evoked potentials by contingency favours the signalling 

account over the strengthening theory. 
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While the previous chapters’ ERP results provided tentative support for the signalling 

account of reinforcement, the results of Chapters Four and Five definitively support 

signalling over strengthening. Both studies used two-alternative choice procedures with a 

sequence of reinforcer deliveries such that reinforcers either signalled to stay-on-the-same 

alternative or shift-to-the-other alternative. Chapter Four provided the first direct 

demonstration that the discriminative properties of reinforcement modulated the FN, P300, 

and the LPP. No such modulation would be expected if the strengthening account of 

reinforcement was correct. Furthermore, all the predominant theories of the FN were unable 

to correctly predict the effect of the conditional probability of reinforcement (Alexander & 

Brown, 2011; Arbel et al., 2014; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Mushtaq et al., 2016). The revised 

Reinforcement Learning error-related negativity predicts invariance to conditional 

probability, both the predicted-response-outcome model and the affective priming hypothesis 

predicted the opposite of the results and the utility theory requires additional assumptions to 

be able to make a prediction. With respect to the P300, the context-updating hypothesis 

seems broadly consistent with the signalling account of reinforcement (Donchin & Coles, 

1988). Consequently, the results of Chapter Four highlight the utility of the signalling 

account for understanding both ERP and behaviour.  

 

In comparison to the focus on direct reinforcement in Chapter Four, Chapter Five 

investigated the effect of conditional probability with conditional reinforcement. A 

concurrent-chains procedure was arranged to assess conditional reinforcement as a choice 

preference in the initial links is generally thought to be maintained by the presentation of 

terminal link stimuli. These terminal-start stimuli act as conditional reinforcers (Catania, 

1980). A deterministic sequence of reinforcers was arranged with the same signalling 

properties as Chapter Four. The results of Chapter Five showed that direct reinforcer-evoked 

potentials were invariant to conditional probability, whereas the LPP evoked by conditional 

reinforcers (terminal-start stimuli) was modulated by conditional probability. This showcased 

the contextual effects of reinforcement and confirmed the joint predictions of contingency 

theory and signalling. The presentation of terminal link stimuli made the signalling properties 

of reinforcement redundant. This was associated with the invariance of the reinforcer-evoked 

potentials to conditional probability, consistent with the information-theoretic concept of 

contingency. The redundancy of the reinforcer with respect to signalling the source of the 

next reinforcer, meant that its presentation no longer reduced uncertainty. According to the 
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information-theoretic measure of contingency, this redundancy diminishes the strength to 

effectively zero. With no effective contingency, the reinforcer-evoked potentials were not 

expected to be modulated by conditional probability. Furthermore, a novel relationship 

between post-reinforcer changes in response rate and the FN and P300 was found via 

regression decomposition. This relationship further supported the signalling account as 

reinforcers in this procedure also signalled a sharp decrease in the probability of further 

reinforcement within the terminal link. 

 

Taken together, the results from this thesis suggest that reinforcer-evoked potentials 

are not just reflective of prediction errors, affective processing, or assessments of subjective 

value. They reflect contingency processing and an inferential process selecting the 

appropriate future behaviour, given what the reinforcer signals about the current 

environmental contingencies. However it is not the intention of the preceding discussion to 

suggest that reinforcer-evoked potentials exclusively reflect this inferential process, with 

many studies showing the FN, in particular, to be related to prediction errors (Bai et al., 2015; 

Cohen & Ranganath, 2007; Ichikawa et al., 2010). Nonetheless, the signalling account of 

reinforcement remains a viable explanatory framework, as noted by Gallistel, Krishan, Liu, 

Miller, and Latham (2014) , the observation of a neural correlate of prediction error need not 

entail that behaviour adapts through observation-expectation difference learning. 

 

The signalling account applied to reinforcement-evoked potentials may have 

implications for understanding symptoms of depression. Previous research has established 

that the FN is affected by depression or affective disorders (Santesso et al., 2012; Santesso, 

Steele, et al., 2008). The sensitivity of choice preference is also attenuated by depression 

(Pechtel, Dutra, Goetz, & Pizzagalli, 2013; Pizzagalli, Iosifescu, Hallett, Ratner, & Fava, 

2008; Pizzagalli, Jahn, & O’Shea, 2005). Another symptom of depression is the impaired 

ability to imagine the future (Addis, Hach, & Tippett, 2016; Hach, Tippett, & Addis, 2014; 

King, MacDougall, Ferris, Herdman, & McKinnon, 2011). If reinforcement is an inductive 

inferential process as suggested by the signalling account, with reinforcer-evoked potentials 

reflecting this induction, perhaps the impairment of imagining the future is a manifestation of 

maladaptive inferential processing. 
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6.3 Future directions  

The successful integration of procedures from the experimental analysis of behaviour 

with cognitive electrophysiology opens up a multitude of possibilities for future research. The 

present thesis focused on the predictions of two competing theories of reinforcement, using 

the predominant analysis technique of event-related potentials to measure neural correlates of 

reinforcement. The ERP provided an additional measure helping constrain the potential 

mechanisms of reinforcement. However, ERP are not the only type of analysis available for 

EEG. An alternative approach is time-frequency analysis, which decomposes the EEG signal 

into independent sinusoidal oscillations using a moving window to characterise changes in 

the relative contributions of each oscillation over time (Cohen, 2014). Each oscillation is 

described by its amplitude and its phase and has been suggested to be related to oscillatory 

neuronal activity observed in invasive electrophysiology when measured on small spatial 

scales (Buzsáki, Anastassiou, & Koch, 2012). Indeed, previous studies have utilised time-

frequency analysis for the investigation of reward and feedback processing (Cohen, Elger, & 

Ranganath, 2007; HajiHosseini, Rodríguez-Fornells, & Marco-Pallarés, 2012; Nacher, 

Ledberg, Deco, & Romo, 2013). Time-frequency analysis may be better suited to future 

studies investigating the neural correlates of the joint control of the passage of time and 

reinforcer signal, as this measure of neural activity can be applied to extended periods of time 

(Cowie et al., 2011; Cowie, Elliffe, & Davison, 2013; Davison et al., 2013). 

 

Another avenue for future research is punishment. The current thesis focused on 

comparing the predictions of the strengthening and signalling theories of reinforcement. 

Consequently, only reinforcers and stimuli without value were used in the experiments. 

However, the signalling idea that the discriminative properties are used by the organism to 

infer the current environmental contingencies could also be applied to punishment. There is 

limited evidence for signalling properties of punishers within the experimental analysis of 

behaviour, due to the study of punishment being constrained by ethical considerations, as the 

majority of the research is conducted with animal subjects. However, ERP studies of 

feedback processing have used monetary loss extensively as the ethical considerations of 

applying punishment are mitigated by having human participants who can give their informed 

consent. The general results are that losses and incorrect feedback evoke a more negative FN 

compared to rewards and correct feedback (San Martín, 2012; Walsh & Anderson, 2012). 
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This is consistent with the linear relationship between stay preference and the FN established 

in Chapter Two and the findings of Sallet and colleagues’ (2013) five-alternative foraging 

procedure. Thus, the future investigation of the signalling properties of punishment and their 

neural correlates seems well justified. 

 

Given that some of the more compelling support for the strengthening theory of 

reinforcement comes from the study of attending (Chelazzi et al., 2013), future research could 

use EEG to investigate the interface between choice, reinforcement and attending. A first step 

toward a better understanding of how attending relates to the signalling theory of 

reinforcement could be made using the divided attention paradigm (Shahan & Podlesnik, 

2006). This procedure consists of a brief presentation of a compound stimulus possessing at 

least two features. Subsequently, participants are required to discriminate one dimension of 

the compound stimulus in a delayed matching-to-sample procedure. The particular feature 

dimension presented in the matching-to-sample phase is randomly selected for each trial. The 

brevity of the compound sample stimulus and the unpredictability of the feature dimension 

are conducive for the selective allocation of attending. Shahan and Podlesnik used the divided 

attention procedure to demonstrate that the allocation of attending was sensitive to the 

relative probability of reinforcement for correct responses in each dimension. This result 

demonstrated that attending was well described by a modified generalised matching law 

analysis (but see Davison & Elliffe, 2010). To understand better how reinforcement affects 

attending, this procedure could be extended to investigate how reinforcement relate to covert 

measures of selective attention such as lateralised-event-related potentials (Hilimire, Hickey, 

& Corballis, 2012; Hilimire, Mounts, Parks, & Corballis, 2009, 2011). 

 

An alternative method for investigating attending is to make the covert response 

explicit. The observing-response procedure (Wyckoff, 1952) enables the quantification of 

attending, by adding a response requirement to produce brief presentations of discriminative 

stimuli. In a typical observing-response procedure, episodes of a schedule of reinforcement 

are randomly interspersed with extinction, with the response-dependent stimuli indicative of 

the current environmental contingency. The relevance of this procedure to understanding 

reinforcement comes from the notion that observing responses are maintained by conditional 

reinforcement (Dinsmoor, 1983). Shahan, Podlesnik, and Jimenez-Gomez (2006) arranged a 
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two-alternative observing response procedure, varying the relative rates at which each 

alternative produced the discriminative stimuli. The results showed observing responses to be 

controlled by the relative rate of the conditional reinforcement for each alternative. Future 

research could modify this procedure to extend the investigation of the signalling properties 

of conditional reinforcement observed in Chapter Five. Such an extension could arrange 

conditional reinforcers according to a sequence, allowing for the further comparison of 

strengthening and signalling for conditional reinforcement in a manner similar to Chapters 

Four and Five. 

 

Another use of the observing-response procedure would be in the parametric 

evaluation of how the information-theoretic concept of contingency relates to ERP. An array 

of different schedules of reinforcement could be randomly interspersed, with each schedule 

possessing varying strengths of contingency. In this situation, different observing response 

stimuli would indicate the current operational schedule. These stimuli may decrease or 

increase the baseline uncertainty of reinforcement. This increase in uncertainty would 

constitute a negative strength contingency according to the information-theoretic concept of 

contingency (Gallistel, Craig, et al., 2014). The parametric assessment of the relationship 

between contingency and ERP may help further the development of understanding the 

necessary conditions of how a stimulus comes to act as a signpost for behaviour.  

The multitude of potential future avenues for research highlights the usefulness of 

integrating the experimental analysis of behaviour with the cognitive electrophysiology of 

reward. It is evident that this thesis achieved its aim of laying the foundations to help bridge 

the gap between these fields. Additionally, the innovative application of Bayesian parameter 

estimation to ERP analysis used throughout this thesis may encourage the adoption of this 

more informative approach to research (Kruschke, 2013).  

 

6.4 Conclusion  

In summary, the present thesis set out to aid in the determination of whether the 

signalling or the strengthening accounts was a more accurate and useful framework for 

understanding the process of reinforcement. Chapter Two quantified the relationship between 

choice preference and reinforcer-evoked potentials. Chapter Three provided the first 
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demonstration that contingency, an important factor in the signalling account, modulated the 

reinforcer-evoked potentials. These studies provided the necessary groundwork for Chapter 

Four which directly tested the predictions of the strengthening and signalling accounts of 

reinforcement. Chapter Four showed for the first time that the conditional probability of 

reinforcement modulated reinforcer-evoked potentials and that this modulation was 

consistent with the relationship established in Chapter Two. Most importantly, choice 

preference was controlled by what reinforcers signalled. Chapter Five replicated and 

extended the results of Chapter Four by confirming the joint predictions of the signalling 

theory and the information-theoretic concept of contingency were consistent with the 

observed modulation of the reinforcer-evoked potentials. Novel relationships between the 

FN, the P300 and post-reinforcement changes in response rate were discovered. This was 

especially important for the FN, where all the predominant explanations of the FN disagreed 

with the observed results in Chapters Four and Five. Moreover, this analysis supported the 

signalling account of conditional reinforcement. 

 

These results highlighted the utility of combining the experimental analysis of 

behaviour with the cognitive electrophysiology of reinforcement. Taken together, the 

experiments in the present thesis indicate that the signalling theory is a more accurate and 

useful explanation of reinforcement compared to the traditional strengthening account.  
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